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ABSTRACT 

This master's thesis describes the problem of final orders and obsolescence for spare part inventories at 
PEI Company. By means of a binomial model, a forecast of lifetime demand of a given consumable spare 
part is calculated. Together with costing parameters this yields a final order for consumable parts. For 
repairable spare parts a transient Markov model is presented. These models together are applied to the PEI 
spare part inventory to obtain an overall risk of obsolescence. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

FEI Company is a multinational company specialized in the manufacturing of tools for nanotechnology 
markets. Their tools enable research, development and manufacturing of products at nanoscale. FEI 
systems, as capital goods, require large investments by customers. The operating time of these systems at 
specific customer sites can be as long as several decades. In order to ensure operation of systems for such 
long periods, FEI provides service after sales through its sales and service divisions. Customers have the 
option of purchasing a service contract to allow for maintenance of their systems after expiration of the 
warranty period. Typically 80% of customers purchases a service contract after warranty expires. Other 
customers maintain their systems based on a time and material billing contract. Within the sales and 
service divisions a team of sales employees, service engineers, technical support staff and logistics 
planners are occupied with customer service. One important aspect is the availability of spare parts 
throughout the remaining service period of a product family. 

FEI keeps spare parts through a series of central and local warehouses. In fact production of distinct 
product families takes place in two production facilities: so called FAB tools in Hillsboro, USA and so 
called EOPD tools in Eindhoven, the Netherlands. Besides warehouses at these central production 
locations, a number of smaller warehouses at key customer sites and some regional warehouses in the 
Asian-Pacific Region are operated. Considering the long remaining service periods and high technical 
complexity of some of these parts, problems in supply can occur. Suppliers have a commitment to supply 
spare parts for up to eleven years after the last system of a certain product family is produced, thereafter 
supply is no longer guaranteed. Sometimes, normally speaking no more than once per quarter, suppliers 
inform FEI about the occurrence of a final order. This means that suppliers discontinue production of old
fashioned parts and FEI may place a single order to cover demand throughout the service period of a given 
spare part. Upon stock-outs, this can lead to searching for new suppliers that are specialized in the 
manufacturing of products with relatively old technology. In the worst case a costly redesign by FEI needs 
to take place or old systems are cannibalized and replaced by new systems. 

Demand for spare parts can be categorized as being slow moving or intermittent since over 50% of spare 
parts has an average demand of less than one per year on a global scale. On top of that, demand patterns 
for spare parts typically decay towards the end of service period, since fewer and fewer customers wish to 
operate older systems. The combination of long service periods and limited demand sizes leads to the 
evident risk of inventory turning obsolete at some point in time. This 'risk' is not a real risk as it is in the 
case of insurance; it is more the fraction of current inventory that is expected to remain unsold at the end 
of service period and thus becomes obsolete. This risk should be covered by a monetary reserve that is to 
be updated several times per year. Upon disposal of obsolete spare parts in the future, part of this 
monetary reserve is released. Although the determination of the obsolescence reserve is a task of the 
Finance department, the Logistics department is involved in the calculation of this reserve as well. 

The previously mentioned issues have resulted in the formulation of the following research assignment: 
"Analyze the current method for calculation of obsolescence risks and confront it with methods that can 
be found in literature. Design a model and tool that allow calculation of risks of obsolescence of current 
inventory as well as the size of final orders". 

To date spare parts are managed by means of an ERP system, called MFGPRO. Customers place orders 
through Field Service Engineers in this ERP system and upon availability, the part is shipped to the 
service engineer who installs it at the customer site. If a repairable item is considered, the defect part is 
send back to the warehouse after being replaced by a new one; there it waits for repair at the supplier 
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before returning back to inventory. Repair is not always successful; a fraction of repairs is unsuccessful 
and these failed parts are scrapped. MFGPRO in fact is not designed for spare parts inventory control, but 
is merely used as a database listing transactions and world wide inventory availability. In order to plan and 
maintain the inventory of spare parts, a forecasting spreadsheet is used that calculates important inventory 
parameters as reorder level, reorder quantity and safety stock based on a number of forecasting procedures 
and costing parameters. From MFGPRO, on a daily basis, data-tables are extracted, that are used in a 
Controlled Inventory Management database. In fact this database, together with the spreadsheet, are used 
in daily operation. Reverse logistics planners are occupied with the return flow of defect parts from the 
field. Repairable items may return back in stock with some repair probability after a certain amount of 
repair leadtime has passed. Repairable items are most difficult to plan, since their cost prices are high and 
leadtimes are long and uncertain. 
Analysis of the current spare part management method indicates a number of characteristics or 
shortcomings that lead to suboptimal spare part management. These can be divided into three categories: 
suppliers, procedures and systems. Although these shortcomings are not the topic of this report, they still 
are important in the light of inventory obsolescence. An analysis of obsolescence risk and final orders 
leads to a distinction of four main categories for obsolescence; these are replenishment, quality issues, 
systems and procedures. 

Risk of obsolescence, to date, is simply based on production status of the product family and the 
remaining service period compared to the total service period of a product family. More specifically, if a 
product family is still being produced, the attached risk of spare parts that belong to that product family to 
become obsolete is zero. If a product family no longer is being serviced, the attached risk of obsolescence 
is 100%. If a product family is no longer produced, but still being serviced an obsolescence risk equal to 
(1 - remaining service years I remaining service period) is used for spare parts that belong to that product 
family. Obviously this method does not incorporate any future demand estimates and is therefore not 
appropriate. This current obsolescence risk calculation leads to an obsolescence risk of 15% or €1.6 
million for the central European inventory of €10.5 million. This means that 15% of the current 
approximate European inventory is expected to turn obsolete in the future, this calculation considers both 
FAB parts and EOPD parts in the Eindhoven warehouse. In reality however, FAB parts may be returned to 
its source production facility in Hillsboro. On the other hand EOPD parts may be returned to the 
Eindhoven facility. 

For a consumable spare part, obsolescence is a threat whenever there is more inventory than expected 
demand in the remaining service period. The obsolescence risk is equal to the quantity on hand that likely 
needs to be disposed of at the end of service period as a fraction of current quantity on hand. This quantity 
on hand that needs to be disposed can be calculated when the expected demand in the remaining service 
period is known. For repairable items, instead of demand in the remaining service period, an estimation of 
the needed repair pool is needed. All parts in excess of this needed repair pool need to be disposed of. The 
obsolescence risk for a repairable items thus becomes the fraction of current repair pool that needs to be 
disposed of as a fraction of the total current repair pool. 
Final orders are strongly related with obsolescence. Any final order that is larger than the expected 
demand or needed repair pool size needs to be disposed of in the end. However, based on a service level 
approach or costing parameters a larger quantity may be ordered than is expected to be demanded. In this 
type of final order, FEI includes an obsolescence risk by ordering more than the expected demand. 

A literature review is presented that covers long term demand forecast and obsolescence theory in 
combination with final orders. A conclusion from the literature review indicates that for consumable items 
some models are available, but they cannot be used as is. For repairable items no model in literature can 
be found that includes the possibility of unsuccessful repair. The distinction between a predetermined 
service level on the one hand and a cost model on the other hand to incorporate variability is an important 
one. To date, FEI is used to work with a Type-2 service level of 95% in its daily planning activities. 
However, a so-called costing model that compares costs for inventory holding, disposal, and interest on 
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the one hand with penalty costs that need to be paid per stock-out on the one hand might prove a valuable 
approach for the final ordering problem as well. 

For consumable items a model is developed that uses a separate estimation of the failure probability of a 
system in a time period on the one hand and a prediction of the behavior of the installed base of a product 
family over time on the other hand. The combination of these two leads to a binomial distribution of 
demand in a year. These binomial distributions are summed for all the years in the remaining service 
period to obtain, due to Central Limit Theorem effects, a normal distribution of demand in the remaining 
service period with known mean and variance. The design furthermore includes refinement to parameters. 
The remaining service period of a spare part is obtained from the remaining service period of the product 
family the spare part belongs to. A method that links spare parts to product families by means of service 
call records is presented and the robustness of this method for errors in estimating the installed base is 
shown. The model uses a linear regression to forecast the failure rate. Since it is impossible to predict the 
development of the installed base, it is chosen to introduce four scenarios of installed base development. 
The model uses these scenarios of installed base behavior instead of a single number. For spare parts that 
cannot be linked to product families, a Poisson demand assumption is used to obtain final orders. For both 
models, a final order is obtained by means of two approaches. On the one hand a Type-2 service level may 
be used, with a default value of 95% (that is the final order is selected according to a 95% certainty of 
covering demand in the remaining service period). On the other hand, a newsboy model from literature is 
applied that uses costs for inventory holding, interest, disposal and penalty cost to obtain a final order 
based on costing parameters. In the cost model the penalty cost is treated as a decision variable. In the case 
of FEI the penalty could consist of cannibalization of old systems, discounts on new systems, finding 
specialized suppliers or redesigns. 

For repairable items a general and a Markov model are developed. The general model calculates from total 
remaining service period demand, the fraction of parts that is expected to be scrapped due to unsuccessful 
repair. The desired repair pool in this general model is based on this expected number of items scrapped. 
This model neglects leadtime effects; it is very well possible that more parts are needed in the repair pool 
to provide a desired service level than there will be scrapped due to unsuccessful repair. To overcome this 
shortcoming, a Markov model is developed that calculates the time it takes until a certain undesired state 
is reached, based on a certain starting state. This so-called absorption time into an absorbing state is 
compared with the remaining service period to obtain a final order. An approximation is used to reflect the 
decaying demand pattern that is typical for spare part inventories. Since there is not enough historical data 
(the remaining service periods can be as long as several decades) that can be used as a reference, a 
simulation model is developed to make judgments about the performance of the models. As is shown, the 
Markov model provides close to optimal results for initial demand levels of less than ten per year. For 
higher demand levels, the leadtime effect becomes less important and the general model yields close to 
optimal final orders. The optimal repair pool and model repair pool differ at most 20% or two parts under 
a variety of parameter settings. 

Eventually the designed methods are included in a final ordering and obsolescence tool in MS Excel. For 
this tool also a manual is written that can be used by future users. The tool allows calculation of a single 
order and the obsolescence risk of a list of spare parts. An important improvement of the obsolescence 
calculation is the distinction of parts into EOPD parts and FAB parts. Whereas inventory obsolescence to 
date is treated for both FAB parts and EOPD parts per inventory location, it is better to develop a single 
obsolescence risk for EOPD parts and FAB parts worldwide. In fact all EOPD parts are sourced from the 
Eindhoven production facility or its local suppliers and may be returned there for repair or scrapping. FAB 
parts are sourced from the Hillsboro production facility and its suppliers. This improved calculation uses 
global demand information and global quantities on hand instead of local demands and local quantity on 
hand figures . 
Implementation of the tool is straightforward in MS Excel since FEI employees are accustomed to 
working with these programs. Awareness is created by illustrating the potential benefits of the developed 
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tool to the potential users. A major concern is the updating of model parameters. It is advised that this is 
done by someone with extensive knowledge about MS Excel; updates are divided into minor and major 
updates. A minor needs to be performed every time the tool is used and takes approximately 15 minutes. 
A major update can take as long as 4 hours and needs to be performed once per quarter. The runtime of 
the tool is estimated at 2 seconds per spare part. To obtain the obsolescence risk for 6,000 different items 
with a positive quantity on hand, the runtime exceeds three hours. Furthermore the distinction between a 
service level approach and penalty costs is something that needs to be treated with care. Especially the 
estimation of the penalty cost parameter can be a difficult task. Integration of the proposed forecasting tool 
with MFGPRO is not possible unless a custom specific module is written. For repairable spare parts an 
approximate model is presented, a simulation package is needed to determine optimal final orders. The 
cost thereof seem not justified for the sole purpose of repair pool calculation considering the performance 
of the developed approximate models. 

Concluding it can be said that the developed model reflects the underlying reality of obsolescence and 
final orders well. As mentioned, obsolescence risk is now determined for EOPD parts or FAB parts world
wide instead a determination per inventory location. A run for EOPD parts indicates an obsolescence risk 
of 20% or €3.4 million of the current EOPD inventory of €17.3 million (excluding scrapping of current 
defect quantity on hand of repairable items due to unsuccessful repair). This is significantly higher than 
the current obsolescence reserve for the European inventory, but as mentioned these two cannot be 
compared. Recommendations to FEI are an improvement of data quality and implementation of the 
designed tool in a future ERP system or stand alone program to remove the updating of parameters, 
integration with MFG PRO seems not justified. It can also be concluded that the calculated final orders do 
not indicate where to locate the parts worldwide. Furthermore, it is advised to change the responsibility of 
spare part management. Whereas to date, both Eindhoven and Hillsboro plan spare parts for EOPD parts 
and FAB parts, it is better to have Eindhoven plan EOPD parts worldwide and Hillsboro FAB parts 
worldwide. The current spare part management method leads to a inconsistent approach to spare parts 
management that is one of the causes of inventory obsolescence. 
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PREFACE 

You are reading a final report that is written as the result of a Master of Science project in Industrial 
Engineering & Management Science from the Eindhoven University of Technology. Typically, at the end 
of four years of preparation, a student selects a company to study a problem area that generally is too 
complex for the company or in general is not given that high a priority considering budget or capacity 
constraints. 

My project took place at FEI Company, a manufacturer of tools for the nanotechnology market. As a 
graduate student in Operations, Planning, Accounting and Control, the project was located at the Logistics 
department; to be more precise in the department that is responsible for the availability of spare parts in 
order to provide service after sales. In the end I was able to design a tool that can be used in assessing the 
risk of obsolescence of spare part inventories and the size of final orders for spare parts. 

This work, unsurprisingly, is not the sole work of the author. I would like to thank a number of people. 
First of all, Tarkan Tan, my primary university supervisor for his enthusiasm and support throughout the 
project. I will remember our regular meetings that were always learnful and during which you kept me 
focused on my goal. Besides, I would like to thank Geert-Jan van Houtum who, as an expert in the field of 
maintenance and spare part management, was able to refine the models I was working on where 
necessary. 

At FEI, I would like to thank Hans Binnerts as company supervisor and project initiator. It was always 
nice to discuss matters and get your expert view on the problems I was faced with. I would also like to 
thank Loek Halmans as Service Logistics manager who helped me to find my way around the company 
and helped me obtaining the necessary data for my project. Besides, I would like to thank Arjen den Boer, 
as General Logistics manager who introduced me to a number of people within FEI and, although not 
directly involved, was always very interested in my work. Furthermore, I would like to thank my nearest 
colleagues Ardo, Anja, Bjornica, Jaco and Katerina who were always available for questions and made my 
stay a pleasant one. 

Finally I would like to thank everyone who was involved in the completion of my study, but I haven't 
mentioned here. 

John van Kooten 
Eindhoven, May 2006 
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Part I 

Orientation 



1 COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

r.1 PEI Company 

FEI Company, manufacturer of tools for nanotechnology, originated from a number of mergers. In 1997 
FEI merged with Dutch Philips Electron Optics into a company called FEI Company. In 1999 FEI 
Company acquired American Micrion Technologies and in 2003 Revise Inc., which resulted in FEI 
Company (FEI) as it operates today. The company was initially founded in 1971 as Field Emission Inc. 
and began trading shares on the Nasdaq in 1995. FEI designs, manufactures, markets and services a range 
of electron optic systems that are used in nanotechnology markets. FEI systems allow working on matters 
and structures at atomic and molecular scales, with feature sizes on the order of 1 nanometer1 and smaller. 
FEl's products are basically sold to a number of markets including semiconductor (40.5% of revenue), 
data storage (7.2% of revenue) and industrial, institutional and research organizations in the material 
science and life science fields (52.3% of revenue). The market FEI sells its products and services to is 
subject to rapid technological development, indicating the need for a strong focus on research and 
development activities. FEI currently is leading in technology, facing competition mainly from JEOL Ltd., 
Hitachi Ltd., Applied Materials Inc., and Carl Zeiss SMT AG. FEI has major production facilities in 
Hillsboro (USA), Eindhoven (the Netherlands) and Brno (Czech Republic) and offers service in over 40 
countries around the world, employing in total around 1,700 people of which approximately 475 are 
located in Eindhoven (end 2005). FEl's annual revenue increased from $178 million in 1998 to $427 
million in 2005, see Figure 1 below (also including an overview of operating income over these years). 

Overview of Revenue and Operating Income 1997 - 2005 

g $250,000 
0 

~ $175,000 

$100,000 

-$50,000 2000 2001 200 200 

!--Revenue --Operating Income I 

Figure 1, Overview of Revenue and Operating Income 

r.2 Products and Core Technologies 

FEI arranges its products into four product categories: 
• Electron Optics (accounting for an approximate 36.0 % of net sales in 2005), including: 

o scanning electron microscopes (SEMs), approx. 11 different types 

1 1 nanometer (nm) = 10-9 meter= I 0 Angstrom 
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o transition electron microscopes (TEMs), approx. 22 different types 
o secondary ion mass spectrometer systems (SIMSs) 

• Microelectronics (accounting for an approximate 38.5% of net sales in 2005), including: 
o focused ion beam systems (FIBs) 
o dualbeam systems (combining FIB and SEM technology), approx. 1 ldifferent types 
o status nanoprofile meters for wafer masks quality checking 
o software for the management of circuit design and manufacturing 

Service (accounting for an approximate 23.8% of net sales in 2005), performed on the installed 
based of FEI products. 

• Components (accounting for an approximate 1. 7% of net sales in 2005), including electron and ion 
emitters and focusing columns. 

Production is organized in four product divisions: Beam Technology Division BTD, Circuit Edit & Mask 
Repair Division CMD (both located in USA), Electron Optics Division EOPD (located in the Netherlands 
and Czech Republic) and Fab Product Division FPD (located in USA and the Netherlands). An overview 
of the segmentation based on market and product (see also section 1.1) is presented in Figure 2. 

Segmentation (market-based) Segmentation (product-based) 

• MicroE!ectronics • Electron Optics 

• Industry & Institute • Semiconductor D Data Storage 0 Service • Components 

Figure 2, Segmentation based on Market (left) and Product (right) 

The core technologies that are needed to deliver the abovementioned range of systems include focused ion 
beam and electrobeam technology, beam gas chemistry, system automation technology, stylus 
nanoprofilometry technology and secondary ion mass spectrometry. 

1. 3 Service and Logistics 

Service is an important aspect of FEI business since it determines up-times of systems. Whereas the 
market is segmented based on product or industry, FEI's sales and service are split up geographically into 
four Sales and Service Divisons (SSDs): North America, Europe, Japan and Asian-Pacific Region (APR). 
SSDs are responsible for distribution of available products and spare parts from FEI and third-party 
companies with a marketing agreement with FEI. The FEI service business faces little to none competition 
from third-parties. This is mainly due to the highly specialized nature of FEI products and technology and 
because of the critical mass that is necessary to support a world-wide dispersed installed base. Some of the 
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older and less sophisticated systems, mainly in the industry and institute market, are serviced by 
independent field engineers in direct competition with FEI. 
The Europe SSD is located in Eindhoven. Service and Logistics are organized in the FEI Europe BV 
Customer Service Logistics department (further to be called CS Logistics) that is part of the European 
SSD since November 2002 (Halmans, 2005). It can be divided into two sub-groups: CS Helpdesk 
(customer relations) and CS Materials (material planning), see Appendix I for an organization chart2. 

Before November 2002 Service and Logistics were part of EOPD. CS Logistics' primary responsibility is 
the availability of spare parts as will be outlined later in this section. Within FEI more than 14,000 
different spare parts can be distinguished, which can be divided into two main categories. These categories 
are not segmented by product line, but are organized through production facilities Acht in the Netherlands 
and Hillsboro in the USA. The two categories are EOPD spare parts (Acht) and FPD spare parts 
(Hillsboro). All spare parts are sourced from the production facility in Acht or Hillsboro or from its 
(mainly local) suppliers. The spare parts are kept in a number of central/regional warehouses: 

• One central warehouse in Hillsboro (Oregon) in the USA. 
• One central warehouse in Eindhoven in the Netherlands (in fact the warehouse is owned and 

operated by Panalpina). 
• Regional warehouse in Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea and some vendor managed 

warehouses near key customers around the word. 
Besides these warehouses, over 10 local stock points are located around the world. Each warehouse stocks 
a number of spare parts depending on the local production portfolio and market circumstances. Thus, 
Eindhoven for example operates as central warehouse for EOPD spare parts worldwide and as a regional 
warehouse for a large portion of the FPD spare parts that are needed for the installed base in Europe. The 
two main goals of CS Logistics are (see Appendix II): 

• The availability of spare parts in Europe: 
o 95% hit-rate for the EOPD spare parts out of the European central warehouse (meaning 

that 95% of all orderlines must be shipped the same day that the order is placed with the 
CS Helpdesk; there is no distinction between orders for regional warehouses and external 
customers. In case not the complete number of spare parts on an orderline is shipped, this 
still counts as a hit; only in case of zero inventory for an item upon demand this is 
counted as a miss). 

o 90% hit-rate for the FPD spare parts out of the European central warehouse (meaning that 
90% of all orderlines must be shipped the same day that the order is placed). This target is 
lower because the European warehouse is a regional warehouse for FPD parts. 

• Keeping the inventory relative to revenue levels; the inventory turns (cost of goods sold divided 
by the average inventory level) should be at least two per year. 

FEI systems are sold with installation and standard warranty on products of 15 months. Once the warranty 
period expires, customers are offered the possibility to purchase a service contract to cover planned 
maintenance and repair of the system while in their facilities. FEI commits itself to a predetermined 
service period that changes per system and market segment; a typical service time for Micro Electronics is 
7 years whereas SEM and TEM microscopes have service periods of 25 years after stop of production. 
Historically, approximately 80% of customers purchases a service contract after the warranty period 
expires. Service means that FEI is able to supply spare parts and technical assistance up to the committed 
service period, thereafter guarantee of supply of spare parts and technical assistance is no longer given. In 
practice this means that knowledge is still available and for the first years after end of service some spare 
parts will remain to be available. FEI also provides service on systems under time and materials (T &M) 
billing arrangements. The installed base to date consist of approximately 6,500 systems, some of which 

2 As of August 2005, CS Helpdesk has been separated from CS Materials, thus becoming part of the Sales & Service 
Division Europe as the Sales & Service Order Desk 
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are already serviced over 20 years, mainly by field service engineers (FSEs) in the region, who send their 
orders directly (in Europe) or via a local customer relation desk (outside Europe) to the CS Helpdesk. 
Many components of FEI systems are standard products, however a substantial part of products are 
custom made by FEI production or by a small group of selected suppliers. In pursuit of cost minimization 
and flexibility maximization, FEI's goal is to outsource production of a substantial part of modules and to 
purchase super-modules from suppliers. Amongst these are Philips Enabling Technologies Group BV, 
Sanmina-SCI, Te Strake, Frencken Group BV and Neways Electronics NV, the latter has taken over the 
production of electronic subassemblies that were manufactured in the Eindhoven factory up to 2000. FEI's 
manufacturing operations are mainly aimed at assembly and final testing but also include production of 
spare parts. Products are assembled to order whereas spare parts production is based on internal orders 
from the Logistics department. An ERP system called MFGPRO controls the flow of goods and orders 
within the production and service department. 

r.4 Recent Developments 

A number of interesting developments over the last year are worth noticing: 
• FEI introduced new products in 2004 and 2005 that underline their position as leading in 

technology. Last year FEI introduced its new TEM microscope, the Titan, the first microscope 
capable of breaking the Angstrom barrier, allowing resolutions 0.1 nm and smaller. 

• FEI faced a significant net loss in the first half of 2005 due to a series of write-offs and 
impairment charges related to a weak semiconductor market and the decision to close a 
production facility in Peabody, Massachusetts. Bookings in the semiconductor market were 50% 
down in the second quarter of 2005 compared with the same quarter in the previous year. 
Revenues of FEI are expected to be substantially dependent upon the health of the semiconductor 
market and to a lesser extent to the data storage and industry and institutions market. 

• Currently FEI is working on an upgrade of their current ERP system, MFGPRO. 
• The result of a previous M.Sc. thesis (Halmans, 2005) was the development of a forecasting tool 

that can be used next to MFGPRO. This leadtime forecasting tool, which will be discussed in later 
chapters in more detail, provided the possibility for CS Logistics planners to replenish stock more 
accurately. The reason for the initiation of this M.Sc. project were shortcomings in MFGPRO with 
regard to forecasting capabilities. 

• As of 2006, FEI adopted a new philosophy towards the markets FEI sells its products to: the 
Market Focused Organization. The current segmentation of markets as defined in section 1.2 is 
replaced by the following segmentation: 

o NanoElectronics: product development, process control and failure/defect analysis 
systems for semiconductor and data storage component manufacturers. 

o NanoBiology: Analysis, characterization, development and process control applications 
for diverse applications in biotechnology/pharmacology, structural biology, proteomics 
and pathology. 

o NanoResearch and Industry: material analysis, characterization and nanoprototyping 
solutions for academic and governmental research institutions and agencies. 

Although it is a company wide change, this change has the biggest impact on (sub)departments 
that are in close contact with the customer and is therefore not further considered in this thesis. 

The next chapter continues with the problem definition and research assignment. 
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2 PROBLEM DEFINITION & RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT 

2.1 Scope & Initial Problem Definition 

FEI manufactures a series of complex tools for nanotech. These systems consist of a significant number of 
parts and to service these systems FEI needs to stock spare parts in order to live up to certain service 
constraints. To date, FEI has approximately 14,000 different spare part types in its inventory, of which 
approximately 6,500 different types are stocked in the central European warehouse, both repairable and 
non-repairable parts. Demand, price range and remaining service times for these spare parts vary 
considerably; the following characteristics can be given: 

• Purchase prices for spare parts range from €0.01 to €160,000 per part 
• 15% of total spare part types are repairable; in some occasions parts cannot be repurchased again, 

so repair is the only option available for this category of parts 
• Demand ranges from 0 to 500 pieces per year per type, approximately 90% of part types has a 

demand of between 0 and IO pieces per year. 
• Remaining service times of spare parts vary from 5 to over 25 years, depending on the product 

family and market characteristics 
• Total current world-wide spare part inventory has a value of approximately $50 million. 

Occasionally, due to a production stop of the considered part, suppliers force FEI to place final 
orders to cover for all demand during the remaining service period of a system. 

Considering the abovementioned characteristics in combination with the market FEI operates in, problems 
with regard to obsolescence (the fact that service parts remain unused in inventories at the time of 
expiration of the last service contract on a system the spare part is used in) are common within FEI' s CS 
Logistics department. Especially in final order situations, that normally occur once per quarter, large 
quantities of parts are ordered at large costs that face a significant probability (or risk) to become obsolete 
at some point in time. 

Furthermore, the FEI Finance department is facing criticism from external consultants and accountants 
who disapprove of the current method of obsolescence reserve determination. FEI is obliged by law to 
make a reserve for future scrapping of obsolete parts. Part of this reserve is released upon the moment of 
scrapping of obsolete parts. 

Based on the information above, the problem that is the underlying reason to initiate this project is as 
follows: 

Initial Problem Definition: 

To date FE! has no sound method of assessing the risk of inventory becoming obsolete 
at some point in time. As a result FE! has no accurate idea of the amount of money to 
reserve for obsolescence and furthermore FE/ does not know how to include the risk of 
obsolescence in future final orders. 
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2.2 Research Assignment 

As already indicated, FEI has as a result of this no exact idea of how much money to reserve for the future 
scrapping of obsolete items3

. Furthermore, final orders for spare parts are currently not based on an 
accurate estimation of obsolescence risk, but merely on the expertise that planners possess. The problem 
definition can thus be translated into the following research assignment: 

Research Assignment: 

Analyze the current method for calculation of obsolescence risks and confront it with 
methods that can be found in literature. Design a model and tool that allow calculation 
of risks of obsolescence of current inventory as well as the size of final orders. 

2.3 Deliverables & Project Boundaries 

This research assignment can be translated into the following set of deliverables: 
An estimation of the current risk of obsolescence of current inventory on hand for both repairable 
and non-repairable items. A risk of obsolescence estimation is needed for all spare parts with a 
positive quantity on hand, in order for the Finance department to adjust the obsolescence reserve. 

• A model and tool that can be used in forecasting to assess the risk of obsolescence of newly to be 
placed orders for all-time requirements of spare parts. 

• An implementation plan that enables easy implementation of the designed model and tool within 
FEI. 

The project is bounded to analysis of EOPD spare parts that are shipped from the European warehouse. 
The developed methodology is to be applicable to F AB spare parts that are shipped from the USA 
warehouse. Furthermore, priority is given to a model and tool that aid in the determination of final orders; 
risk of obsolescence of current inventory on hand follows from this model. In fact for all items with a 
positive quantity on hand an obsolescence risk needs to be determined in order to calculate a feasible 
obsolescence reserve. 

2.4 Methodology 

The research approach that has been used for this project is that of van Aken, van der Bij and Berends 
(2001) which is specifically designed for Industrial Engineering & Management Science M.Sc. projects. 
The authors divide this type of research project into a diagnostic (Figure 3) and redesign phase (Figure 4). 
The aim of this methodology is to confront theoretical knowledge as found in literature with the practical 
situation that can be found at the company in both phases. On the right hand side in Figure 3, the research 
goal of the diagnostic phase is listed: a diagnosis of the current calculation of final orders and risk of 
inventory obsolescence and an exploration of possible solutions to the problem. In the center column, the 
primary process (obsolescence risk and final order calculation) is confronted with two approaches: the 
current calculation of final orders and obsolescence risk and ideas about improvements in this calculation 
within FEI on one hand and an evaluation tool that is fed from scientific literature and interviews with 
experts from the left column on the other hand. As can be seen on the left hand side of Figure 3, several 

3 Correct judgments of the amount of money to reserve for obsolete inventory has gained importance due to the 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act that was signed into law in 2002. 
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scientific fields of interest (obsolescence and final order theory, spare parts inventory theory and case 
studies) and several interviews with experts (being CS Logistics employees and TU/e supervisors) are 
used to form an evaluation tool which can be used to make judgments about the current obsolescence 
calculation and final ordering method. Figure 4 covers the redesign phase. Again on the right hand side the 
goal of this phase is listed: a redesign of the current obsolescence and final order calculation and its effects 
on spare parts management in the form of a model and tool (together with implementation plan). The 
center column contains the confrontation of the primary process (obsolescence calculation and final 
orders) with design guidelines that stem from the left hand side of Figure 4. The left column contains the 
building blocks that are used to determine design guidelines: both scientific theory (long term demand 
forecasting and repairable inventory theory) and input from FEI employees and TU/e supervisors are used. 

Obsolescence & 
Final Order Theory 

Spare Parts 
Inventory Theory 

Interviews with 
managers and 

planners 

Input from TU/e 
Supervisors 

!-------+ Evaluation 
Tool 

, .. 
Diagnosis 

Obsolescence & & 
FinaJ Ordering 

(exploration of) 
Possible Solutions , .. 

Current 
Obsolescence 
Calculation 

Figure 3, Research Model for Diagnostic Phase 

Figure 4 represents the research model for the redesign phase; the layout is similar to that of Figure 3. 
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The following section describes the project planning and layout of the report. 

2.5 Report Layout 

This report consist of three parts, as depicted in Figure 5. The first part, Orientation, contains the first 
three chapters of this report covering a company description, the problem definition and research 
assignment and a description of current practice at FEI. The second part, Research and Design, makes up 
the core of the report. The third part, Implementation, concludes the report. In terms of Figures 3 and 4, 
chapters I through 5 cover the Diagnostic phase and chapters 6 through 9 cover the Redesign phase. 
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3 CURRENT PRACTICE 

This chapter describes the way in which spare parts to date are managed (section 3.1) and obsolescence 
risk is calculated (section 3.2). The purpose of this chapter is to provide background for the reader without 
commenting on the current PEI practices. 

3.1 Current Spare Part Inventory Management 

The CS Logistics department is the most important involved party in the entire service process. Appendix 
III contains a flowchart of CS Logistics activities, which will be discussed here step by step. See also 
Appendix I for the organization chart of CS Logistics. 

CS Helpdesk 
The CS Helpdesk receives requests from customers through FSEs or replenishment requests from regional 
warehouses for spare parts. Upon receipt of the request, an order is created in the ERP system, MFGPRO. 
It is checked whether the item is on stock and if so a picklist is printed and sent to Panalpina4 (PLP). PLP 
picks and packs the order through MFGPRO and sends it to the requesting party. If the spare part is not 
available from stock, a message will be sent to CS Materials, who take up this miss as a backorder. 
Periodically (normally on a two-day basis) all items on backorder are checked in a database CIM 
(Controlled Inventory Management) that uses daily updates from MFGPRO for availability and, on 
availability, a message is sent to CS Helpdesk to handle further processing of the order. The situation for 
repairable items is similar but for a few exceptions: repairable spare parts have to be returned by FSEs or 
the regional warehouse upon shipment of a new repaired spare part. CS Helpdesk checks repair status of 
this type of spare parts and adds an RMA (Return Material Authorization) package to enable the FSE or 
warehouse to return the defect item to PLP. Defect repairable items are sent back to the supplier by PLP 
and after successful repair and receipt, PLP places these items back in stock. 

CS Materials 
CS Materials is responsible for the availability of spare parts (including replenishment, reverse logistics 
and escalation of backorders). Up to 2005 there were no ground rules or documented procedures as to 
order quantities and review periods. As of March 2005, the result of another M.Sc. thesis (Halmans, 
2005), a forecasting and inventory planning spreadsheet, came into effect. The current ERP system, 
MFGPRO does not have any functionality to forecast demand and determine safety stocks or reorder 
quantities. In fact MFGPRO is a system designed to manage a manufacturing enterprise with extensive 
financial and manufacturing functionality. In order to overcome some of these shortcomings a forecasting 
spreadsheet has been designed using several forecasting models to predict demand during leadtime, 
reorder points, safety stocks and reorder quantities. The spreadsheet is used in combination with the CIM 
database in daily inventory control. To generate forecasts the spreadsheet selects the method with the 
smallest mean square error (MSE) from several forecasting techniques (regression, single exponential 
smoothing, average, weighted average and linear exponential smoothing). The MSE is a measure to 
determine the quality of forecast based on available demand history (e.g. Silver, Pyke and Peterson, 1998). 
The spreadsheet uses periodic review and is based on a ~ service level (also known as Type-2 service 
level) that denotes the fraction of stock that is immediately served from stock. The current service level is 
95%. To date material planners use this spreadsheet in combination with the CIM database to generate a 
list of items that are below reorder point and manually review each of the items in MFGPRO to judge 

4 Since April 2000, FEI has outsourced its warehouse activities to Panalpina World Transport B'V. 
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whether the generated reorder quantity is in line with their expectations. In fact planners review the 
demand history of an item and based on their (technical) knowledge of and experience with the designated 
spare part they decide upon the actual size of the order to be placed. By doing so, the planning spreadsheet 
can be overruled. Furthermore, it can be decided to expedite outstanding orders or inform the FEI 
Technical Support Group (responsible for service related questions and problems) about a sudden increase 
or drop in demand, in order to research possible problems with the spare part or system the part goes into. 
To date this is done entirely based on the planner's experience. In general, a new spare part is defined 
upon the receipt of the third demand request for an item that is not yet defined as a spare part. The CIM 
database that is fed with data from MFGPRO serves a number of purposes: besides planning parameters, it 
also is used in the determination of a number of key performance indicators, vendor rating schemes, 
inventory overviews and so on. 

Reverse logistics planners are occupied with the flow of defect repairable products to and from suppliers. 
Upon the failure of a repairable spare part at a customer site, a repairable part is ordered. In general, upon 
delivery the FSE will replace the defect part with the repaired part in one visit. As a result parts cannot be 
sent for repair right away. There are two exceptions: in the case of repair only parts (parts that cannot be 
re-purchased again; a final order for this part has already taken place) or customized repair parts (parts that 
are designed for one particular customer) the part is sent for repair and kept aside to be sent back to its 
designated owner. An FSE has to visit the customer on separate occasions to complete the repair 
procedure. FSEs and regional warehouses are obliged to send defective repairable items back to PLP upon 
the request of a new spare part. For all returned spare parts a deposit-fee is returned to customers. Along 
with the spare part a return tag (listing reason of failure) and a so-called contamination identification tag 
(listing whether the considered spare part could possibly be contaminated by hazardous, toxic, corrosive 
or radioactive material) need to be attached in order to send the defect part to the supplier for repair. In 
general a repair will be carried out if the repair cost is less than 30% of the cost price, or in the case of 
repair-only or customized repair parts. 

Section 4.1.3 discusses the feasibility of the current spare part management method. 

3.2 Current Obsolescence Risk and Final Order Determination 

Inventory obsolescence occurs when spare parts remain unused in inventory at the moment the last service 
contract on a system the part is used in has expired. Obsolescence risk is defined as 'the remaining 
inventory at the time of ending of the last service contract as a fraction of current inventory on hand', this 
definition is refined in section 4.3. As discussed earlier, in fact at the end of service of a certain system, 
remaining spare parts will be kept in inventory to provide service as long as there are customers with a 
working system in their facilities. In the end unsold spare parts will be offered to customers at a discount 
price or an upgrade to a new system is negotiated. Unused spare parts will either be scrapped (disposed of) 
at a salvage value which can be positive or negative or if still some demand is expected from customers 
that are still operating and old system, a certain amount may be kept in stock. In order to determine 
possible inventory obsolescence, the known end of service period is used as a basis. The risk that FEI runs 
on inventory becoming obsolete needs to be covered by a monetary reserve, in fact FEI provides a reserve 
for obsolescence to recognize the matters that affect the value of inventory. When the related inventory is 
disposed of, the reserve for obsolescence is released. Risk as mentioned here is not a real 'risk' as is faced 
in the case of insurance, it is more a fraction of current inventory level that needs to be disposed of in the 
end. The method that is currently used depends on the production and service status of the system the 
considered part is used in: 
• If the system the part belongs to is still being produced the attached risk of obsolescence for the 

considered spare part is 0% of the value of inventory on hand, meaning that no reserve is made for 
spare parts for a system that is still in production. 
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• If the system the part belongs to is no longer being serviced the attached risk is 100% of the value of 
inventory on hand, meaning that the total inventory value of spare parts belonging to a system that is 
no longer being serviced is reserved for obsolescence. As mentioned earlier there may still be orders 
corning in for these parts, or FEI may offer customers to buy any remaining stock of spare parts at the 
end of the service period. 

• If the part is no longer produced but still being serviced the risk is defined as (1 - remaining support 
years over total service period)% of the value of current inventory on hand, meaning that a part of the 
inventory value of spare parts belonging to a system that is not produced anymore but still receiving 
service based on the remaining support years and the total service period is reserved for obsolescence. 

For spare parts that are used on several systems with different end of service dates, the longest end of 
service time is used for calculation. Besides a financial consideration, obsolescence risk is also a relevant 
decision in making final orders, covering all time requirements. As mentioned earlier, suppliers force FEI 
to place a final order that will cover demand during remaining service period with some level of certainty. 
This type of final order to date occurs with a maximum of once per quarter, but this number is expected to 
increase due to more rapid technological developments and shorter product lifecycles. To date, FEI does 
not include risk of obsolescence in final order decisions. Final orders are made based on CS Logistics 
expertise and a review of demand history. 

As mentioned earlier, the aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with some backgrounds to the 
problem; an evaluation of the feasibility of the current method in use is given in section 4.3. This chapter 
ends Part I of this report, Part II continues with research and design. 
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4 ANALYSIS 

This chapter provides the reader with a detailed analysis of spare part inventory (section 4.1) and final 
orders and obsolescence risk (section 4.2). Section 4.3 covers the proposed obsolescence calculation 
measure. Section 4.4 discusses the relationship between obsolescence and final orders. A refinement to the 
assignment is provided in section 4.5. 

+1 Spare Part Analysis 

This section provides an analysis of demand and cost of spare part inventory as is currently the case. 
Section 4.1.1 covers demand, section 4.1.2 cost per spare part and inventory investments. The analysis of 
these sections is based on the work of Fortuin & Martin (1999). Section 4.1.3 discusses shortcomings in 
the current spare part management method that are of interest with regard to obsolescence. 

4.1.1 Demand Analysis 

Figure 6 shows an overview of yearly demand in spare part types in percentage of the total number of 
spare part types. The dataset underlying this figure concerns the European warehouse and the available 
demand history is derived from MFGPRO. 

Yearly Demand in Percentage of Spare Part Numbers 
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Figure 6, Demand Intensity 

Some important features of the characteristics of the demand intensity that follow from this figure are: 
• 60% of spare part numbers has a demand of less than one piece per year 

92.5% of types has a demand between 0 and 10 pieces per year 
• 0.5% of types has a demand of over 100 pieces per year 

Demand is recorded as of April 2000, so roughly speaking over 6 years of demand history is available to 
date. Demand is recorded as monthly shipments (instead of customer orders) which is not uncommon in 
literature (e.g. Smart, 2005). Monthly shipments (shipped lines) as a measure to represent customer orders 
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is the only way data can be extracted from MFGPRO through the CIM database. This includes both 
shipments to external customers and internal customers (other warehouses). There are some major 
shortcomings to this way of demand recording as will be shown later. 
Monthly demand is classified as intermittent or slow moving if there is a large probability, e.g. 0.30, 
(Croston, 1972; Smart, 2005) of zero demand. Even yearly demand can be classified as intermittent or 
slow-moving since 60% of items has a mean demand of less than one per year. The developed forecasting 
spreadsheet uses the same monthly demand information to make forecasts for leadtime demand. 

+1.2 Cost and Inventory Investment Analysis 

Figure 7 provides an overview of the cost of FEI spare parts and inventory investment based on 
information of October 2005. The table on the left hand side in fact consists of four smaller tables, the 
categorization is based on cost price of items. A distinction is made between repairable and non-repairable 
parts and both absolute and relative values are presented. On the right hand side a so called Pareto analysis 
is performed, indicating which fraction of SKUs (stock keeping units or spare part types) is responsible for 
which part of inventory investment. 

cost price €0. €1000 % Inventory Investment % 
non-repair 4962 SKU 96% €2,720,089.40 88% 

Pareto Analysis of Central Warehouse Inventory 
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Figure 7, Spare Part Cost Prices and Inventory Investment (left) & Pareto Analysis (right) 
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Some important conclusions that can be derived from Figure 7 are: 
• 85% of items has a value of less than €1,000; 2% of items has a value of more than €10,000 
• 13% of all items is repairable, tying up 63% of inventory investment (both good and defect items) 
• An even stronger than the classic 80/20 rule applies for FEI; within the central European 

warehouse, 20% of items (SKUs) represent almost 90% of inventory value, thus the FEI inventory 
holds a few, expensive SKUs and many low cost SKUs (40% of SKUs represents under 1% of 
inventory value) 

To date, the total world wide inventory investment in spare parts is an approximate $50 million. Roughly 
speaking, $22 million is invested in USA inventory, $10 million in APR and the remainder in Europe. The 
European inventory in detail looks as follows (end 2005): 
Total inventory: €16.5 million consisting of: 
Available inventory: €11 million (of which €2.4 million is currently defective) 
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Allocated inventory: €5.5 million (meaning that spare parts are in transit to customers or (defect 
spares) back to PLP, ready to be installed but not yet billed to customers or 
residing in the cars of FSEs). 

Furthermore, FEI has some small inventory available (which is already included above), stand-by on sites 
of key customers. Besides, some repairable items are situated at suppliers waiting for repair and are not 
part of the FEI spare part inventory at that moment. At some point in time however these items will return 
to the FEI spare part inventory, having a value of approximately €2 million. The CS Logistics department 
is responsible for the available inventory; the allocated inventories are no direct responsibility of the CS 
Logistics department. 

4.1.3 Problems in Current Inventory Management 

An analysis of the current inventory management for spare parts brought up a number of problems (or 
shortcomings) that lead to suboptimality. Overcoming these problems and shortcomings are not part of the 
core of this project but are important in the light of possible reasons for obsolescence as covered in the 
next section. The problems of suboptimal spare parts management can be categorized into four main 
categories: 

1. Systems 
• Limited demand history available: FEI changed from inventory planning programs in the past, 

without registering demand history. Demand history is only available as of April 2000, for slow
moving items a demand history of many years is necessary for reliable future demand estimations. 
MFGPRO is not a spare part management system: MFGPRO is a system that is designed to 
manage a manufacturing enterprise, not an inventory planning system. As a result spare part 
planning is very laborious and some databases and tools are used next to MFGPRO. 
No distinction between internal and external customers: MFGPRO does not allow to make 
explicit distinctions between orders for external customers and internal customers. By doing so 
there is no distinction in the demand history between replenishment orders for other warehouses 
and actual customer orders. Besides, Hillsboro and Acht are responsible for both FAB and EOPD 
parts that are stocked in their warehouses, without sharing demand information. This sometimes 
leads to replenishment orders that are treated as 'unjust' demand in forecasting. 

• Back in stock transactions are not explicitly recorded: Items that return back in stock (for 
example unused items after repair) are not recorded in the forecasting tool, since the tool only uses 
shipped lines as input (MFGPRO cannot provide other accurate demand metrics). As a result 
demand history for some items is overestimating reality, resulting in a possible distorted forecast. 

2. Procedures 
• Panalpina fails to properly register spare parts: Panalpina sometimes faces a backlog in 

registering the status of items in MFGPRO, causing unnecessary correspondence between CS 
Materials and Panalpina. 

• Inventory reduction program: In 2003, an inventory reduction program caused scrapping of items 
with no demand history over the past years. While limiting the effects of obsolescence, it will be 
difficult to obtain some of these items upon the occurrence of new demand. 

• Engineers order wrong or too many spare parts: In some occasions FSEs order factory code 
numbers instead of the corresponding service code numbers or a service code number that does no 
longer exist (e.g. due to redesigns). This is difficult for planners since it forces them to check 
whether a request for a service code number or redesign has been made. Furthermore, items that 
have been ordered under the wrong number or wrong quantity return back in stock and effort 
needs to be made to send the correct spare part with high priority. 
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3. Suppliers & Repairable Items 
• Suppliers fail to achieve due dates: Due dates are frequently not met by suppliers, causing 

problems in inventory planning. To date there are no fines for late delivery. Furthermore, some 
parts are produced by EOPD, who need to fit in orders for spare parts in their regular production 
planning, often failing to achieve the agreed due dates for orders. 

• Repairable items are labor intensive: FSEs need to send back defect repairable items with proper 
documentation (e.g. return tag, contamination tag) after repair of a system has ended. In reality 
this is not always done correctly. The procedure from sending a repairable item back to a 
warehouse by a FSE, to a supplier by PLP and back to a warehouse takes longer than agreed 
causing necessary 'chasing' actions when parts are needed. This is partly due to missing or not 
completed return and contamination tags (see chapter 3). 

• Delivery obligation: In general suppliers are obliged to supply (most ot) spare parts up to 11 years 
after shipment. Thereafter resupply is not guaranteed which can lead to increased effort (e.g. 
redesign or selection of different supplier) or cost (e.g. increased price) especially towards the end 
of the service period of a certain part number. 

A summary of the abovementioned problems is presented in Figure 8 below. 

suppliers & repairable items procedure5 

repairable items are 
labor intensive 

inventory reduction program - --- engineers order wrong or 
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and external customers _ __..,._ __ history available 

back in stock transactions are not explicit!) - -----t"'4--- MFG PRO is not a spar< 
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register spare para 

Figure 8, Ishikawa Diagram of Spare Part Management 

4.2 Obsolescence and Final Order Analysis 

suboptimal 
spare part 

management 

In general, a number of possible reasons for inventory becoming obsolete or excess can be given (Stout 
and Hanson, 1989): 

• lack of demand: this occurs when sales are less than expected resulting in slow-moving inventory; 
shorter life cycles in the high-tech electronics field improve this effect. 
lot sizing: for efficiency maximizing reasons (savings in setup cost) manufacturers often produce 
more than needed at the moment, which is risky when demand is less than forecasted. 
product change (due to both internal and external forces): driven by competition a company may 
decide to obsolete its own products by making a redesign of the considered spare part to improve 
quality. 

An analysis of the current obsolescence risk determination for spare parts at FEI brought up a number of 
reasons leading to obsolescence, that can be categorized in the following four categories, see Figure 9: 
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1 . Replenishing 
• Too large initial order: Upon the launch of a new system, the Technical Support Group (TSG) 

determines for which parts of the new system a spare part number is to be defined. Together with 
the Purchasing department an initial order is determined. In practice it turns out that in some cases 
expected defects do not occur, causing possible obsolescence of (initial) inventory of these spare 
parts. 
Excess ordering upon occurrence of few demands: An increase in requests for a spare part that has 
not been demanded for a long time can trigger orders which, if demand ceases, can cause 
obsolescence. 

• Too large final order: Final orders as imposed by suppliers occur due to a number of reasons. 
Technology, environment, production stops or (other) financial considerations may be reasons to 
place a final order. To date final orders are made based on planner experience only. 

2. Quality Issues 
• Quality problems: Upon arrival of request for yet undefined spare parts, after consulting TSG, a 

spare part is defined and orders are placed. TSG investigates the reasons for these demand 
occurrences and possibly starts a redesign to solve the problem. Systems are not repaired 
preventively when it considers a mechanical or electrical part, however when a newer software 
version is developed or other settings are to be used, the entire installed base can relatively easy 
be upgraded. This causes demand decay and results in possible obsolescence. 

• Redesign: Redesigns of certain components for a system may cause ordering of spare parts which 
originally were not included in the bill of material of that system. This leads to obsolescence of 
the original version of the spare part and besides it leads to possible excess ordering and attached 
risk of obsolescence of the replacement spare part. 

3. Systems 
• No distinction between internal and external orders: As mentioned earlier, MFGPRO cannot 

make a distinction between actual customer orders and orders for replenishment of regional 
inventory locations (for example replenishment orders for EOPD parts of the Hillsboro warehouse 
are treated as demand at the Eindhoven warehouse). This possibly overestimates demand and can 
thus lead to obsolescence. Furthermore, back in stock transactions are not explicitly recorded and 
are thus treated as unjust demand. 

• Difficult to estimate installed base of spare parts: Identifying exactly which spare parts belong to 
system families is not always possible; some parts are sold as add-ons or extensions to existing 
machines and currently it is not possible in MFGPRO to trace spare parts back to all systems. 
Furthermore, redesigns occur as indicated earlier and there is no record available of which 
systems have been upgraded and which systems are still using older versions of parts. 

4. Procedures 
• Supplier repair stock: For some items suppliers keep a local stock of supporting spare parts to 

repair a given number of (more expensive) spare parts (for example cathode tubes are stocked by 
a supplier that can be used for several types of display monitors). FEI has no overview of stock 
that is situated at suppliers, but in some situations still keeps some final order stock at the central 
warehouse of the given supporting spare part to cover depleted stock at the supplier in the future. 
However, to date no shipments have been recorded for the supporting spare part at the central 
warehouse, making forecasting for this supporting spare part difficult. 

• Engineers order multiple possible defect spare parts: In line with what was already indicated in 
section 3.1.2 it often occurs that engineers order several spare parts that could be the cause of 
malfunctioning. Unused spare parts are returned to inventory and might stay there until the 
moment they tum obsolete. 
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• Time consuming repair procedure: As already indicated, the time between return of defect item 
from customer and receipt of repaired item from supplier can be very long and procedures are 
laborious. Furthermore, the status of repairable items is not always updated in time causing 
ordering of new repairable spare parts and inflating the number of parts in the repair pool. 

Replenishing Quality Issues 

too large initial order quality problem' 

excess ordering upon __. 
occurrence of few demanW: redesigns 

too large final order 

_____ ___,, _________ ---+--------Obsolescence 

no distinction between internal and 
external customers 

difficult to estimate 
installed base of spare parts 

Systems 

supplier repair stock 

time consuming repair procedure 

engineers order multiple 
possible defect spare parts 

Procedures 

Figure 9 , Ishikawa Diagram of Obsolescence 

The current method as explained in section 3.2 applied to PEI inventory results in different obsolescence 
risk percentages for the several inventory locations (available and allocated, per Q2 2005): 

• Central European inventory: 15% 
• Allocated inventory (UK, Germany, Italy, France): 7.1 %, 6.2%, 5.2% and 15% respectively 

As can be seen for the inventory in the central warehouse 15% of inventory value is reserved (approx. 
€1.6 million) for obsolescence, whereas this percentage is in general lower for allocated inventory. That is, 
15% of the current €11 million of central European inventory is likely to be obsolete and needs to be 
covered by a monetary reserve. 
As mentioned earlier, in fact the calculated risk is not a real ' risk' as is faced for example in the case of 
insurance. It is the fraction or probability of stock that is expected to remain unused in inventory at the end 
of a service period. For this expected amount of remaining inventory a monetary reserve should be made 
as explained earlier. 

To date, there is no method to calculate final orders. Upon the occurrence of a final order situation, CS 
Logistics will make a decision based on expected demand. To date, final orders are made without 
incorporating obsolescence. 

+3 Proposed Obsolescence Calculation 

The current method of calculation ignores the real purpose of obsolescence calculation. For consumable 
parts, obsolescence is a threat whenever the expected (average) amount to be shipped in the remaining 
service period is less than the current quantity on hand. This expected remaining inventory eventually 
needs to be disposed of. As mentioned, PEI needs to make a monetary reserve for this expected future 
disposal of items. The proposed obsolescence 'risk' is thus the fraction of expected remaining inventory 
and current quantity on hand expressed as a percentage of the current quantity on hand: 

[

quantity on hand - expected demand ] + 
Risk of Obsolescencec0 nsumabte = . x100% 

quantity on hand 
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By multiplying the calculated risk factor by the cost of goods sold price of the current quantity on hand, 
the obsolescence reserve for the designated part is calculated. Applying this for all the items with a 
positive quantity on hand results in the FEI obsolescence reserve. In reality, all parts that are currently on 
hand face their own risk of turning obsolete due to technological improvements or unexpected lower 
demand than forecasted. This type of obsolescence risk is acknowledged, but should not be covered by the 
monetary obsolescence reserve as indicated by the Finance department. 

There is a major distinction between consumable parts and repairable parts. In contrast with consumable 
parts, repairable parts return to inventory at some point in time and need to be disposed of. Furthermore, 
there is some probability, p,, of successful repair. A certain pool of repairable parts is maintained to 
provide service during the remaining service period of a system. Ideally, the number of repairable parts 
that is obsolete depends on the size of the desired repair pool, given a certain service constraint, and the 
quantity on hand plus the quantity in repair and the repair probability. Determination of the size of the 
desired repair pool depends on expected demand, scrap probability and repair and delivery leadtimes. 
Items that are currently defect and are waiting for repair will return as good parts to the quantity on hand 
with the repair probability, p,. The fraction of current defect items plus all good items currently on hand, 
the potential current repair pool, face a risk of becoming obsolete. All parts in the potential current repair 
pool in excess of the desired repair pool are obsolete and need to be covered by a monetary reserve. The 
proposed risk of obsolescence calculation for repairable items thus becomes: 

Risk of Obsolescence,epairabte = 

[

(quantity on hand + pr x parts in repair)- repair pool size l + 
x100% 

(quantity on hand + pr x parts in repair) 

The current method completely neglects any demand estimation and is therefore not appropriate. Within 
FEI some ideas exist about an improved risk of obsolescence calculation. In 2003 a method, actually never 
implemented, was proposed that in fact reflects the nature of obsolescence better than the method that is 
currently in use. This method, partially, is in line with the definitions as given above and uses a 
determination of expected demand in the remaining service period based on a forecast of demand with the 
following assumptions: 

• On average spare parts are expected to be sold for 10 years, whereas the effective remaining 
service period is 25 years. 

• Demand is assumed to decrease with 10% per year for each spare part (so assuming exponential 
decreasing demand). 

• For parts with no demand history in 2003, a forecast of 2 is assumed for demand in the remaining 
service period. 

• For repairable parts a risk of obsolescence of 60% is assumed. This percentage is based on the fact 
that returned spare parts do not necessarily have to be repaired at repair cost but can remain defect 
in the central warehouse. 

This method applied to the central European inventory leads to a much higher obsolescence risk 
percentage of 27% for the entire inventory compared to 15% for the current method in use. The 
obsolescence reserve adds up to an approximate € 2 million versus €1.6 million for the current method. 
This method reflects reality as mentioned earlier better than the method currently in use, but relies on a 
series of very general assumptions that are improved in this report. 

+4 The Relationship between Obsolescence Risk and Final Orders 

As indicated earlier, the problem of final orders is strongly related with obsolescence. After all, any final 
order that is larger than the demand in the remaining service period leads to obsolescence. However, one 
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would like to include some variability term to acknowledge uncertainties in demand estimation or costing 
considerations. In general this will lead to a final order that is larger than the expected demand. On the 
other hand, considering costing parameters like inventory holding costs, stock-out costs, purchase costs 
and interest costs, it might tum out that facing a stock out may be less costly than stocking large amounts 
of expensive spare parts for up to 25 years. A final order is based on expected demand and some 
variability measure minus the current quantity on hand. Based on conditions that are discussed in section 
6.1.4 this final order can have a value that is smaller or larger than the expected demand. The formula for 
final orders for consumable parts becomes: 

Final Orderconsumable =[(expected demand+ variability term)- quantity on hand] + 

It may be clear that FEI includes an obsolescence risk by placing a final order that is larger than the 
expected demand. The relationship between the two concepts for consumable items is obtained by adding 
the final order term to the quantity on hand terms as discussed in section 4.3 and displayed below: 

. [quantity on hand+ final order - expected demand l + 
Risk of Obsolescenceconsumable = . x100% 

quantity on hand+ final order 

For repairable items the situation is again different. The final order should cover the difference between 
the desired repair pool size (including a variability term as discussed in section 6.2.5 and 6.2.6) and the 
potential current repair pool (that consists as earlier mentioned of the current quantity on hand and a 
fraction of the defect parts that are in repair at the moment of final ordering): 

Final Orderrepairable = 

[ (repair pool size + variability tern)- (quantity on hand + pr x parts in repair) ] + 

The calculation of risk of obsolescence including final order is obtained by adding the final order term to 
the potential current pool terms as presented in section 4.3, and becomes: 

Risk of Obsolescence repairable = 

[

(quantity on hand + pr x parts in repair)+ final order - repair pool size l + 
xl00% 

(quantity on hand+ Pr x parts in repair)+ final order 

Again an obsolescence risk is included for any final order that is larger than the on average needed repair 
pool. 

Only positive final orders are feasible. Negative final orders indicate the presence of excess stock, given 
the applicable service constraints. That is, given the service approach (service level or costing parameters), 
there exists a certain number of spare parts that is likely to be obsolete and may be disposed of to cut high 
inventory holding costs. These negative final orders indicate the remove-down-to-level of inventory (see 
also section 6.1.4 ). 

The differences in the obsolescence problem between consumable and repairable items is, summarizing, 
graphically illustrated in Figure 10. The next section will make some refinements to the assignment and 
narrow the scope of this project. 
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Figure 10, Difference between Consumable Items (Top) and Repairable Items (Bottom) 

+5 Refinement & Scope 

The threat of obsolescence of spare parts within FEI is evident. A number of reasons are inherent to the 
high technology market FEI operates in. This research will not focus on redesign of most CS Logistics 
procedures, which means that the following set of reasons for obsolescence will be assumed to be given: 

• Initial orders for new spare parts are excluded from the design; this requires an estimation of 
future system sales which is beyond the scope of this report. 
Excess ordering upon the occurrence of a few demands will not be addressed; this would include 
analysis of technological aspects of spare parts which is beyond the scope of this report. 

• Quality problems and redesigns impose threat of obsolescence, but this will be excluded from the 
design for similar reasons as the excess ordering. 

• The ordering procedure by engineers and the repair procedure will not be redesigned; this requires 
a global redesign of procedures which is also beyond the scope of this report. 

What this project is aimed at is developing a tool and method that uses the available demand history, 
information about the installed base and other data where possible to determine the size of final orders and 
risk of inventory obsolescence, and thus is specifically aimed at: 

• An accurate calculation of obsolescence risk. 
• The size of final orders. 

The tool and method that are designed to enable FEI to assess the risk it runs on current inventory 
obsolescence and to make a decision on a final order for some spare part. As indicated, a prediction of 
demand in the remaining service period is necessary to compute the risk of obsolescence. The next chapter 
covers literature on obsolescence and remaining service period demand. 
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5 LITERATURE REVIEW 

As defined in chapter 4, to calculate the risk of obsolescence a prediction of demand in the RSP, the size 
of the repair pool and variability measures to represent service level or costing considerations are needed. 
This chapter provides theories on remaining service time demand in section 5.1. Section 5.2 covers 
variability and service measures. Section 5.3 covers literature on determination of repair pool size. Section 
5.4 covers applicability of the presented models to the FEI case. 

5.r Theories on Estimation of Demand in Remaining Service Period 

In this section available theories on demand estimation are presented. Section 5.1.1 covers literature on 
calculation of demand in the remaining service period (all-time requirement, or lifetime demand). Section 
5.1.2 covers more general approaches to determine demand over a longer period. 

5.1 .1 Remaining Service Period Demand 

Literature on demand estimation in the RSP is not abundant. To the best of the author' s knowledge the 
only references on determining demand during RSP of spare parts are Brown (1981), Teunter and Fortuin 
(1998; 1999), Teunter (1998), Fortuin (1981 ), Ritchie and Wilcox (1977) and Moore (1971 ). 
Teunter and Fortuin (1999) and Teunter (1999) state in their article that for slow moving spare parts it is 
reasonable to assume that monthly demand is driven by a Poisson process. To approximate the distribution 
of demand in the remaining service period the monthly demand may be summed to obtain a normal 
distribution with known mean and variance. Based on costing parameters (see also section 5.2) they derive 
an optimal final order. Teunter and Fortuin (1998) extend their work by a case study performed at the 
service organization of Philips. In this paper they present an algorithm to forecast demand by estimating 
the probability p(n,k) being the probability that the demand in the following n years is more than k times 
the demand over the last 12 months. The remaining service periods that are considered here are at most 
three years for products that have a life cycle of less than ten years. Fortuin (1981) states that yearly 
demand of service parts in the final phase closely approximates a non-stationary and uncorrelated 
Gaussian process. Its ' mean value is decreasing exponentially during the remaining service period. The 
total demand during the remaining service period is a normal random variable. Fortuin uses a safety stock 
level that is added to the mean demand in order to provide a reasonable level of service during the 
remaining service time. Brown (1981) observes in line with Fortuin (1981) that towards the end of service 
time of a part the demand pattern tends to decrease geometrically with time; that is demand in a period is a 
constant fraction (f) of demand in the previous period. Moore (1971) develops a method to forecasts the 
all-time requirement of service parts in the motor-car industry. He shows that if sales data are transformed 
from arithmetic to logarithmic scale, in 85% of all cases, a double logarithmic plot of sales against years 
after peak year shows three families of curves - parabola, ellipse and straight line. These can be used to 
obtain the all-time requirement. Ritchie and Wilcox (1977) develop a method to forecast all-time future 
demand for spare parts to time the moment of the final production run. The authors use information about 
dispatches of machines from the factory together with the probability that a machine that fails will be 
repaired to forecast demand of spare parts using renewal theory concepts. 

5 .1.2 General Approaches 

Some general forecasting techniques, used to forecast demand for intermittent (or slow-moving) items, 
exist in literature. The most frequently used methods for forecasting intermittent demand are single 
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exponential smoothing and Croston's method (Ghobbar and Friend, 2003; Croston, 1972). For forecasting 
over a longer time horizon, the Holt-Winters approach with damped trend is applicable as is shown for 
long term forecasting of air passengers (Grubb and Mason, 2001) and electricity consumption (Bodger and 
Tay, 1986); no works specifically covering spare part demand estimation have been found. 

5.2 Service versus Costs 

In general there are two schools of thought on how to deal with shortages in an inventory setting (e.g. 
Silver, 1965; Silver, Pyke and Petersen, 1998). On the one hand, explicit costs are assigned to stock-out 
situations. On the other hand, a predetermined service level (fraction of demand to be fulfilled 
instantaneously) or stock-out probability are used. The second school of thought is the easiest to use since 
no estimate of the cost of a stockout (penalty cost) is needed. In light of final orders and obsolescence a 
Type-2 service level, being the fraction of demand that is immediately satisfied from stock, is used in 
literature (Fortuin, 1981; Teunter and Fortuin, 1999). In spite of the criticism to the assumption of penalty 
cost being hard to quantify accurately, in literature inventory systems are most often being expressed in 
terms of costs. The tradeoff in these models is the balance between investments in stock on the one hand 
and the cost of not immediately fulfilling demand (penalty cost) on the other hand. Van Houtum and Zijm 
(2000) relate in their paper various types of penalty costs in cost models to corresponding types of service 
measures in service models. They show that it is possible to transform many of the known optimal 
solutions for pure cost models to service models. In the light of final orders Teunter and Fortuin (1999) 
and Teunter (1998) use in their article a costing approach using cost for initial purchase, inventory 
holding, penalty and disposal. The authors derive a dynamic programming algorithm for calculating 
minimal cost and the corresponding size of the final order. Especially for style goods and perishable items 
that can only be sold in a limited time period, the so-called newsvendor or newsboy models find their 
application (e.g. Silver, Pyke and Peterson, 1998). This type of model is considered with limited periods 
with known beginning and ending in which products can be sold. This is similar to final order problems 
with known remaining service period. Buyers or producers in this type of model have to commit 
themselves, prior to the start of the period, to a large extent to what to produce or buy. Again this is typical 
for a final order situation. In a newsboy model an owner of a newsstand is faced with the question how 
many papers to stock on a particular day. There exist underage costs, Cu, for each demand that is not met 
and overage costs, c0 , for each paper that is unsold at the end of the day. The owner should select the 
optimal order quantity Q* such that the probability of total demand, x, being smaller than the order 
quantity is equal to the fraction of underage cost divided by underage cost plus overage cost (Silver, Pyke 
and Peterson, 1999). Teunter and Foruin (1999) and Teunter (1998) approximate their previously defined 
optimal final order, based on costing considerations, with a newsboy model. Furthermore, the authors 
explicitly related penalty cost with a Type-2 service level, in line with Van Houtum and Zijm (2000). 

5.3 Repairable Inventory Theory 

Lately there has been much work in the field of repairable items and reverse logistics. To the best of the 
author's knowledge, there is no scientific work specifically aimed at the final order and obsolescence 
problem for repairable parts with a positive scrap probability. Although Teunter and Fortuin (1999) and 
Teunter (1998) include resupply in their model, they assume remanufacturing to be instant and without 
cost. In reality there will be remanufacturing or repair costs and a scrap probability which complicate their 
model. There exist (S - 1, S) models (e.g. Gross et al., 1977; Walker, 1996; Rustenburg, 2000) that 
assume perfect repair (e.g. zero scrap probability) to obtain initial provisioning levels (initial orders to 
establish a base stock level). Rustenburg (2000) considers a technical system for which a certain amount 
of spare parts needs to be initially purchased. Failures of a given part are assumed to occur according 
Poisson process with a constant failure rate and independent repair leadtimes are assumed. Furthermore, 
they assume a one-for-one replenishment policy and assume that failed items can always be repaired. The 
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authors derive an expression for the desired pool of spare parts that suffice a Type-2 service level. Walker 
(1996) uses the ratio of mean failure-free operating time and mean leadtime of a part to draw graphs that 
indicate which initial repair pool size is sufficient for a given stock-out probability and range of the 
mentioned ratio. Again reordering after time zero is possible in this model. Again for perfect spare parts 
with zero scrap probability, this model would yield a desired repair pool size. 

5.4 Applicability 

As indicated, there are in general two schools of thought on how to deal with shortages in inventory 
systems: assigning explicit costs to shortage situations on one hand and specifying a certain stock-out 
probability or service level on the other hand. In cases where it is difficult to estimate stock-out costs, the 
second approach is extremely useful. In the FEI case this certainly applies, since upon a stockout within 
the service period of a system, some action is needed (e.g. redesign, cannibalization of old system) at 
some cost that often is hard to quantify. However, using a pure stock-out probability approach might lead 
to unnecessary high cost for carrying inventory and possible dispose of excess inventory in the end. 
The approaches that are found in literature are mostly based on assigning a stock-out probability. Monhly 
demand being driven by a Poisson process and the normal demand assumptions for demand in the entire 
remaining service period as treated in Teunter and Fortuin, and in Brown are applicable. The assumption 
of normal demand on a yearly basis as done in Fortuin is applicable as long as demand intensity is high 
enough, which is not the case for the majority of parts in the FEI inventory. The model of Moore is not 
applicable to the FEI case; this is because, unlike the motor car industry, the nanotechnology market sells 
small volumes and the product lifecycles are in general much longer than those of cars. The renewal 
theory concept of Ritchie and Wilcox is to some extend applicable, since information about number of 
systems causing failure and number of failures per time unit, are available. 
Other complicating factors in the determination of remaining service period demand are on the one hand 
commonality of spare parts over several distinct product families. On the other hand demand forecasting is 
complicated by the fact that some product families are still being produced. Although a final order for 
spare parts for these product families is not very likely, remaining lifetime demand estimation is still 
needed to assess inventory obsolescence. Finally, some spare parts are not in the end of life phase of their 
product lifecycle, which may result in a demand pattern that is not typical for spare parts. 
The Holt-Winters method is in itself applicable to the FEI case, but the limited demand history and 
demand intensity are bound to produce poor results. Trend extrapolation in general is based on long 
demand histories (e.g. > 20 years) and within FEI only six years of demand history is available. 
Furthermore, a decrease in demand is expected to occur towards the end of service period, whereas the 
Holt-Winters method will not reflect this for a demand history with a strictly increasing demand pattern. 
Similar arguments raise objections to regression methods. 
The costing approach of Teunter and Fortuin is applicable to the FEI case if mean and variance of demand 
in remaining service period and costing parameters are known. As mentioned, estimation of penalty cost is 
difficult. The demand forecasting procedure that they use in the application of their work in the service 
organization of Philips is not applicable since remaining service periods of at most three years are 
considered and their algorithm does not provide reliable forecast for long remaining service periods. 
For repairable items, the models of Rustenburg, Van Houtum and Walker are not applicable since all FEI 
repairable spare parts are imperfect and face a certain scrap probability. 

Concluding it can be said that no approaches can be found in literature that are applicable as they are. As 
noted however, some aspects can be used. Considering the composition of FEI inventory and challenges 
like commonality and obsolescence estimation for all parts on hand, a robust solution is needed. Chapter 6 
presents the solutions to the obsolescence and final order problem for repairable and consumable parts, 
(partly) based on some of the models that are covered here. 
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6 DEVELOPMENT OF SOLUTIONS 

This chapter provides the development of solutions to the obsolescence and final order problem. Section 
6.1 covers consumable parts, whereas section 6.2 deals with repairable parts. A conclusion is given in 
section 6.3. Both the notation of the consumable model and repairable model can be found at the end of 
this report in Appendix XVII. 

6.1 Consumable Spare Parts Model 

As indicated, none of the mentioned methods or models can be used as is. A robust solution to the 
problem is needed, because for all items in inventory a demand estimation needs to be made. Section 6.1.1 
describes the model that is used. The general model uses a binomial failure probability, defining the 
failure of a system from the installed base. Section 6.1.2 makes some refinements to model parameters and 
section 6.1.3 extends the model for parts that cannot be linked to failures of systems, either because there 
is no information available or it concerns new parts that have not been shipped yet. The actual calculation 
of final orders is covered in section 6.1.4. 

6.1.1 General Model Description 

A paper of interest from the field of reverse logistics is that of Kelle and Silver (1989). The authors 
develop in their paper a technique to forecast the demand for an item considering the possibility of return 
or resupply of the item (they treat the case of resupply of reusable containers). Their model uses a 
probability p that a demand has an accompanying return or resupply; the leadtime return is thus a binomial 
random variable. By using values for mean and variance of leadtime demand they derive formulae for the 
amount to order considering returns with the determined probability p. Although this model is not 
specifically written in the light of obsolescence or all-time requirements, the idea of a binomial probability 
is used together with the work of Ritchie and Wilcox (1977) as the general idea behind the model 
presented here. 

For the FEI obsolescence problem a binomial probability Pi.k can be formulated being the probability that a 
given spare part i (i E I) will fail in any of the intervals k during the remaining service period (RSP). The 

remaining service period is divided into k intervals (k E RSP) with length t. This probability can be 
defined as demand, d;,k (number of failures) over number of systems (installed base) N;,k and may change 
over time: 

demand of spare part i in period k d; ,k 

P;,k = average installed base featuring spare part i in period k Ni,k 

Having defined this probability p;,b each spare part i that is installed in a system featuring spare part i can 
produce two outcomes in an interval k: failure or not. This can in fact be seen as a Bernoulli experiment 
(Montgomrnery and Runger, 1999) with probability p;,k of "failing of the part" and 1 - p;,k of "not failing 
of the part" and N ;,k the number of trials (systems in the installed base) containing spare part i in period k. 
This approach is to some extent similar to the renewal theory approach of Ritchie and Wilcox who use the 
parameter A.; to define the rate at which a component i fails per time unit per machine. 
The random variable x that denotes the number of trials that result in "failing of the part" has a binomial 
distribution with parameters p;,k and N;,b with probability mass function: 
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The binomial random variable x with parameters p;,k and N;,k has a mean and variance of: 

0'
2
k =N. kpk(l- P ·k )=Nkpk -N k P

2
k I , l , l, l , l, I , I , l , 

This leads to a distribution of demand with known parameters µ;,k and cr;,k 
2 per interval. The remaining 

service period is divided into RSP equal time intervals with length t; tis set equal to a year considering 
long remaining service periods. The parameters N;,k and p;,k may change from interval to interval to reflect 
changes in the environment. For example the installed base may shrink as time goes by and the end of 
service period approaches. It is also possible that the probability of failure will change over time, see 
section 6.1.2 for a further discussion on this topic. The mean and variance of all these binomial 
distributions for interval-demand may be summed if independence is assumed. Due to Central Limit 
Theorem effects, the resulting distribution with mean µ;,RsP and variance rf;,RSP of demand in the entire 
remaining service period has a normal distribution: 

RSP 

µ i,RSP = z:µ i,k 
k=O 

and 
RSP 

2 """"' 2 O'i ,RSP = L..J O'; ,k 
k=O 

A service level ~ or costing parameters can be used to obtain the demand in the remaining service period 
that will be covered by a final order. In other words the demand level in the remaining service period that 
will cover ~ % of all demand or that amount of demand that is most cost efficient based on costing 
parameters is taken as the final order, this is graphically displayed in Figure I 1 and further discussed in 
section 6.1.4. 
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Figure 11, Illustration of Normal Distribution of Lifetime Demand 

The normal distribution per interval k, is a good approximation for the binomial distribution as long as 
N;.kfJ;.k > 5 and N ;,k(l - p ;,k) > 5 (Montgommery and Runger, 1999). For the majority of spare parts with a 
demand of less than five per year, see Figure 6, assuming a normal distribution per interval k (with k equal 
to one year, see section 6.1.4) will not produce that good a fit. Although the mean value in both cases is 
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the same, the variance tenn will be somewhat different. However, due to Central Limit Theorem effects, 
the summation of a sufficiently large number of samples (yearly demands in this case), based on the shape 
of the distribution, will lead to an approximate normal distribution for demand in the RSP. For symmetric, 
continuous distributions small samples of 4 or 5 are sufficient to obtain a good nonnal approximation. For 
severely non-nonnal distributions a sample size of over 30 is needed for a good nonnal approximation. 
The binomial distribution is in between nonnal and severely non-nonnal for the majority of spare parts as 
discussed earlier. Again, the mean of the resulting RSP demand is unchanged, the differences occur in the 
variance tenn. For the final ordering situation considered, typically a forecasting horizon of over 10 years 
is assumed which results in a reasonable nonnal approximation for k values equal to one year. For the 
obsolescence risk calculation, only the mean value of RSP demand is used. Thus, the nonnal 
approximation is not an issue for obsolescence calculation. 

Having defined the model in its general fonn, the next section makes refinements to the parameters. 

6.1.2 Refinement of Parameters 

It is clear that the accuracy of parameters is of great influence on the resulting estimation of demand. 
Below refinements are made to the parameters. 

Estimating Installed Base 
As explained in section 4.2, information about the current installed base (N;,o) of a spare part is not readily 
available. As mentioned, MFGPRO does not allow tracing spare parts unambiguously back to systems in 
the field. Another complicating factor lies in the fact that there are no records of which systems currently 
are equipped with a redesigned spare part, let alone which systems are equipped with certain custom parts 
that are sold as an option or upgrade to a standard product family. In spite of the mentioned problems 
being in favor of a demand estimation that is not reliant on a link with product family, there is another way 
to link parts to product families. The only available measure lies in the recording of service calls. Upon a 
system breakdown at a customer site, an initial call is made to PEI to report a problem with a system. 
During that call the product family of the system is recorded. An engineer responds to the call by 
assessing the problem to determine what is wrong with the system and which spares are needed. 
Furthennore, the engineer places an order for a spare part for that customer on this opened call, which is 
only possible for customers with a service contract (approximately 80% of customers). The T&M 
customers can order parts, but it is not recorded which product family is considered for this type of 
customer. However, from service call infonnation and the current installed base list, the installed base of a 
spare part can be estimated; this procedure is illustrated in Appendix V. The model is fairly robust for 
incorrect estimation of installed base as further discussed in the last part of this section. 

Scenarios for Development of Ni,k 

Although N;,o can be determined, there is no infonnation available about the development of N;,k over time. 
Within PEI there is no data available of development of N;,k of old system types. This is due to a number 
of mergers and changes of ERP systems as defined in chapter 1. A possible approach is reviewing 
cancellations of service contracts on a product family as a predictor of development of N;,k. but no more 
than six years of records to date are available on service contracts and no clear picture can be drawn. 
Within PEI there are some beliefs about the possible behaviour of N;,k> which leads to the introduction of 
scenarios that can be used to compare the results of certain expectations about the behaviour of N;,k· In 
fact, this leads to a selection of four possible scenarios, z, for developments of installed base as illustrated 
in Figure 12, based on expectations of FEI CS Logistics employees. N;,k,z is now defined as the size of 
installed base containing spare part i, in interval k, given scenario z. A weight, Wz, is attached to each of 
the z scenarios (z = 1,2,3,4), such that: 

L
4 

w =1 
z=I z 
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REMAINING SERVICE YEARS REMAINING SERVICE YEARS REMAINING SERVICE YEARS REMAINING SERVICE YEARS 

Figure 12, Scenarios for Development of N;,k 

Based on CS Logistics employees perceptions, a weight of 70%; 15%; 15% and 0% is used as default for 
the scenarios (from left to right in Figure 12), see also Appendix VI for further details. No scenarios with 
an increasing installed base were deemed feasible, because at the moment of final ordering, typically the 
production of the product family is discontinued. For the determination of obsolescence risk, an increasing 
scenario of installed base may be feasible. However, the product family that is considered is still being 
produced in that case, thus a final order will not have taken place and obsolescence is not considered a 
threat since, eventually spare parts could be used in the production of the system. 

Development of Pi,k 

To determine p;,k demand information is necessary. As mentioned in chapter 4, demand is recorded as 
monthly shipments. Considering the low demand intensities that are recorded, it is chosen to use interval 
lengths of six months to determine Pi,k· From the ship date of installed systems (see Appendix V), the 
active installed base in the corresponding interval over the demand history can be calculated. This leads, 
based on the time the spare parts is created and the length of the demand history, to a number of historical 
values for p;, see Appendix VII for further explanation and calculation. The obtained data points indicate 
the development of p; over time and a linear regression is used to forecast future values of Pi.k· Since 
forecasts over a long horizon (possibly a number of times larger than the available demand history) are 
made and a demand forecast for all parts in the inventory is needed to assess obsolescence, it is arbitrarily 
chosen to limit future values of Pi.k between a maximum of two times the recorded average (with an 
absolute upper bound of 1) and a minimum of half of the recorded average, p; : 

Remaining Service Period 
From the installed base estimation, spare parts are linked to product families. The RSP of the product 
family is chosen as the RSP of the spare part. For situations where a single spare part is used on multiple 
product families , a weighted average RSP is chosen, based on the relative size of the several installed 
bases, that is the RSP of part i that is used on j different product families (j E J) is chosen as the nearest 
integer, rounded above of: 

No . RSP = '· ,Z , j 

I I] N . . 
j=l 1,0,z .1 

·RSP . 
),I 

with: RSP; the remaining service period of spare part i 

RSPj,i the remaining service period of product family j featuring spare part i 

N; ,o, z. j the installed base at the moment of final ordering of product family j featuring spare part 

i, given scenario z; obviously N;,o.z.j is equal for any of the z scenarios, since the moment 
of final ordering is considered. 
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Mean and Variance 
As a result of the previously made refinements, mean and variance of RSP demand become: 

µi ,k,z = Ni ,k,z P; ,k 
"'\' k=RSP 

µi ,RSP,z = L.,k=l µi ,k,z 

a 2 = N . . (1- . ) 1,k ,z 1,k,z P1 ,k P1 ,k 
2 "'\' k =RSP 2 

ai,RSP,z = L.,k=l ai,k,z 

Since information about N;,k.z, is as earlier indicated, to some extent unreliable it is important to assess 
errors in estimating N;,k.z from the available service call and installed base records. Since there is no 
historical installed base information available, the p;,k is estimated based on the ship date of current active 
installed base information. However it is very well possible that some systems were taken out of service 
somewhere in the available six years of demand history, causing a possible error in installed base 
information. Furthermore, it is possible that a service call lists the replacement of a certain redesigned part 
or customer specific option on a system out of a product family. Because of the used computation it is 
assumed that the entire installed base is equipped with the redesigned part or customer specific option. It 
is thus very well possible that the installed base of a spare part is overestimated or underestimated. 

Assume that in reality N; ,k,z, the actual N;,k., z, is twice as large as the recorded N;,k.z· Then, N; ,k,z and P;,k, 

the actual p;,ki become: 

Nk =2·N.k l , .z l, .z 
~ di ,k 
P; ,k,z = 

2
.N . =0.5· pi.k 

1,k.z 

µ;,k,z and a;,k,z 2 now become: 

µ k = N k P· k = 2. N. k . 0.5 . P· k = N . k p k 
l , .z ' · .z l , l , .z l , l , .z l , 

a 2k =N.k p.k(l-p .k)=2·Nk ·O.S·p.k·(I-0.Sp .k)=N .k pk-0.5-N.k p 2k 
l , ,z l , ,z I , I , l , ,z l , l, l , 1 Z l , l , ,z l , 

!ia2k =(Nk Pk -0.S·N.k P
2
k)-(N .k P ·k -N.k P

2
k)=O.S·Nk P

2
k l , .z l , .z l , l, ,z l , l , .z '· l, .z l , l , .z l, 

As can be seen, the way the model is formulated does not cause the mean to change when an error is made 
in estimating N;,k,z· Only the variance will change and become larger in this situation. Whenever the actual 

N; ,k,z is smaller than the recorded N;,k.z the variance term will be smaller than calculated. As a 

consequence, underestimating the installed base will result in a lower final order than needed (and thus to 
increases the likelihood of stock outs at the end of the RSP); overestimating the installed base will lead to 
a larger final order than needed (and thus to obsolescence). 

It may be clear that the model presented so far works for parts with installed base information available. 
There are however classes of spare parts without installed base information. This class of spare parts is 
treated in section 6.1.3. 

6.i.3 Extension to Parts with No Installed Base Information 

The presented method so far relies on the availability of installed base information of a given spare part. 
There are however certain classes of spare parts for which no information about installed base is available. 
These are: 
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• spare parts that have not been demanded yet, either because they are (likely to be) obsolete or 
newly created and waiting for their first demand. 

• spare parts that have been demanded, but without service call records listing usage on product 
families (mainly because of very limited demand). 

Apparently, for these categories of parts, a final order is unlikely. However, to assess the risk of 
obsolescence for these parts, a RSP demand estimation is still needed. 

Parts without Demand 
It may be clear that for parts that have not been demanded yet any estimation based on demand history is 
impossible. A possible approach for this category of parts is estimating expected demand based on product 
characteristics such as expected time to failure or failure rate and an estimation of the installed base of 
these products. Expected failure rate could be obtained by looking at spare parts with similar technical 
characteristics such as mechanical components or electrical components. Within FEI, no product classes 
are defined and a review of item descriptions proved it to be impossible to define unambiguous classes of 
parts. As a result, an arbitrary choice is to attach predetermined risks of obsolescence to this category of 
parts. It is FEI policy that a new spare part may be created when demand is likely to occur within 24 
months after creation of the spare part number. This justifies the belief of attaching higher obsolescence 
risks to parts that are residing in inventory for a relatively long time without any initial demand. For 
several age classes, different obsolescence risks are treated as a decision variable. 

Parts with Demand but without Installed Base Information 
For spare parts that have no installed base information but have been demanded, a Poisson distribution of 
demand is a reasonable assumption. For spare parts that fail seldom (one of the reasons why there are no 
service call records), the demand at warehouse level can be treated as a Poisson process, as illustrated in 
Figure 13 (Meuwese, 2000). 

Now End of Service 

,, 
' 

)0( )( )( 

Demand on system level Demand on warehouse level 

Figure 13, Poisson Demand Illustration 

Let the remaining service period be divided in RSP periods of length k. Furthermore, let A;,k be the arrival 
intensity of demand in interval k for spare part i, equal to demand of spare part i in k divided by k. The 
parameter of arrival intensity of spare part i in the entire RSP becomes: 

A = "f\'k=RSP A 
i,RSP L,,k=I i,k 
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The number of demands, x, in the RSP, given the arrival intensity of A;,RsP has a Poisson distribution with 
parameter A;,RsPRSP, such that: 

f } (A; RSP · RSP)x ' RSP Ptdemand of i in RSP = x = · e -,~. RsP · 
x! ' 

x = 0,1,. .. 

In line with Teunter and Fortuin ( 1999) and Teunter (1998) a normal distribution could be used to 
approximate the distribution of demand in remaining service period for items whose demand is driven by 
a Poisson process per interval. The mean and variance of this normal distribution become: 

- """k=RSP A 
µi,RSP - L,.k=I k 

2 L k=RSP 1 <Y - /L i,RSP - k=I k 

The length of the RSP for this category of parts cannot be determined by looking at the product family the 
part goes into. The value of the RSP for these category of parts is treated as a decision variable with a 
given default value of 10 years. 

Having defined mean and variance for all categories of spare parts for which this is possible, section 6.1.4 
reverts to a newsboy approach opposed to a service level approach. 

6.1.4 Final Orders 

Now µ;,RsP and rl;,RsP can be determined, either from the general (binomial) model or the Poisson model, 
the final order can be obtained using a fixed service level or costing parameters. As mentioned, 
considering the long remaining service periods, it is decided to divide RSP into k periods of length one 
year. Within PEI, a Type-2 service level of 95% is used by CS Logistics employees. The impact of the 
chosen service level on the costs considered on the other hand is also possible. Therefore, as shown in the 
design of chapter 7, both approaches should be considered before placing a final order. 

Service Level Approach 
Since demand in RSP is approximately normally distributed as discussed in section 6.1.1, the final order 
for a consumable spare part i, Sc, i,z• that will cover p % of demand can be calculated for each of the z 
scenarios as : 

S c,i, z = (µi ,RSP,z + 8 · <Ji ,RSP,z ) - quantity On hand 

with <D-1 (0) = p % and 0 calculated from a standard normal distribution table (Table 1 gives some 

frequently used values) and <:r;,RsP.z equal to ~ai~RSP, z . 

13 e p e p e p e 
99% 2.33 80% 0.84 60% 0.25 40% -0.25 
95% 1.64 75% 0.67 55% 0.13 35% -0.39 
90% 1.28 70% 0.52 50% 0.00 30% -0.52 
85% 1.04 65% 0.39 45% -0.13 25% -0.67 

Tabler, 9 Values for Several Values of p 
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This thus leads to four separate final orders. A single, weighted final order can be calculated by 
multiplying the final order per scenario with the designated scenario weight: 

For certain extreme situations the distinction between four separate final orders might prove valuable 
information for decision makers. Consider an extremely unlikely situation for two installed base scenarios 
where w1 = 0.99 for µ; ,RSP,1 = 1 and w2 = 0.01 for µ; ,RSP,2 = 100.000. A single value will result in a final 
order of 1000.99(0.99xl+O.Olxl00.000), whereas FEI most likely may want to purchase a single part 
and gamble for scenario 1 to occur with 99% likelihood. 

For Poisson demand the size of the final order under a service level constraint can be calculated for the 
first x for which the cumulative probability 

s c,i = f P{demand of i in RSP = x}-quantity on hand 
x=O 

is larger than the desired service level, ~. see Appendix VIII for an illustration of this procedure. 

Possible negative final order sizes indicate the likelihood of obsolescence for the part considered. FEI may 
want to perform some sensitivity analysis (changing remaining service period, service level, installed base 
scenario) to assess the likelihood of obsolescence under a number of different parameter settings. 
Eventually, considering (technical) spare part characteristics, the absolute value of the negative final order 
may be scrapped instantaneously to limit inventory holding cost and thus a negative final order may be 
considered as a so-called remove-down-to level. 

Costing Approach 
The newsboy model by Teunter (1998), as introduced in section 5.2 and defined in Appendix IV, yields a 
final order when costing parameters are known. The costing parameters that are used within FEI are: 

• the initial purchase or manufacturing cost: c can be obtained from MFGPRO 
• no disposal cost d is assumed 

holding cost h equal to 10% of c per year is assumed 
• the yearly discounting rate a is 0.10 
• the penalty cost, p, per stockout is treated as an input variable for FEI CS Logistics employees 

Instead of using a predetermined service level, the probability of demand that is to be covered by S c, ; is 
now selected according to: 

P{Demand "?. S } =(-c-eaP + h (eaP -1)+-d-J 
C,l p+d a(p+d) p+d 

As earlier indicated this model results in a final order that is most cost efficient under the given 
assumptions. A full model derivation can be found in Appendix IV. 
This leads to a final order for any of the z scenarios, in line with the service level model: 

S c,i,z = (µi ,RSP,z + (} . O'i, RSP,z ) - quantity On hand 

with <l>-1 (0) = ?{Demand"?. S c,i,z }% and 0 calculated from a standard normal distribution table. 
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A single final order can again be obtained by using the according weighting factor per scenario: 

S c,i = {L::~ {ui ,RSP,z + B · ai ,RSP,z }· w z ) - quantity on hand 

Determining penalty cost is a difficult task that deserves sufficient attention. In general the penalty cost for 
FEI can consist of: 

• A searching action within FEI; meaning that a systems for training purposes or parts residing at 
the research and development department will be searched for. Of course this is no unlimited 
source of parts. The cost of cannibalization of an old system can range between several hours of 
work, being in the order of magnitude of several €100 to entire system cannibalization which 
might involve transportation cost and labor hours, magnitude of several €10,000. 
Replacing defect system with a new one; the penalty cost is the discount that is given on the new 
system. This cost is hard to quantify and can be estimated in the order of magnitude of several 
€10,000 to several €100,000 euros. 

• Redesign of the failed part; this includes finding a supplier, developing of technical drawings and 
bill of materials, and testing of the part on old equipment, magnitude of several €10,000 up to well 
over €100,000. 

It is important to estimate the penalty cost on a per stock-out basis. In reality a redesign at high cost will 
take place only once but thereupon a number of spare parts can be ordered again; the penalty cost per 
piece is equal to the regular price of the redesigned spare part thereafter. The model by Teunter does not 
include this type of setup cost structure where there is a one time expenditure which results in lower 
penalties to be paid on a per piece basis thereafter. A modification of this work to overcome this 
shortcoming is not feasible within the scope of this report. 
As can be seen, entering penalty costs remains a difficult decision. The relationship between the chosen 
service level and the penalty cost can be determined as shown in section 5.2 and Appendix IV. It can be 
shown that a service level ~ of 95% implies a penalty cost per item of almost 90 times ( !) the current price 
of the part. Within the actual design, see chapter 7, both a costing approach and service level approach are 
included and can be used according to FEI preferences. 

This concludes the model for consumable parts; as mentioned the notation of the described models can be 
found in Appendix XVII. Section 6.2 continues with the calculation for repairable parts. 

6.2 Repairable Spare Parts Model 

In contrast with consumable items, no final ordering or obsolescence methods exist in literature for 
repairable items with positive scrap probability. Repair leadtime and the possibility of scrap complicate 
the problem. A general calculation of desired repair pool size for repairable items is covered in section 
6.2.1. In section 6.2.2 a Markov model is presented. In this transient Markov model, leadtime and scrap 
probability effects are incorporated. Section 6.2.3 refines parameters of the model. A simulation model in 
the simulation package Arena to validate the performance of the Markov model is presented in section 
6.2.4 together with the performance of the general model and Markov model compared to the simulation. 
Section 6.2.5 covers variability in order to calculate final orders in section 6.2.6. 

6.2.1 General Model 

Due to unsuccessful repair, models like the ones described in section 5.3 cannot be applied. To determine 
the desired size of the repair pool, two effects are important. On the one hand, parts simply need to be 
available throughout the RSP, so a quantity should be chosen that incorporates the effects of scrapping due 
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to impossible or costly repair. On the other hand, there is a leadtime effect; that is a certain amount of 
spare parts is needed to provide some service level ~, determining of the shelf availability of repairable 
parts. The model presented here acknowledges the first of the two mentioned effects. 
Define: r; the average number of repairs for repairable spare part i 

Pr.i the repair probability for part i (equal to 1 minus scrap probability) 
n the number of times a repairable part can be repaired 
µ ;.RsP. z; <1;,RsP,z 

2
; z; w, and e as defined in the consumable model 

N ;,z the needed repair pool for repairable spare part i, given scenario z 
S,,;,z the final order for repairable spare part i , given scenario z 

On average a part can be repaired once with probability p,,;; two times with probability P;,; and n times 

with probability P;,;. The average number of repairs, r;, is equal to the geometric series 

1 + p ~ .; + p ;,; + p ;,; + p ;,; + ... which is equal to (Adams, 1999): 

""""'~ n 1 
r; = L..Jn=O P r,i = 1-

P r,i 

From the number of items that are needed if the considered part would be consumable, the number of 
repairable parts can be calculated now it is known how often, on average, a repairable part can 
successfully be repaired. By dividing consumable demand by the average number of repairs, the needed 
repair pool can thus be calculated: 

N . = [µi ,RSP, z + 8 . a i,RSP, z ) = [µ i,RSP,z + 8 . a i,RSP,z l = (µ . + 8-<T Xt - . ) 
1,z l 1,RSP,z 1, RSP,z p r,1 

r; 

1- P,,; 

The current defect parts can successfully be repaired with probability, p,,; and return to the good inventory 
on hand. The formula for desired pool size, given scenario z, thus becomes: 

S , ,;, z = N; ,z - (quantity on hand+ p ,,; x parts in repair) 

A single final order, S,,;, based on the weights of the scenarios can be calculated as follows: 

S ,,; = (L::;N;,z · wJ-(quantity on hand+ P,,; X parts in repair) 

This calculation however ignores as mentioned the repair leadtime effect. Especially for smaller pool 
sizes, this effect gains in significance. To overcome this effect, a Markov model is presented in the next 
section. 

6.2.2 Markov Model 

For repairable spare parts a transient Markov model is developed, the aim of which is determining the 
time until a certain (undesired) state is reached. By confronting this so-called absorption time with the 
RSP of a given repairable spare part i, the needed repair pool can be calculated. The model that is 
presented here considers a stochastic process that makes transitions from one state to another at some rate 
in accordance with a Markov chain. Whenever the process enters a certain state a it enters the next state b 
with a probability Pab· The rate out of state a into state b is denoted with qab· The matrix P = {Pab} is the 
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transition probability matrix. Before making the transition to state b the process holds for a time <ab in state 
a. If Z1 denotes a stochastic process at time t, then the stochastic process {Z1 It~ O} is a so-called semi
Markov process. When the Markov chain that is underlying the stochastic process consists of both 
transient and absorbing states, it is called a semi-Markov process with s transient states and r - s absorbing 
states out of a total of T states (Kao, 1974). The time until one of the absorbing states is reached can be 
calculated. 

Applied to the FEI case, define: 
m;: systems featuring a certain spare part i causing failures during the RSP 
.?c;: failure rate of spare part i per year 
Pr/ the repair probability of part i 
µ;: the repair rate per repair channel of spare part i, in parts per year 

Furthermore, define the decision variable N; as the number of parts needed in the repair pool. Let the state 
(N&O) be a beginning state with N; parts as the current repair pool of a certain spare part i and 0, the current 
number of parts in repair. From the state (N;, 0) upon occurrence of demand the process will enter the state 
(N; - 1, 1) with rate [m);] , being one less part available on hand and one part in repair. From this state 
three possible future states may be reached: (N;,0) with rate (µ;pr) when repair is successful before arrival 
of extra demand; (N; - 2, 2) with rate [(m;- l).?c;], when another demand occurs and one machine is already 
down before the part in repair is repaired successfully; (N; - 1, 0) with rate [u;(l - Pr,;)] when repair is 
unsuccessful before arrival of extra demand. This process continues until an absorbing state (0,0) is 
reached, meaning that there are no parts on hand or in repair and that service (in terms of supplying 
repaired parts) is no longer possible. It is also possible that the process enters a backordering situation, 
where there are parts in backlog, e.g. (N; - (N; + 2), N;). Without a bound on the number of backorders, an 
extremely unfavorable situation could be reached in terms of service (e.g. probability of eventually being 
able to supply all backordered demand could become undesirably small or the time until delivery of 
backlogged demand could become undesirably long). As mentioned in section 3.1 a defect part will be 
returned for repair once the FSE has visited the customer for the repair with a new or repaired part. Thus a 
part will be sent for repair after repair of the system at the customer site. When a backorder situation 
occurs and there are no parts on hand, FEI will start performing chase actions to speed up repairs. In 
general a backorder that takes longer than 2 weeks to be fulfilled, will be escalated as an emergency order. 
That is the reason why there are no transitions to the left of the leftmost states. The number of backorders, 
B, is allowed to be a constant number independent of the number of parts in repair and treated as a 
decision variable for FEI planners; considering long leadtimes a default value of one backorder is chosen 
by FEI for the maximum number of backorders. The maximum number of backorders that FEI wants to 
allow for considering the needed repair pool thus becomes (B, N;), and B = - 1 as default value. Any extra 
demand occurring when the process is in such a state causes the system to reach an absorbing state called 
(No Service). The effects of increasing B on the resulting pool size are calculated for B-values ranging 
from 1to4. 
Other assumptions of the model are: 

Failures occur due to a Poisson process with a constant rate. As stated in chapter 5 assuming 
Poisson demand is reasonable for intermittent demand as seen for the majority of parts in 
inventory. The stationary assumption of demand does not reflect the idea of changes in demand 
(e.g. decreased installed base over time) very well . Therefore a weighting factor, w1, is introduced 
to reflect changes in demand over time. This weighting factor is further discussed in section 6.2.3. 

• The repair probability does not change over time. If a change in the repair probability is expected, 
an average probability that reflects the behavior over time can be used. Calculation of the repair 
probability is covered in section 6.2.3. 

• Repair leadtimes for different parts are independent (ample server assumption) and do not change 
over time. The recorded data at FEI yields delivery times instead of throughput rates considering 
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some capacity constraints at the repair centers. A discussion of repair leadtimes is covered in 
section 6.2.2. 

• A one-for-one replenishment policy is used. Considering the high cost and long leadtimes for 
repairable parts this assumption is reasonable. In reality no batching occurs, unless several parts of 
the same type arrive at the same time, so in general parts are indeed sent for repair one-for-one. 

Considering the above mentioned assumptions, the underlying Markov chain can now be composed. The 
time until one of the absorbing states is reached can be calculated, considering the starting state (N;,0). 
This time until absorption is confronted with the RSP for the considered part to obtain the size of the final 
order. Figure 14 graphically displays the Markov chain for B = 1 and N; = 4, which is arbitrarily chosen as 
beginning state due to readability reasons. It is clear that any other beginning state could have been chosen 
as well. 

8 
N, = # parts available 
o = # parts in repair 
µ = repair rate per year 
A = fail rate per system per year 
m = # working systems 
p, = repair probability 
w = weighting factor 

J. 

Figure 14, Markov Chain for Pool Size of N; = 4 

To calculate the time until absorption, the continuous Markov process needs to be translated into a discrete 
version listing the transition probabilities in the matrix P. From transition rates, transition probabilities can 
be calculated based on the several outgoing rates; the probability of leaving state a to state b, P ab with q ab 

the transition rate from state a to b, is: 
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The transition probability matrix P can now be composed with Pab = qab I qa, a :f. b and p;; = 0. P can be 
rearranged into the canonical form (Kemeny and Snell, 1976; Kao, 1974). This canonical form divides the 
matrix into four sub-matrices as depicted below: 

r- .s 

With Q an (s x s) matrix listing transitions to transient states; Ran (r - s x s) matrix listing transitions from 
transient to absorbing states; 0 an (s x r - s) matrix consisting of zero' s and I an (r - s x r - s) identity 
matrix. Define Ta= Tab with probability Pab• then the k-th moment of time in a state a, Er! a , is defined as: 

k " ' k I 1 E'ra = L..a=IP ab E'rab• k=l,2,.. . and Erab =-
qa 

Let M be the diagonal matrix {E'r1, E'r1 , . . . , E'r.) . Then the (s x s) matrix N <'l =(I - Qt' M denotes the 
expected time in transient states. The times to absorption for spare part i with pool size N;, Tabs,i,Ni> given it 
started in any of the T states are given bij v<IJ: 

with ( a column vector of length s consisting entirely of l ' s. The computation of the matrix !11
! involves a 

matrix inversion, which can take a significant amount of time to compute in a spreadsheet or mathematical 
package. In Appendix IX the calculation of times to absorption for a given spare part with a default 

v;- 8 
i::.:: 

RSP for Several Pool Sizes for Spare Part i 

~ 6 +----------::;;~-------4 
~ 

"' i::.:: 4 +-----_...,,."'-------------l 

0 2 4 
Pool Size 

6 

Figure 15, First Seven Datapoints from y<•I 

8 

backorder of 1 is performed. As can be seen, the 
calculation is done up to a starting condition of 
(7,0) which already involves an inversion of a 
(44 x 44) matrix. The first seven data points for 
the starting conditions (1,0) to (7,0) are plotted in 
a graph versus absorption time, see Figure 15. 
These first seven data points are all aligned; a 
result which holds for several parameter intervals 
as will be shown later. A linear regression is used 
to calculate absorption times for pool sizes that 
are larger than can be calculated instantaneously. 
It shows thus that adding one part extra 'adds' a 
constant number of years to the absorption time. 
The linear regression also holds for larger pool 
sizes, which can also be found in Appendix IX. 
The linear relationship is good for initial demand 
rates of no more than 10 per year. For higher 

demand rates, the linear regression is no longer good, and the graph shows exponential behavior, 
indicating that for larger demand rates 'adding' one part to the repair pool 'adds' an ever increasing 
number of years to the absorption time. The ranges of parameters for which a linear relationship holds are 
further discussed in section 6.2.3. Instead of calculating the parameters of the linear model for each spare 
part by means of the Markov model, a non-linear model can be defined for several parameter ranges. By 
entering the values for the parameters form;, A;, p,,;, µ;,for a given parameter range, a non-linear regression 
model can be defined that yields the needed values for slope and intercept of the linear model. An example 
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of such a non-linear model is given in Appendix X. The development of a model that produces results that 
are robust for the entire range of feasible parameters proved unfeasible within the scope of this project. 
Therefore, the Markov model that is presented here is used in the remainder of this report. 

As mentioned N; should be selected to be the first pool size that yields an absorption time that is larger 
than the remaining service period for part i: 

T abs. N- Z RSP , I , I l 

The desired repair pool, N/ , is equal to the first integer N; that suffices the above mentioned condition. 
The final order for repairable spare parts, S,,;, in line with the definition of section 4.4 becomes: 

S,,; = N;* -(quantity on hand+ Pr,; x parts in repair) 

All parts that are currently in repair have a probability, p,,;, of returning to inventory. Since a final ordering 
situation is considered, it is assumed that the repair leadtime effect of these defect parts does not influence 
the service performance. That is, stock-outs are not expected to occur due to demands for parts that are in 
repair at the moment of final ordering; the newly purchased parts and parts on hand are assumed to cover 
for the demand that occurs until the parts that are defect on the moment of final ordering return to stock. 

Defining Service 
Service calculations for final orders are more difficult for repairable systems than they are for consumable 
systems. When taking a costing approach, the cost of repairing with an attached success probability, the 
cost of holding good and bad inventory and the lacking possibility of repurchase of parts make it a 
difficult approach. A service level approach, determining a given fraction of demand that is allowed to be 
backordered can be computed as the fraction of time the process is in backorder states as a fraction of the 
total absorption time in the Markov model. The maximum number of backordering states will affect this 
service level. However, since the Markov model uses w1 as an approximation, these times do not reflect 
the actual performance of the system. It is chosen, after consulting FEI, to make the maximum number of 
backorder states a decision variable. The service level for this model is thus defined as: the time it takes 
until zero parts are on hand plus in repair and no more backorders than specified (default= 1) are allowed 
to occur in the model. After refining parameters in the next section, section 6.2.5 continues on 
incorporating variability effects to reflect service in the size of the desired repair pool. 

6.2.3 Refinement of Parameters 

Including Changes in Demand 
One of the model assumptions is the steady behavior of model parameters, which is particularly poor in 
terms of demand. Define m;,k,z, the number of active systems featuring spare part i , in interval k, given 
scenario z and A;,k the failure rate of systems featuring spare part i in interval k. The number of systems and 
failure rate can be calculated similar to section 6.1.2; they correspond to p;,k and N;,k,z from section 6.1.2 
respectively. In reality the failure rate changes over time, as are the repair probability and repair rate. The 
steady assumption for the number of systems m;,k. z is the weakest since towards the end of service period 
the number of systems is bound to decrease as production is stopped and customers want to replace their 
systems with newer, more powerful tools. To overcome this shortcoming, the idea of a weighting factor is 
introduced that artificially changes the demand rate m;,1<, zA;,k during the remaining service period. This 
procedure is graphically illustrated in Figure 16 and explained thereafter. 
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Figure 16, w1 clarified 

The actual demand pattern (1) is decreasing over time; that is the time between demand arrivals grows 
larger towards the end of the RSP. If the failure rate and installed base as they are to date, mi.0)-;,0, would 
be used throughout the RSP, the center demand pattern (2) of Figure 16 would be used in the Markov 
model. Obviously this leads to a larger demand compared to the actual situation of (1). This led to the idea 
of introducing a weighting factor, w1, that is treated as a constant and multiplied with all the demand rates 
in the Markov chain of Figure 14. The demand rate consists of the multiplication of failure rate and active 
systems. Taking a simple average for the number of systems over the RSP would ignore the effect of 
changes in the failure rates (for a constant failure rate, taking the simple average of systems over RSP 
years already results in w1). Therefore a weighted average for the failure rate, l; ,RSP,z is calculated, based 

on actual demand volume over the years. For the number of systems over the years, a simple average, 
mi,RSP,z is used. These two multiplied, and divided by the current demand rate yield WJ· The idea of the z 
scenarios is also extended to the Markov model. The resulting weighting factor wf i,RSP,z is calculated as 
follows: 

""'k=RSP A 
I _ L..k=I i,kmi,k,z 

i,RSP,z - "'f\'k=RSP 

L..k=I mi ,k,z 

"'f\'k=RSP 

L..k=I mi ,k, z 
mi,RSP,z = 

RSP 
W = mi,RSP, z l;,RSP, z 

f i,RSP,z m.o A·o I, ,z l , 

The idea of the weighting factor is justified as follows: 

A.. m = A.. m . RSP L k=RSP (- ) 
k=I 1,k 1,k, z 1,RSP, z 1,RSP,z 

""'k=RSP A 
I _ L..k=I i,kmi,k ,z 

i ,RSP,z - ""\" k=RSP 

L..k=I m i,k,z 

l; ,RSP,z mi ,RSP,z RSP 
"'f\'k=RSP 

L..k=l mi,k ,z 

m i,RSP.z = 
"'f\'k=RSP 

L..k=I mi,k ,z 

RSP 

Thus, a constant, equal to the fraction of weighted average demand rate over initial demand rate is 
multiplied with all demand rates in the Markov chain. As can be seen in Figure 16 the effects of wf on the 
expectation of absorption time are limited, unlike the variance term that will change significantly. The 
effects of this approximation are explored by means of simulation in section 6.2.4. 
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Defining Repair Probability 
The repair probability is calculated from the scrap probability. The scrap probability is calculated by 
comparing bookings to the FEI scrap account in a given period, with the total number of repairs as listed 
on the so-called PLP SEO report, see Appendix XI. For parts with no available records, the average of 
calculated scrap probabilities is used. Since repairable items will always return to their original supplying 
production facility via the warehouse, only EOPD parts for the Acht production facility are considered 
here. It is assumed that risk of obsolescence for FAB repairable parts is the responsibility of the Hillsboro 
facility. As mentioned, it is assumed that the repair probability is constant over time. 

Defining Repair Leadtime 
In reality, repair leadtime consists of a sequence of events as depicted in Figure 17 (here the European 
situation again is considered). A placed order will in general be shipped within 1 or 2 days if the part is on 
stock. Within 7 days, dependent on availability of the FSE, he or she should have exchanged the part at 
the customer site. The FSE is obliged to take care of return of the defect part to PLP within 14 days. PLP 
thereupon ships the part within 14 days to the supplier. Within 2 days in general the part arrives at the 
supplier who repairs the part, with some leadtime that can be as high as 60 days. Within 2 days after 
completion of the repair, the part returns to stock at PLP. 

I 1 or 2 I < 7 days I I I I 
I d ( "f 1 ( .1 b·i·ty' < 14 days 1 < 14 days (depends 1 1 or 2 1 
I ays I I ava1 a 11 I ' I ' I I 

ion ,look; i of FSE; i (depornfa on FSE, i on worldoad PLP, i day' i 
20 - 60 days (depends on 

supplier and item; 

I I 
1 1or2 1 
1 days 1 
I I 

I I 
Customer FSE FSE PLP receives defect PLP ships to Supplier 

order receives Exchanges part & consolidates supplier repairs iterr 
Supplier Item on stock 

ships item at PLP 
part part per supplier 

customer lead time repair lead time 

Figure 17, Components of Repair Leadtime 

From these components, only the repair leadtime is recorded explicitly; this is done in the Vendor Rating 
query that is part of the CIM database, see Appendix XII. The repair leadtimes are independent, and not 
the result of queuing effects at suppliers. Therefore an ample server assumption for the Markov model is 
used. The Markov model assumes instantaneous repair upon shipment of demand, which is not completely 
in line with reality. To include the time until actual repair, an average of 1 month (30 days) is added to the 
resulting supplier repair leadtime. 

Now the model parameters are defined, the performance of the approximate model needs to be checked. 
Since there is not enough data available considering the long remaining service periods to validate the 
model with, a model in the simulation package Arena is developed and validated in the next section. 

6.2.4 Model Validation through Simulation 

The Markov model uses an approximation by introducing a weighting factor to reflect changes in demand. 
Since there is no current performance to compare the results of the Markov model with, a modeling 
approach has been chosen to assess the performance of the Markov model. A simulation model is 
developed in the simulation package Arena 7 .0. The model and its explanation can be found in Appendix 
xm. 
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Sargent (1998) developed a framework for classic modeling processes, see Figure 18. In this figure, the 
problem entity that is the purpose of model development, applied to the FEI case, obviously, is the 
determination of the desired repair pool size. Ideally, following the line of thought of Figure 18, a 
conceptual model is drawn before implementing it through programming in a computerized model. 
However, in this report, simulation is used as a means of evaluating the performance of the Markov 
model. The simulation model that has been developed in Arena is thus developed without explicitly 
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Figure 18, Modeling Process Framework 

making a conceptual model first. 
The selection of the simulation software is an important 
one. The choices for a simulation package as Arena 
instead of a general-purpose programming language such 
as Pascal or C++ are based on a number of reasons: 
• 

• 

• 

Programming in a language requires extensive 
knowledge, which is unavailable. On top of that, the 
simulation itself is not a deliverable, but it is used to 
verify and validate the Markov model. 
Modifying model parameters is an important aspect 
of the model, since comparison of several parameter 
settings is required. Modifications are in general 
more easily made in simulation packages. 
Arena is a flexible software package that is applied in 
a series of manufacturing but also more general 
environments. The repair pool problem is a problem 
that can be modeled quite well in this type of 
simulation packages. 
Within the Eindhoven University of Technology 
experience with Arena as a package is present. 

One of the most challenging tasks for model building and simulation are model verification and validation 
(Kelton, Sadowski and Sturrock, 2003): 

• Verification is the task of ensuring that the model behaves as intended (e.g. debugging) 
• Validation is the task of ensuring that the model behaves similar to the real system 

The verification and validation process for the simulation model can be found in Appendix Xill. 

The verified and validated simulation model is used as a replicate of the actual system. The performance 
of the Markov model is compared with the simulation model and the general model of section 6.2.1 for a 
number of parameter settings; Appendix XIV presents this comparison. The three parameters of 
importance (m;,o,);,o, Pr,;, µ;) are changed one by one for several extreme value settings and for several RSP 
values. Some interactions of parameter values are recorded as well. The default values for comparison are 
m;,); = 5 per year, Pr,i = 75%, µ; = 6 per repair channel per year and B = -1. Furthermore, the appropriate 
weighting factor is used in the Markov model. All pool sizes are rounded above to the first integer for 
which the desired average absorption time is obtained. As discussed in Appendix XIV, the linear 
regression for the Markov model is good for initial demands of less than I 0 per year (m;,0 ,zA;,o :'S 10). For 
higher initial demands, the general model yields pool sizes that are close to the optimal sizes from the 
simulation. Combining these two, leads to a model that produces pool sizes for a range of feasible model 
parameters that are within one or two parts from the optimal pool size, see Table 2. The relative difference 
in general is between -10% and + 10% from the optimal pool size. For smaller absolute pool sizes, the 
relative difference may become as large as +50%, for absolute differences of only one part. The reason 
thereof can be found in the fact that all pool sizes are rounded to the nearest integer above, that results in 
the average desired repair pool size. 
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SIMULATION MODEL !:; SIMULATION MODEL !:; 

50% 31 32 3.2% 50% 14 13 -7 .1% 
pr,i 65% 20 22 10.0% pr,i 65% 9 9 0.0% 

75% 15 16 6.7% 75% 7 7 0.0% 
90% 6 7 16.7% 90% 3 4 33.3% 
95% 4 4 0.0% 95% 3 3 0.0% 
98% 3 3 0.0% 98% 2 2 0.0% 

µi 2 16 17 6.3% µi 2 7 8 14.3% 
6 15 16 6.7% 6 7 7 0.0% 
9 15 16 6.7% 9 7 7 0.0% 

mi.Iii 2 6 7 16.7% mi.Iii 2 2 3 50.0% 

5 15 16 6.7% 5 7 7 0.0% 
10 29 32 10.3% 10 13 14 7.7% 
20 63 63 0.0% 20 27 25 -7 .4% 

30 94 94 0.0% 30 40 38 -5.0% 

80 1 15 16 6.7% 80 1 7 7 0.0% 
3 15 16 6.7% 3 7 7 0.0% 
5 15 16 6.7% 5 7 7 0.0% 

pr,i 98% 2 2 0.0% pr,i 98% 1 1 0.0% 
milli 2 milli 2 
µi 9 15 16 6.7% µi 9 7 7 0.0% 
80 3 80 3 
pr,i 65% 20 22 10.0% pr,i 65% 9 9 0.0% 
80 5 BO 5 
miAi 2 7 7 0.0% milli 2 3 3 0.0% 
µi 2 µi 2 

Table 2, Model Comparison for RSP = 25 years (left) and 10 years (right) 

6.2 .5 Incorporating Variability 

The simulation model that is used, calculates the expected absorption time for a given integer number of 
spare parts in the repair pool. The first integer repair pool level that lasts, on average, for at least the length 
of the RSP can well be approximated by the defined combination of Markov and general model. The 
variance of time to absorption can be calculated for the Markov model, but as already mentioned, the 
results will not reflect reality well due to the introduction of the weighting factor. The simulation model 
allows for the calculation of confidence intervals on the length of the achieved RSP of each run. For a 
number of parameter settings, the results of these confidence intervals are given in Appendix XV. In line 
with the non-linear model to obtain the coefficients of the linear model, it is difficult to develop a 
generalized model that estimates the variance term based on model parameters. The exact variance term 
can be obtained by performing a sufficient number of runs in Arena for each spare part. For convenience 
reasons, as observed in Appendix XV, increasing the desired repair pool with an addition factor, IJ;, based 
on the size of the needed pool provides a 95% lower bound on the remaining service period. The 
expectation of repair pool needs to be inflated with the corresponding number of Table 3 to obtain a repair 
pool that is expected to last, in 95% of all occasions, for the desired service period. 

Pool Size 
0 < pool size :S IO 
IO < pool size :S 25 
25 < pool size :S 70 

pool size > 70 

Addition Factor, n; 
+ 1 
+2 
+3 
+4 

Table 3, Addition to Expected Pool Size 

As can be seen, adding a limited number of parts to the calculated repair pool increases the remaining 
service period of a given repair pool considerably. This is due to decreasing demand patterns as further 
discussed in the simulation model description of Appendix XIII. As mentioned, a general model 
calculating the variance term based on model parameters proved unfeasible within the scope of this 
project. 
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6.2.6 Final Orders 

Based on the results that are shown here, there is enough reason to use the Markov and general model 
together with the addition factor, 1/;, to determine desired repair pool sizes. Summarizing the following 
decision rule is set for use of the two models: 'Use general model if m;,0) .. ;,o > 10, use Markov model 
otherwise' 

The final order for repairable parts for m;,o,zA;,o > 10, given scenario z, becomes: 

S r,i, z = N;,z + T/; - (quantity on hand+ p ,,; x parts in repair) 

A single final order for m;,o,zA;,o > 10 becomes: 

S,,; = (I;:;N;,z · wJ+T/; -(quantity on hand+ P,,; x parts in repair) 

N;,z is selected from the general model here. A final order for repairable parts with m;,o,zA;,o < 10, given 
scenario z, should be based on: 

S,,;,z = N;~z +T/; -(quantity on hand+ Pr,i x parts in repair) 

A single final order for m;,o,zA;,o < 10 should be based on: 

S, ,; = (I;:;N;~z · wJ+ T/; -(quantity on hand+ Pr ,i x parts in repair) 

N * is selected from the Markov model here. This concludes the final order situation for repairable spare 1,z 

parts. 

6. 3 Conclusion 

The models that are presented in this chapter are the foundations for the design that is presented in the 
next chapter. For consumable items, the binomial model that is presented in section 6.1 is chosen, because 
of its applicability to spare parts in any of the possible life cycle phases. Furthermore, the model reflects 
the underlying reality of failures of the installed base in the field more accurate than a simple summation 
of monthly Poisson processes or normal distributions. The applicability of both a Type-2 service level and 
costing parameters to include variability allows FEI to use their current belief about service, as well as 
creating awareness of costing parameters into the final ordering situation. 
For repairable items, the general model is straightforward, whereas the Markov model reflects reality the 
most by including leadtime and service effects. Although an approximate model is presented and no exact 
solutions could be obtained, most importantly due to demand decrease over time, a simulation package 
like Arena could be purchased to obtain exact results. The approximations in the repairable model are 
shown to produce repair pool sizes that are close to the optimal simulation equivalent. The chosen service 
description that is used in the Markov model as the maximum backorder state is less easy to understand 
for CS Logistics planners than a predetermined fraction of backordered demand. 
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7 DESIGN & RESULTS 

The developed solutions to the final ordering and obsolescence problem are embedded in a ready-to-be
used spreadsheet tool, developed in MS Excel. MS Excel is a common used application within FEI and 
proved to be flexible enough to include the necessary computation steps. The user manual and explanation 
of the used worksheets can be found in Appendix XVI. Figure 19 and Figure 20 feature the interface for 
the calculation of a final order and risk of obsolescence for a single item (consumable and repairable 
respectively). Figure 21 features the interface to calculate the risk of obsolescence of a number of spare 
parts with a positive quantity on hand. The actual user guidelines are given in Appendix XVI. 
Implementation issues are covered in chapter 8. 

FINAL ORDERING AND OBSOLESCENCE TOOL 
Ent~r part numbttr and penalfof cost ~r um1 upon stockout (if known) and press 'CALCULATE' to obtain Final DrdtJr and Qb!J()kJSCMC~ Risk 

PARTNR 

DESCRIPTION 
COST(~ 

REPARABLE 
USED REMAll!ING SERVICE PERIOD 
'IM3GHTED A VG. END OF SERVICE 
MAX. END OF SERVICE 
SCRAP RA TE (%) 
DA TE OF PART CREATION 

PENAL TY COST (IF KNOVllN) 
USED SERVICE LEVR 

INSTALLED BASE DEVaOPM:NT 
Lll!EAROOWN 
NORMAL 
P<MoER 
STRAIGHT 
SUM 

llllTIAL (ACTM) ll!ST. BASE SIZE 
AVERAGE FAILURE RA TE 
TOT AL SHIPPED QUANTITY 
DEMAND LAST 12 MONTHS 
QQH(GOOO) 
OOH (DEFECT) 
ALL TM: REQUREllENT 
DESRED SPARE POOL 

FINAL ORDER (USED SERVICE LEVa) 
EXCESS STOCK (USED SERVICE LEVEL) 

OBSOLESCENCE RISK (50% SERVICE LEVEL) 
FINANCIAL RISK (50% SERVICE LEVEL) 

EXPECTED BEHA ~ OF INSTALLED BASE II! REMAll!INO SERVICE PERIOD 
CA THODE RAY TUBE 

'578.17 
F.l.LSE 

17 
2023 
2023 

877 
0.1006 

527 
76 

610 
0 

534 
0 

I~ 
REM/\l.llNQ se:tvu YEARS -

I~ 
R£MAfril!NG SERYICE YEARS -

CALCULATE 

Figure 19, Final Order for Consumable Part 

!~ ; 
RBWN:ING SEFMC& vt:ARS 

+ 

i 
51 
~ 
~ 
~ 

+ 

Figure 19 provides an example of spare part 5322 695 15115, a part for which already a final order has 
taken place in the past. The spare part characteristics are presented in the top section. It can be seen that a 
service level of 95% is used to calculate the final order; the penalty cost are not known in this example. If 
this cost would have been known, the final order would be based on a service level that would follow from 
the costing parameters. On the right hand side, the weights for the several scenarios are entered. Based 
thereupon, together with the failure rate and initial installed base, the all-time requirement can be 
calculated (534 parts, based on 95% service level). Since a consumable part is considered, there is no 
desired (repairable) repair pool level given. Based on the current quantity on hand, a final order is 
calculated. In this example, for spare part 5322 695 15115, already a final order took place in the past as 
earlier mentioned. It can be seen that, given a 95% service level, still 76 parts are in excess of the all-time 
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requirement. These excess parts may be disposed of, as earlier discussed. For the calculation of 
obsolescence risk only the expectation of all-time requirement is used (thus a service level of 50%). As 
can be seen, an obsolescence risk of I 6.23% is calculated. This means that 16.23% of the current quantity 
on hand is likely obsolete (under a 50% service level assumption) at the end of the remaining service 
period in 2023; therefore the FEI Finance department should add an amount of €57,238.83 to the 
obsolescence reserve for this spare part. As mentioned earlier, in fact all parts with a positive quantity on 
hand face some 'risk' of turning obsolete. For example because of aging effects parts may tum 
(technologically) obsolete within the remaining service period or demand may decrease unexpected 
suddenly which results in even more excess stock in the end. However, this type of obsolescence is not 
considered in this report. 

FINAL ORDERING AND OBSOLESCENCE TOOL 
Enter p11rt number 11nd ~natty cost ~r u»il upo» stock out (if koown) 11nd press 'CALCULATE' to obt11in Final Or/Mr 11nd Obso/esce»ee Risk 

PART~ 

EXPECTED BEHAVIOUR Of INSTALLED BASE IN REMAINING SERVICE PERKJQ 
DESCRIPTION 
COST(@) 
REPARABLE 
USED RfM,tJ',N3 SERVICE PERIOD 
\l\IEIGHTED AVG. BCl Of SERVICE 
MAX . BCl OF SERVICE 
SCRAP RATE(%) 
DATE OF PART CREATION 

PENAL TY COST (F KNCWll) 
USED SERVICE LEVEL 

INSTALLED BASE DEVELOPMENT 
l.tEAR [)()At.I 

NORMAL 
PCMER 
STRAIGHT 
SUM 

NTIAL (ACTIVE) INST. BASE SIZE 
AVERAGE FALl..flE RATE 
TOT AL Sl-ffED QUANTITY 
DEMAND LAST12MONTHS 
QOH(GOOD) 
QOH(DEFECD 
ALL TM: REQUIREMENT 
DESftD SPARE POOL 

FINAL ORDER (USED SERVICE LEVEL) 
EXCESS STOCK (USED SERVICE LEVEL) 

OBSOLESCENCE RISK (50% SERVICE LEVEL) 
FINANCIAL RISK (50% SERVICE LEVEL) 

ACCINT 2llOKV FEG t::1: 

132,1183.44 
nu: 

'ZT 
2033 
2035 

50.ll0% 
23-Jln.02 

95.ll0% 

76 
0.(1318 

8 

0 
1 

103 
47 

CALCULATE 

Figure 20, Final Order for Repairable Part 

Figure 20 features the calculation of the final order and obsolescence risk for a repairable part. For 
repairable parts, also a scrap rate (probability) is given as part characteristic. It can also be seen that the 
weights for the several scenarios are now selected to be different from the default values. The tool selects 
from the Markov model the appropriate pool size since the initial demand is less than 10 per year. Based 
on the calculated parameters, a repair pool size of 47 is desired. There is one defect part available which 
will return to the good inventory with 50% probability; therefore the resulting final order becomes 47 
parts. For this part the obsolescence risk is 0%, so for this part no amount should be added to the 
obsolescence reserve. 

Figure 21, calculates the obsolescence risk for all EOPD parts. For all these spare parts on the left hand 
side of the figure, a final order is calculated in the User Interface for Final Orders with a service level of 
50% (thus calculating expected all-time requirement only). By means of a loop-macro the procedure is 
repeated for all the spare parts in the list. As can be seen, in this run, the entire inventory obsolescence 
reserve should become just over €3.4 million for EOPD parts. The over-all obsolescence risk is 20% 
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which means that 20% of the current inventory value of world wide EOPD parts of €17.3 million is likely 
to be disposed of due to obsolescence in the future. In this €17.3 million of world-wide inventory, current 
defect spare parts are only included in the calculation for their probability of returning to good inventory, 
in line with the definition of section 4.3. Only the Pr part of the current inventory value of the defect part is 
considered in this €17.3 million (this can be seen for example for part 5322 218 11849 that has a quantity 
on hand of 9.75, consisting of good parts and a fraction Pr of defect parts). 

ITEM T DESCRIPTION 
5322 20'3 86182 IC ANA TRANSISTOR E!17.45 i FALSE 25.00 i §J!l.'r•J .~ .. 
5322 209 86201 ic ANA VERSYCA3iioE: eL~ FALSE Xoo' 55.00%! e 
:5322 20986319 -JC DIG MOSSTND . --· ~lli FALSE 25.oY 55.oo%iE 
·5322 2o9 86467 "lC"ANA offi"ERs . ~Q1 1 

.. 

FALSE ·4_00·· =:o:oo~rr · 
532220986468 1c AN:.a: voLf.iCURR. REG. -- ~- 1§J FALSE ::iloo 69.44%1 e 228.75 
·5322 210 76117 "M"mR, vAcUOM . .. - €217.69 ! FALSE 1.00 100:00%Te 21769 
·5322 216 31003 PR.clffcurr ernoa: FALSE f.oo 100:00%re To.08 
·5322 2163fo9s PR.clRcOIT €3571 FALSE 2.af 10000%1@ 7.fi 
5322 216 :31098 

0

PRCIRCOIT e1 ,s8s.52 ; TRU-E 1.00 100:-00%! e i,885.52 
5322 216 31099 .PR CIRCUIT e.ooi .44 : TRUE 1.00 f!l:f.00"~, i e s~oeff.,i4 
:sm 21s 92617 PR.CIRCUIT · rn.29: FALSE 10.Cil" ·o.oo%l e 
·5322 218 10041 :coNfR6LLER TCPi20 €939.64 ! TRUE 4.CiJ" 

. --- 1--
D.J!J.~ l ~ 

532221811511 . El.EcfR~ D"NIT - · e-19.941 FALSE 6.00 0.00%1 e 
5322 21811675 E:il:cfR. UNIT es,883.95 '. FALSE f.ci:J 1(()j:j;J%! e 5,883.95 
532221811773 TURBO CONTROLLER "@3i4.o3 , TRUE 7.52 20.25%! e 935.61 
·5322 218 11841 

0

PSU PE 4132AJ1 14T 24V €28428 ! FALSE 14.oo ooo%'e 
5322 218 118.42 PSU PE4l3W110TsY30A FALSE 

-·· I .. 
€31099 , 49.00 0.0031 e 

·5322 218 11849 CONTROLLER+POWER SUPPLY €2_.~4000 ; TRUE 9.75. 7949%1 e 17,360 .~ 
5322 218 11921 ELECTR. UNIT IEC-1 €6,268.74 TRUE 10.09 O.Oo"%1 e 
5322 218 41019 ""PoWERSuPPL YUNIT . €63.Ei f" FALSE .t.oo · -------+-o.OO% • e 
·5322 218 41o23 POWER sLIPPL v l.lllilT @:11 .30 1 FALSE 2.00 100.00%1 e 162.00 
5322 218 41026 PE1264~40 24V:5A il_wr sup €191 .95 TRUE 3.oo ci.oo% i e 
·5322 218 41027 e18Q.94 l TRUE 

-- ·- I .. 1,266.58 POWER SUPPLY UNIT 9.00 77.78%, e 
:5322 218 41o2a PE1269,00 24V-1 PA €174.12 TRUE 6.29 000%: e 
5fu 218 .41o42 E"l.Ecm. l.JNiT €410.23 : TRUE 22.38 O~.(ij% ; ~ 
5322 218 41043 PE1982/76 PWR SUPPL Y->ob €606.17' FALSE 100 0.00%, e 

Figure 21, User Interface for Risk of Obsolescence 

To date, inventory obsolescence is treated different Up to now both EOPD parts and FAB parts that are 
residing at PLP are considered in the obsolescence calculation. In reality Eindhoven is the supplying 
production facility for EOPD parts worldwide. That is, all local warehouses are supplied from the 
Eindhoven facility or its local suppliers. EOPD demand for the Eindhoven warehouse thus is, as earlier 
mentioned, in fact global demand. To assess inventory obsolescence accurately, the global quantities on 
hand need to be considered. In the new calculation global quantities on hand of consumable EOPD items 
are considered. For repairable EOPD items also the defect items on a global scale are considered, since all 
defect EOPD items will return to PLP for repair at suppliers. The risk of obsolescence for FAB items is 
the responsibility of the Hillsboro production facility and there is thus no obsolescence risk attached to 
F AB parts residing in the Eindhoven warehouse. 
As mentioned, demand information is only available for the EOPD parts at the Eindhoven warehouse and 
for FAP parts at the Hillsboro warehouse. Since no demand information is available on a regional 
warehouse level, the only possibility is to calculate risk of obsolescence for EOPD or FAB parts world
wide. The risk of obsolescence is thus calculated for the global quantity on hand of a given spare part, 
considering global demand to one of the two central warehouses. 

This chapter ends part II, the next part covers implementation. 
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Part III 

Implementation 



8 IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter is concerned with implementation related issues of the designed final ordering and 
obsolescence tool. 

8.1 Willingness to Implement 

As outlined, the CS Logistics department and the Finance department need a method that calculates final 
orders and risk of obsolescence. For the CS Logistics department the designed spreadsheet provides a 
means to calculate final orders under several parameter settings. For the Finance department a method is 
presented that is based on the underlying nature of obsolescence calculation which will replace the current 
obsolescence calculation method after approval by external accountants and consultants. 
The tool is designed to be stand-alone and easy to use and MS Excel is a frequently used program for PEI 
CS Logistics and Finance employees. Furthermore, the manual that is written allows for understandability 
and application of the model. The tool has been demonstrated to the interested parties to create awareness 
and remove (personal) barriers that could impede a successful implementation. All stakeholders perceive 
the possible advantages of the final ordering and obsolescence tool in their daily work; the organizational 
resistance to changes is hereby limited. 

8.2 Maintaining the Tool 

Since the actual implementation of the tool will take place after ending of the graduation project it is 
advised that the Service Logistics manager, as a person with extensive knowledge about MS Excel and 
MS Access, becomes responsible for the actual implementation with PEI. 
The modeling in MS Excel is relative easy, it also improves usability. A major drawback of working in 
MS Excel is the result to be working independent of MFGPRO. Within the CS Logistics department, a lot 
of daily work is performed in databases (e.g. CIM database) and spreadsheets (forecasting tool) outside of 
MFGPRO. This implies a lot of work spent on updating of variables and parameters. It is important that 
this is done by someone with extensive Excel and Access knowledge. The manual features a separate 
section for parameter updates. Updating consists of major and minor updates. A minor update is required 
each time the tool is used and is concerned with: 

• updating the world wide quantities on hand 
• updating the demand history with monthly shipments 

The workload is estimated at approximately 15 minutes per minor update. On a quarterly basis a major 
update is advised. In this type of update the following activities need to be performed: 

• updating end of service dates of product families 
• updating the service call history that lists part usage on product families 
• updating of general item parameters such as cost price, description, part creation date and 

repairable or consumable status 
• updating scrap probabilities for repairable items, together with the calculation of an average scrap 

probability 
• updating of repair leadtime for repairable parts 

The workload for these activities is estimated at 2 to 4 hours per update. Especially after having updated 
the tool for several times, the workload may approach an estimated 2 hours. However, obtaining data and 
calculation of some parameters may take a significant time which is incorporated in the workload 
estimation. 
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The Service Logistics manager becomes initially responsible for the updating of parameter as advised in 
the manual. 

A related issue is the setting of some important decision parameters (such as development of N;,b service 
level to use, penalty cost, scrap probability) and the interpretation of the resulting final orders. For a final 
order it is best to review several scenarios instead of relying on a sole number. Therefore it is essential that 
the size of the final order is always checked by the Service Logistics manager before placing an actual 
order. Running the program to determine a final order for a given spare part takes at most 2 seconds on a 
desktop computer with today's average specifications for processor speed and memory. To calculate the 
risk of obsolescence of the entire inventory, the run time of the tool can be several hours (the run time is 
estimated at an approximate 2 seconds per part; this means that for a positive quantitiy on hand for 6,000 
different spare parts, the run time exceeds 3 hours). Therefore it is advised to make these extensive runs 
over night or on a system that is not used for daily planning activity. The results should always be checked 
for errors and anomalies before being further processed by the Finance department. 

8.3 Integration With Current Systems 

MS Excel and MS Access are programs that tend to start running slow when the information that is 
inserted increases. To increase the speed of calculation when desired, the method as implemented in the 
final ordering and obsolescence tool should be incorporated in a more specific program or package. The 
current ERP system, MFGPRO is not equipped for an obsolescence calculation as proposed in this report. 
An integration of the improved final ordering and obsolescence calculation is not possible within any of 
its (optional) modules. A custom module would need to be written for the MFG PRO system. Recently FEI 
abandoned a project to replace MFGPRO by Oracle as its new ERP system. Considering the beliefs that 
MFGPRO is lacking the desired functionality in some aspects of the FEI activities, it is best not to spend 
excessive amounts of money on the integration of the final order and obsolescence calculation into 
MFGPRO. Instead it would be better to automate the presented method into a custom made software 
application by a programmer. The workload for writing such a custom made program is estimated at 
several hundred hours and perhaps could be thought of as a potential internship or graduation project for a 
suitable student or can be performed by the FEI Information Systems department or an external party. 
Since no exact solutions, but only approximations to the repairable spare pool problem could be obtained, 
FEI might consider the purchase of a simulation package such as Arena. To date, within FEI, there is no 
simulation package in use. The purchase price of Arena is quoted at €18,500 initially and annual license 
and maintenance fees are several thousand euro. Recently a simulations expert was hired within the 
Product Engineering department; this department is considering the purchase of a simulation package for 
several purposes. One of these purposes could be the calculation of spare pool sizes. The purchase of a 
simulation package for this purpose only seems not justified considering the performance of the 
approximate models. The simulation model that is developed in this report is left at the CS Logistics 
manager for possible future use. The model cannot be used without someone with simulation knowledge; 
this aspect should be covered by the newly hired simulations expert. The runtime of the simulation model 
that is presented here is several seconds. However the updating of parameters to reflect changes in yearly 
demands is more laborious. The total workload, upon understanding of the model, is estimated at 10 to 20 
minutes per final order calculation. 

Finally, it is important to realize that the tool is designed for use at the Eindhoven facility; only EOPD 
parts are considered. By updating parameter values and demand history for the Hillsboro facility, the tool 
can be implemented there as well for FAB parts. It is advised to gain experience in working with the tool 
in Eindhoven before using it on a global scale. 
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9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

9.r Conclusions 

To date, FEI has no sound method to determine the size of final orders and no accurate way of 
determining the size of the obsolescence reserve that covers the risk of inventory becoming obsolete. In 
this report models are presented that calculate the expected demand in the remaining service period for 
consumable items and the size of the needed repair pool for repairable items. For consumable items a 
binomial model and Poisson model are presented that calculate all-time requirement based on both a 
service level approach and costing parameters. For repairable items a general model and Markov model 
are presented. The general model provides a rough approximation to the needed repair pool size, based on 
the repair probability of the part and all-time requirement as were the repairable part a consumable one. 
The Markov model incorporates the leadtime effect of repairs as well by determining the time it takes until 
the model reaches one of two absorbing states. This time is compared with the remaining service period 
for the given part to obtain the needed repair pool size. From this all-time requirement and needed repair 
pool, the final order for the given part can be calculated as well as the risk of obsolescence of the current 
quantity on hand of that part. 

Within FEI, the need of an improved risk of obsolescence calculation is evident. In general two 
departments will benefit from the designed tool. CS Logistics can use the designed tool to determine final 
orders. Besides they can use the tool to make an assessment of the size of the installed base of an item, 
information that they do not use to date. On the other hand, the Finance department, together with the 
Service Logistics manager can use the designed tool to determine risk of obsolescence for the spare part 
inventory on hand. The current method of calculation is not approved of by external accountants and 
consultants, so the models that are presented here are to replace the existing calculation method. 

The models that have been chosen and developed reflect the underlying reality of final orders and 
obsolescence well. Instead of assuming a Poisson demand for a given interval and summing these to 
obtain a distribution of demand in the remaining service period, an approach that incorporates 
development of installed base and failure rate is bound to produce more accurate results. 
Considering the inventory obsolescence reserve, the approach has become different. In contrast with the 
current obsolescence risk calculation, now the distinction is made between EOPD and FAB parts and a 
single obsolescence risk is determined world-wide instead of an obsolescence risk per warehouse for both 
EOPD and FAB parts. The current obsolescence risk of 15% for the central European inventory of €10.5 
million cannot be compared to the calculated obsolescence risk of 20% for world wide EOPD inventory 
(€17.3 million). Due to the fact that there is no demand information available for local stock points, it is 
impossible to determine an obsolescence risk percentage for each of the locations. Instead a risk of 
obsolescence percentage can be calculated for each spare part, based on global information. 
The following general remarks can finally be given: 

• Obsolescence is calculated as the expected inventory that will remain unused in inventory. In fact 
all items that are currently in inventory have some ' risk' to tum obsolete, for example due to 
technological advances or unexpected sharp drops in demand. This latter cause of obsolescence is 
not considered in this report and is not included in the FEI obsolescence reserve. 

• The limited demand history and long remaining service periods make any final order calculation 
and risk of obsolescence unreliable; however considering the characteristics of the problem, the 
designed methods yield results that are based on the underlying reality. Furthermore inaccuracies 
in available data such as errors in service call records, back in stock transactions and the fact that 
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replenishment orders for local warehouses are indistinguishable from actual customer demand 
worsen the accuracy of the resulting final order. 
For repairable items, due to complexity of the problem, an approximate model is developed. 
Although, as shown, the results of the approximate models produce results that are close to 
optimal, to obtain exact solutions the purchase of simulation package is necessary. 

• The difference between the obsolescence reserves is large (approx. €1.5 million for the Central 
European inventory and approx. €0.5 million for the allocated inventories in Europe versus €3.4 
million for the proposed calculation for EOPD items). This is due to the new approach to the 
problem. 

• Final orders are calculated to cover for the expected demand in the future. The proposed 
calculation does not indicate at all in which warehouse to stock these parts. In general all 
inventory will reside in the Eindhoven warehouse until needed. The replenishing of local 
warehouses is part of the daily activities of the planners. 

9.2 Recommendations 

The following set of recommendations are given to improve obsolescence and final order calculation and 
limit the effects of obsolescence as feasible in the light of this report: 

• To date, Eindhoven en Hillsboro are both responsible for the spare part management of EOPD and 
FAB parts. The current approach leads to suboptimal inventory control, since a replenishment 
order for a warehouse is treated as demand for the central warehouse. It would be better to plan 
EOPD parts worldwide in Eindhoven and FAB parts worldwide in Hillsboro to prevent 
suboptimal spares management. This also leads to better demand information which produces a 
more accurate final order. Furthermore, the risk of obsolescence calculation already uses global 
demand and inventory information. As a result of lacking demand information, no distinction can 
be made between demands for the central warehouse and local warehouse. More accurate demand 
information leads to a fairer estimation of risk of obsolescence. 

• The designed tool and method in MS Excel is ready to be used, but requires extensive parameter 
updates. In the future, it is recommended to integrate the obsolescence and final order calculation 
into any future ERP system or software package that FEI may purchase. 

• The quality of data in MFGPRO is inaccurate in a number of occasions. As mentioned the link 
between product families and spare parts is difficult to obtain and back in stock transactions 
cannot be incorporated in the demand information. Any improvement in data will immediately 
result in a more accurate final order and obsolescence calculation. 

• To date, final orders are made with a 95% service level approach in mind. A change of mindset 
from service level to costing parameters may change the beliefs within FEI about final orders. The 
purchase of large amounts of spare parts that are expected to be used after a large number of years 
is doubtful, from costing perspective as well as technical perspectives. There are no guarantees 
that a part that has resided in a cardboard box for twenty years is still as good as new upon the 
moment of use. 

• As mentioned, by updating demand information and parameters in the final ordering and risk of 
obsolescence tool, the method can be used for FAB parts as well. As already mentioned, still a 
fragmented picture can be drawn due to the way spare parts are currently managed. 
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APR 
BTD 
CIM 
CMD 
cs 
EOPD 
ERP 
FEI 
FAB 
FPO 
FIB 
FSE 
MFG PRO 
PLP 
QOH 
RMA 
RSP 
SEM 
SOX 
SIMS 
SSD 
TEM 
TSG 
TU/e 
T&M 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Asian-Pacific Region 
Beam Technology Division 
Controlled Inventory Management, a database that uses daily downloads from MFGPRO 
Circuit Edit & Mask Repair Division 
Customer Service 
Electron Optics Product Division 
Enterprise Resource Planning 
Field Emission Inc. 
Semiconductor Manufacturing, e.g. tools used in the manufacturing of semiconductors 
FAB Product Division 
Focused Ion Beam 
Field Service Engineer 
ManufacturingPro, the FEI ERP system 
Panalpina World Transport BV 
Quantity On Hand 
Return Material Authorization 
Remaining Service Period 
Scanning Electron Microscope 
Sarbanes-Oxley Act 
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometer 
Sales & Service Division 
Transmission Electron Microscope 
Technical Support Group 
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven 
Time and Materials 
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APPENDIX I - ORGANIZATION CHART 

FEI Service 
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CS Helpdesk CS Materials 
(Customer Relations) (Material Planning) 
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Customer Relation 3 
Material Planner - ,..._ 
(Replenishment; 

Material Planner 
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(Reverse Logistics) 

Material Planner 
>---

(Reverse Logistics) 

Remark: as of August 2005, the CS Helpdesk has become part of FE/ Sales as the Sales & Service Order 
Desk, and as so is no longer under supervision of the Service Logistics Manager Europe 
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APPENDIX II - HITRATE AND INVENTORY TURNS 
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APPENDIX III - CS LOGISTICS FLOWCHART 
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APPENDIX IV - NEWSBOY MODEL 

This appendix contains the model description of the newsboy model as developed by Teunter ( 1998) 

The model relies on the following set of assumptions: 
1. time is modeled as a continuous variable t. Time 0 is the moment of the final order. The planning 

horizon (end of service time) is P. Time is split into periods J of length 1 month. 
2. Service parts are held in stock and the only ordering possibility is ordering at time t = 0. 
3. When a demand occurs, it is satisfied from stock immediately; otherwise, the demand is lost. 
4. The following costs are incurred: 

a. Initial purchase I production cost: c per unit 
b. Holding cost: h per unit per time unit 
c. Lost sale (penalty) cost: p (p > 0) per unit 
d. Disposal cost: d per unit (either positive or negative) 
e. Remanufacturing cost: assumed negligible 
f. Discounting of cost with fixed yearly continuous discounting factor a 2'. 0. 

5. Demand is denoted as D; Final order is denoted as S. 
An optimal final order is derived by means of a dynamic prograrnrning approach. The object is to 
minimize over all S: 

The authors derive a close to optimal final order that, as they show, yields results close to optimal final 
orders. Their nearly optimal final order is based on a newsboy approach that includes overage costs and 
underage costs. For each backordered demand, an underage cost cu is incurred; for each item that is unsold 
at the end an overage cost c0 is incurred: 

-aP h (1 -aP) cu = pe - c - - - e , 
a 

The optimal (continuous) newsboy solution becomes that value of S that satisfies: 

P{D~S}= co =-c-eaP+ h (eaP-1)+-d-
cu +co p+d a(p+d) p+d 

The relationship between a service level /J(S), equal to P{D :SS}, is as follows: 

1-/J= P{D ~ S}z-c_eaP + h (eaP -1)+-d-=-1-[ceaP + h eaP -l + d) 
p+d a(p+d) p+d p+d a 

The penalty cost p can now be expressed as the following function of the service level /J: 

pz-- ceaP +h +d/J 1 [ eaP -1 ) 
1-p a 
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APPENDIX V - LINKING PARTS WITH PRODUCT FAMILIES 

In the table "Ca_mstr", derived from MFGPRO and used in the CIM database (Mircosoft Access), an 
overview of service calls is listed, including the fields "ca_nbr" (call number) and "ca_part" (system). In 
the table "Wod_det" an overview of work orders is listed, including the fields "wod_nbr" (work order 
number) and "wod_part" (spare part). The link between "ca_nbr" and "wod_nbr" is unique and from that a 
query is written, generating a list of product families a specific spare part is used in. 

112 • • •part usage on system for Inst Base : Select Query 
~---------

Criteria: 
or: 

f _J 

-----t ca_nbr 
ca_nxt_date 
ca_nxt_tim 
ca_que 

D 

.. =1 

ca art 

: ~~12STEM 
CM20 
CM20FEGIST - - -- -- -

. CM20FE(>ISTISTEM 
CM20STEM 
CM30ST/STEM 

'. CM12 
CM120 

.CM120STEM 
CM12STEM 

1

CM200ST 
CM20FEG 

. CM2oFEG/STISTEM 
CM20FEGISTEM 
CM20STEM 
CM30 
CM30FEG 
Tecnaif30ST 

f 5322 695 15115 CM10 

From the PEI intranet (http://feinet/hio/cs/SSD/ISB/Global !SB.xis) a global installed base report can be 
downloaded listing the actual number of systems of a certain product family, see below (in grey some 
examples of installed systems with their install date). 
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APPENDIX VI - INSTALLED BASE SCENARIOS 

For the development of installed base no measure is available. It is tried to look at the development of 
cancellations of service contracts for certain product families. However, a limited demand history of 4 
years is available and due to commonality no clear picture can be drawn. Therefore it has been decided to 
define 4 possible scenarios as depicted below, based on CS Logistics employees expectancy of installed 
base behavior. A weight can be attached to any of the four scenarios to indicate the relative expectancy of 
the scenario. The resulting expected installed base, with a default setting of weights, is seen below. 
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APPENDIX VII - CALCULATION OF FAILURE RATES 

Below an example of calculation of fail rates for a given spare part is illustrated. Column D lists the 
considered month in the demand history (starting from April 2000). Column E Lists the demand for the 
part in the considered month. From the calculation in Appendix V the active installed base in a considered 
month can be calculated and this is entered in column F. The half-yearly fail rate is calculated in column 
G. For example the fail rate (probability) that can be found in cell G7 is calculated as: 

P;k = 3+9+5+19+2+1 = 39 ,,,, 0.0468 . i (831+832 + 832 + 834 + 836 + 836) (5~01 J 
The other half yearly fail probabilities are calculated accordingly. These datapoints are plotted in a graph, 
which can also be seen; a linear regression is obtained which can be seen in the cells T13 and T14. The 
lower and upper bounds for the fail probability are 0.5 x P; ~ p i ,k ~ 2 x P;; P; per year is calculated in cell 

TlO as average yearly demand I average active systems. 

DE f G H KL MN 0 

Demand Active Fal Rae Fal Rate Foil Rate A RSP 
Dote Demand Systems (1/2 yr) (summary) for groph 1/2 yrs A (ye«) (sl.ITll!lory) Years Fal Rote Fal Role' 
15-Apr-OO 3 : . 831 0.0468 0 .0468 0.5 S.0833 0 0.0224 O.OS02 
1~-00 9 B32 0.0405 0 .0405 1.0 8.3333 0.0315 O.D630 
1 s...tn-00 5 B32 0.0672 0 .0672 1.5 7 .5833 0.0231 O.OS02 
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APPENDIX VIII - POISSON DEMAND 

Assuming a Poisson process means that for very slow moving items at warehouse-level, with RSP equal to 
the remaining service period, the probability of x expected demands in the remaining service period can be 
calculated. These probabilities cumulative represent a certain service level. This is all represented in the 
excel sheet below. Data to be entered per spare part are the number of demand occurrences per year and 
the number of years in the remaining service period. Column C calculates, the probability of x failures 
considering the input, thus for the example the probability of having exactly 4 demands in the corning 10 
years with 0.2857 demand per year (based on demand history) is equal to 0.1595 (15.95%). Column D 
adds these probabilities so it can be seen that the probability of having at most 5 demands in the corning 
10 years is 0.9298 (92.98% ). What is needed is the first x (final order) with a cumulative probability 
(service level) of p%. For a p of 95%, this means a final order of 6. As mentioned, A.; may change over 
time if there are multiple positive valued A.; ' s: 
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APPENDIX IX - CALCULATION OF ABSORPTION TIME 

This Appendix covers the calculation of time to absorption for a given spare part i. The following matrices 
are consecutively presented: Rate matrix; Probability matrix, P, in canonical form; Matrix ET; matrix (I -
Q), matrix (I - Q)-1; matrix M; matrix N. 
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Below, the Markov model is calculated for larger pool sizes. MS Excel calculates matrix inverses 
instantaneously for matrix sizes up to 50 by 50. For larger matrices, a special add-in is needed that 
calculates matrix inverses after specifying a number of settings. Calculation time can be over three 
minutes for a 232 by 232 matrix inverse. A number of matrix inverses for feasible model parameters 
indicate a linear relationship for larger pool sizes as indicated in the graphs below. 
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APPENDIX X - NON-LINEAR MODEL 

Non-linear regression performed in statistical package SPSS v 14.0. The parameters (m;A.0 Pr,& µ;) 
determine the slope and intercept of the linear regression. In this Appendix a non linear regression is tried 
to determine the slope a, and intercept b of the equation: y = ax + b, with y equal to Absorption time and x 
equal to the number of repairable parts S,,;. 

At first the changes in one of the parameters, keeping the other parameters constant, are reviewed; see the 
graphs below. 
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By means of a curve fitting procedure (by means of the program CurveExpert v 1.3), equations of graphs 
could be obtained that describe each of the effects separately. Most of the time, the best fit was obtained 
by a logistic model (left) or rational model (right): 

a 
Y == 1 +be-ex 

a+bx y-
l +cx+dx2 

Furthermore, the curve fitting program obtained starting values that can be used in a non-linear regression 
procedure in the statistical package SPSS. See the model for the slope a and intercept b below. 

1:'11 Dependent: 

l...!.JI I J> a 

Model Expression: 

(al • 1 /demand)+ (a2 / (1 + a3 • exp(-(a4 • plJJl + 
(a5 / (1 + a6 • exp(-(a7 • mullJ) 

,..,, 

The parameter estimates and R2 are given below; as can be seen the fit is good. 

Parameter Estimates 

95% Confidence Interval 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound 
a1 4.035 .011 4.013 4.058 

a2 -.022 2.436 -5.061 5.016 

a3 -1 .119 13.683 -29.424 27.187 

a4 .112 12.228 -25.184 25.408 

a5 -.787 1.196 -3.261 1.686 

a6 -.705 .649 -2.048 .638 

a7 1.020 .245 .514 1.526 
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ANOV~ 

Sum of Mean 
Source Sau ares di Sauares 
Regression 54.844 7 7.835 
Residual .002 23 .000 
Uncorrected Total 54.846 30 
Corrected Total 23.040 29 

Dependent variable: a 

a. R squared = 1 - (Residual Sum of Squares) I 
(Corrected Sum of Squares) = 1.000. 

~ Dependent: 

~ 1 ~b 
Model Expression: 

a1 + ((a2 + a3 • p)/(1 + (a4 • p) + (a5 • p • p))) + 
((a6 + a?• mu)/(1 + (aB •mu) + (a9 • mu • mu))) 

Parameter Estimates 

95% Confidence Interval 

Parameter Estimate Std. Error Lower Bound Unoer Bound 
a1 

a2 

a3 

a4 

as 

a6 

a7 

a8 

a9 

-.225 4.732 -1 0.067 

.670 4.039 -7.730 

-.855 4.509 -1 0.231 

-1.636 1.098 -3.920 

.635 1.107 -1 .667 

.075 1.071 -2.152 

-.364 1.401 -3.277 

-.664 .248 -1.180 

.293 .564 -.881 

ANOV~ 

Sum of Mean 
Source Sauares di Sauares 
Regression 83.629 9 9.292 

Residual .162 21 .008 
Uncorrected Total 83.791 30 
Corrected Total 66.569 29 

Dependent variable: b 

a. R squared= 1 - (Residual Sum of Squares) I 
(Corrected Sum of Squares) = .998. 

9.616 

9.070 

8.521 

.648 

2.938 

2.302 

2.550 

-.148 

1.467 

The fit for the intercept b is also good. Furthermore the results of the Markov model and Regression 
model are compared on the next page. As can be seen, the non-linear model yields spare pool sizes that are 
close to those obtained by the Markov model. However, a general model that includes interaction effects 
could not be obtained and is left for future research. 
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a b demand p mu a (regres) a (markov) delta b (regres) b (markov) delta Pool Mark Pool Regr t:;. Pool 
4.0099 -0.1304 1 0.75 4 4 .0012 4.0099 0.0087 -0.2703 -0.1304 0.1399 6.2670 6.3156 0 
2.0092 -0.3373 2 0.75 4 1.9837 2.0092 0.0255 -0.2703 -0.3373 -0.0670 12.6105 12.7387 0 
1.3404 -0.4475 3 0.75 4 1.3112 1.3404 0.0291 -0.2703 -0.4475 -0.1773 18.9854 19.2720 -1 
1.0031 -0.5016 4 0.75 4 0.9750 1.0031 0.0281 -0.2703 -0.5016 -0.2313 25.4237 25.9185 0 
0 .7975 -0.5193 5 0.75 4 0.7732 0.7975 0.0242 -0.2703 -0.5193 -0.2490 32.0001 32.6810 0 
0.6574 -0.5128 6 0.75 4 0.6387 0.6574 0.0187 -0.2703 -0.5128 -0.2426 38.8073 39.5626 -1 
0.5549 -0.4907 7 0.75 4 0.5427 0.5549 0.0122 -0.2703 -0.4907 -0.2205 45.9385 46.5666 -1 
0.4761 -0.4592 8 0.75 4 0.4706 0.4761 0.0055 -0.2703 -0.4592 -0.1890 53.4772 53.6961 0 
0.4134 -0.4229 9 0.75 4 0.4146 0.4134 -0.0011 -0.2703 -0.4229 -0.1526 61.4928 60.9547 1 
0.3624 -0.3847 10 0.75 4 0.3697 0.3624 -0.0073 -0.2703 -0.3847 -0.1145 70.0391 68.3459 2 
3.9250 -8.1982 5 0.95 4 3.6447 3.9250 0.2803 -8.0295 -8.1982 -0.1687 8.4582 9.0624 -1 
1.9808 -3.0352 5 0.90 4 1.8903 1.9808 0.0905 -2.8682 -3.0352 -0.1670 14.1538 14.7427 0 

~ 1.3250 -1 .5432 5 0.85 4 1.2760 1.3250 0.0490 -1.3268 -1.5432 -0.2164 20.0330 20.6326 0 
0.9956 -0.8787 5 0.80 4 0.9630 0.9956 0.0326 -0.6362 -0.8787 -0.2424 25.9939 26.6223 -1 :><: 

4-< 
0.7975 -0.5193 5 0.75 4 0.7732 0.7975 0.0242 -0.2703 -0.5193 -0.2490 32.0001 32.6810 0 0 

0.6653 -0.3019 5 0.70 4 0.6460 0.6653 0.0193 -0.0585 -0.3019 -0.2434 38.0331 38.7931 0 ~ 
0.5708 -0.1606 5 0.65 4 0.5546 0.5708 0.0161 0.0699 -0.1606 -0.2305 44.0815 44.9485 0 Cl) 

!)!) 
0.4999 -0.0640 5 0.60 4 0.4859 0.4999 0.0140 0.1495 -0.0640 -0.2136 50.1376 51 .1396 -1 "' i:i... 0.4448 0.0045 5 0.55 4 0.4324 0.4448 0.0124 0.1990 0.0045 -0.1945 56.1954 57.3609 -1 
0.4007 0.0544 5 0.50 4 0.3894 0.4007 0.0113 0.2288 0.0544 -0.1744 62.2504 63.6079 -1 
0.5339 -0.4639 5 0.75 1 0.5145 0.5339 0.0194 -0.3677 -0.4639 -0.0962 47.6931 49.3089 -2 
0.7249 -0.7694 5 0.75 2 0.7033 0.7249 0.0216 -0.3942 -0.7694 -0.3752 35.5503 36.1068 -1 
0.7812 -0.6659 5 0.75 3 0.7558 0.7812 0.0254 -0 .3282 -0.6659 -0.3377 32.8531 33.5104 -1 
0.7975 -0.5193 5 0.75 4 0.7732 0.7975 0.0242 -0.2703 -0.5193 -0.2490 32.0001 32.6810 0 
0.8024 -0.4012 5 0.75 5 0 .7793 0.8024 0.0231 -0 .2271 -0.4012 -0.1741 31 .6546 32.3699 -1 
0.8039 -0.3137 5 0.75 6 0 .7815 0.8039 0.0224 -0.1950 -0.3137 -0.1187 31.4870 32.2388 -1 
0.8043 -0.2491 5 0.75 7 0 .7823 0.8043 0.0220 -0.1706 -0.2491 -0.0785 31 .3940 32.1753 -1 
0.8042 -0.2006 5 0.75 8 0 .7826 0.8042 0.0216 -0.1515 -0.2006 -0.0491 31 .3373 32.1394 -1 
0.8039 -0.1636 5 0.75 9 0.7827 0.8039 0.0213 -0.1362 -0.1636 -0.0274 31 .3001 32.1157 -1 
0.8037 -0.1349 5 0.75 10 0.7827 0.8037 0.0210 -0.1238 -0 .1349 -0.0111 31 .2745 32.0983 -1 
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APPENDIX XI - CALCULATION OF SCRAP RATE 

The PLP SEO report lists the bookings that PLP records for repairable parts. It can be found on 
L:\SERV _ARC\CS Logistics & Operations\ CS Logistics\SEO reports and yields the numbers in column D 
for a given time period. The scrap bookings can be found in MFGPRO, 3.21.16, the transaction 
accounting report. This report can be run for the same given period as the SEO report, and yields the 
numbers in column C. Column E calculates the raw scrap rate by dividing column C by column D. This 
raw scrap rate is modified for certain 'odd ' values, such as parts with more scraps than recorded repairs. In 
the end an average scrap rate is calculated that replaces the 'odd' values. For PEI the average scrap rate is 
23.81 %. This value is used for spares with no repair or scrap records. 

1 
2 5322 695 15788 1TFEG EMITIER 71 . 

---+------- - - ---- _, 
23!~ ; 3 4022 268 00581 · CLM SEM COLUMN ASSY 3 23% 

4 5322 695 1590B :1GSU ELECTR. UNlf - -- 14l 29% ; 29% 
5 4022 268 00531 )S.:FEGll UNI SPARE 

-1 a: 50% 4, 50% . 
4022 268 00661 !SiRION COLUMN ·- 3 t 

-i 
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12 5322 69515052 r uT6c,oNiQMETER COMPLETE 3 24 13% 13% 
13 4022 268 00875 UHR STAGE 1 11 9%, 9% ------- --·-- -

~, 14 5322 695 16206 1water ~ircu~~iller 39 i 15% 15% 
15 4022 268 00828 l EOCU ,FIB ,Controller ~ j 8 50% 50% 
16 4022 268 00480 lpM HEAVYSUMP 1 ~ : 11% i 11% 

4022 198 !3182 !BAEF~!::_Y ~OOKYTANK LAB6 
_, 

17 1 ~! 20% 20% 
- t 

18 5322 695 15915 18 STAGE CASCADE SYS 1 3 ' 33% 33% 
19 4022 268 00223 

1
HTG 120KV - - 3 32 9% 9% 

5322 695 16042 lfiELTA POW.SUPPLY 
_, 

11' 20 6 55% 55% 
21 5322695_16198 ~ssy_ ROT/~ ~K V!STAG~ 21 80 i 3%t 3% 
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24 ~022 268 0007Q l MAJ.!'f__EQY'/ERUNIT 25 1 20% , 20% 
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I .. 
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APPENDIX XII - CALCULATION OF REPAIR LEADTIME 

The Vendor Rating query from the CIM database yields the received leadtime from suppliers for spare 
parts that have been send for repair in the chosen time period. An example hereof is presented below, 
From these records, an average repair leadtime can be calculated, which is used in the Markov model. 
Before using the data, odd values (such as negative values, zero values or unexplainable large values) 
need to be removed from the data set. 

A I B I 
1 Item Number Received LT I 

10483 5322 695 15184 ' 95 1 

--+ 

10484 5322 695 15184 109 -- ~ 

10485 5322 695 15186 115 ---- . --

10486 5322 695 15186 95 --- --=t 
10487 5322 695 15186 120 ! 

- _J 

10488 5322 695 15187 97 -
10489 5322 695 15187 106 --
10490 5322 695 15187 83 1 -·---

109J 10491 5322 695 15187 -- - -
10492 5322 695 15187 78 : - --- --- --
10493 5322 695 15189 101 - ---- - --
10494 5322 695 15189 47 , -- -t 

10495 5322 695 15194 1551 -- -- --
10496 5322 695 15194 174 

- -
10497 5322 695 15196 54 --· 
10498 5322 695 15196 54 - --- -
10499 5322 695 15196 46 ' -----

1Q?t 10500 5322 695 15196 
10501 5322 695 15196 105 
10502 5322 695 15196 88 

- - - - - I 

10503 5322 695 15196 75 ---- . 
88

1 
10504 5322 695 15196 

-
10505 5322 695 15196 75 --- -· 
10506 5322 695 15196 62 -- -
10507 5322 695 15196 _ 1!! , -----
10508 5322 695 15196 141 
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APPENDIX XIII - ARENA MODEL 

This Appendix covers the simulation model as developed in Arena 7.0. First, the simulation package is 
introduced. Thereafter, the building blocks or models of the package are explained. Finally the model 
itself is explained, verified and validated. 

Arena Description: 
Arena is a multi purpose simulation package that is based on the SIMAN simulation language. In Arena 
models are build using building blocks or modules. There are two types of modules: flowchart modules 
and data modules. Flowchart modules are placed in the model window and connected to form a flowchart 
to describe the logic of the model. Data modules on the other hand are not placed in the model window but 
are edited via a spreadsheet interface. Before describing the modules in the next section some further 
knowledge about Arena is necessary. Entities are the items that move through the flowchart modules. At 
some points in the model they will use one or more of available resource types that are needed for 
processing or manufacturing of some kind. Entities can be assigned several attributes, pictures or variables 
as deemed feasible by the model builder. These variables and attributes can be used in many custom 
expressions that are needed throughout to model the system logic. 

Description of Used Modules: 

Flo" chart Moduk Description 

~~ 
The 'Create' module is used as the entry point of new entities to the model. 

Create 1 Entities can be relies either by defining some interarrival time or some 
~ I predefined schedule. 

The 'Dispose' module has the opposite function of the 'Create' module by 

1' Dispose 1 allowing all entities to leave the system at some point in time. 
.. I 

The 'Process' module is used for modeling activities such as manufacturing or 

' Process 1 ~ processing steps that entities must undergo. Either a (number of) resources can 
be required before entering the module, or a delay is defined after which entities 
leave the module. 
The 'Hold' module consumes entities but will only allow entities to leave when 
a certain condition has been met or a signal has been given elsewhere in the 

' Hold 1 model. It is also possible to define an unlimited hold condition which means 
that entities will never leave the 'Hold' module. 
The 'Signal' module can be used to release a signal when entities pass it. One of 

Signal 1 
the results can be to release one or more entities from a 'Hold' module. 

' ~ 

The 'Assign' module is used to assign a new attribute, variable, picture, type 

• Assign 1 "' 
other system variable to an entity. 
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Separate 1 ~ 
...: '. ~.ai t 4 

The 'Record' module is used for the recording of several user-defined statistics, 
such as time in the system or number of entities that passes a certain point in the 
model. 

The 'Decide' module allows for decision making in the model. It includes 
options to make decisions based on one or more conditions or based on one or 
more probabilities. Conditions can be based on attribute values, variable values, 
the entity type, or an expression. 

The 'Separate' module can be used to either copy an incoming entity into 
multiple entities or to split a previously batched entity. Rules for allocating 
costs and times to the duplicate are specified. Rules for attribute assignment to 
member entities are specified as well. 

Data Module Description 

Entity 

Variable 

Queue 

Model Description: 

The 'Entity' module defines the various entity types and their initial picture 
values in a simulation. Initial costing information and holding costs are also 
defined for the entity. 

The 'Variable' module is used in defining a variable's dimensions and initial 
value(s). Variables can be referenced in other modules, can be reassigned a new 
value by means of the 'Assign' module, and can be used in expressions. 

The 'Queue' data module is used to change the ranking rule for a specified 
queue. The default rule is First-In-First-Out. There is an additional field that 
allows the queue to be defined as shared 

Having defined the modules, now the used model to determine final orders for repairable parts is 
introduced. The model is graphically illustrated below and split up in four parts: Final Order (the 
placement of a final order considering the current quantity on hand); Demand (the arrival of demand for 
new or repaired spare parts and the repair process of defect parts); Update Demand (to reflect changes in 
demand over time) and Stopping Conditions (the conditions that stop the model and record the running 
time of the model. 

Final Order 
The create-module 'Initial Pool Size' allows for the one time entry at time zero of a number of spare parts 
equal to final order (incorporating current quantity on hand). The entity is separated into an entity that is 
put in the infinite hold-module 'Pool ' and an entity that is put in the hold-module 'Available Pool'. 
Entities in 'Pool' reflect the original number of entities that entered the system. Entities in 'Available 
Pool' are waiting for demand; they will only leave the pool upon the arrival of a consumption signal (see 
'demand'). Parts that are used from the pool leave the system (in fact reside in systems in the field) 
through the dispose-module 'Fulfilled Demand'. 

Demand 
The create-module 'Demand' allows for the entry of requests (demands) for new spare parts. The time 
between arrivals is exponentially distributed with a parameter that is based on an expression: 
(365/((MX(machines,(initial machines/25)))*fail rate)). This expression allows for changes over time. In 
general demands occur at a rate of 'machines*fail rate' per year. The time between demands is (365 I 
(machines*fail rate)). The variables 'machines' and 'fail rate' have a starting value equal to their value at 
time = 0. The value for 'initial machines' is set equal to the starting value of 'machines' and does not 
change over time. The reason of including this variable is to allow for a minimum level of demand after 
the end of service period is reached. This would otherwise crash the system in terms of zero demand; a 
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minimum demand of I/25th of the initial demand is assumed to be present after the ending of RSP. Thus 
demand is equal to the maximum of (machines, (initial machines/25))*fail rate. Thus the minimum level 
of demand is equal to (1125 * initial machines)*fail rate, the development of the variable 'machines' is 
further discussed in the section 'update demand'. 

Created entities enter a decide-module which checks whether there are parts waiting in 'Available Pool'. 
If there are no parts waiting the demand is backordered which is recorded in the 'Record BO' module. If 
there are parts on hand, the entity passes the 'Record Service' Module. All entities arrive at the hold
module 'Check Stock' which again checks whether there are parts on hand at 'Available Pool' . If so, the 
entity is released and passes the signal-module 'Signal Consumption' which sends out a consumption 
signal to release one parts from 'Available Pool'. If no parts are on hand, the entity resides in 'Check 
Stock' until a repaired part is returned from the supplier before being released. Released entities now enter 
the process-module 'Repair Time' where it waits for an exponential time equal to (365 days I repair rate) 
days. This is equal to the ample server assumption of the Markov model. After repair, the entities enter a 
decide-module 'Scrap Rate'. This module uses a fixed probability equal to (I minus scrap rate) to 
determine whether the repair of a part is successful or not. It is assumed that the inability of repairing a 
part is always established at the supplier. Parts that satisfy the condition 'true' enter the assign-module 
'Repaired Part' to change the entity picture from customer to spare part before being placed in the 
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'Available Pool' . Parts that satisfy the condition 'false' enter the record-module 'Scrapped' that records 
the number of parts that could not be repaired. These parts leave the model through a dispose-module. 

Update Demand 
The create-module 'Time Between Failures Create' allows for the creation of a single 'control' entity at 
time zero. This entry updates demand on a yearly basis. This is done by delaying the entity in the process
module 'Delay 365 Days' for one year. After the year, the entity enters the assign-module 'update time 
between failures'. This module updates the variable 'machines' as follows : machines-(initial 
machines/rsp). Thus the number of machines is decreased with a constant fraction. This reflects a linear 
decrease in number of systems. As mentioned earlier, the minimum demand level is equal to ( l/rsp*initial 
machines*fail rate). Other changes of demand, for example the normal decrease scenario of installed base, 
is somewhat more laborious to include in the model. The Update demand section is changed to the 
following set of modules: 

B BG BG ~r:::-1-8···" B-GN"" ~'""' _r:::i_. ~•U•'V - "lf«NJ• .... ii'J•f --" UHoT "'"""''! -' l::.:.J ~ .. 
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The decreases the variable 'machines' with a percent value that can be found in Appendix VI. This 
modeling approach is somewhat more laborious since one 'assign ' module for each of the RSP years, must 
be given a manual percent decrease of the variable 'machines', for example (machines* 0.8770 ). 

Stopping Conditions 
The create-module 'Time Record Entity' allows for the creation of a single entity that is used to record the 
time the model runs until a certain condition is met. The record-module 'Time In' attaches the entry time 
to the system (time = 0) and the separate-module separates the entity into two distinct entities, each 
entering a hold-module, 'Check Condition l' or 'Check Condition 2'. The hold-module 'Check Condition 
l' searches for the condition that there are no more parts available or in repair, thus the state (0,0) in the 
Markov model; a counter is added in the model to visualize this number. Condition 2 checks the number 
of backorders. Whenever there are more backorders than specified (default is one) the entity is released 
from the hold-module. This is done by checking the number of entities in queue at 'Check Stock'. In both 
stopping occasions the 'cycle time' is recorded (being the time until the system stops because one of the 
two stopping conditions is met). The entity is kept in the infinite hold-module "Terminating State" which 
in reality terminates the run of the model. 
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Runs: 
The model is set up to perform 50 runs. The length of the run is dependent on the stopping condition that 
is met first. After completion of a run a report is generated listing the desired statistic: time to absorption 
(or remaining service period) as an average over the 50 runs, see below. In order to assess the impact of 
changes in the environment, several scenarios are compared by changing parameters. Different initial pool 
sizes are simulated and the resulting absorption times are recorded. 
As already indicated, the variables number of systems, number of initial systems, remaining service 
period, fail rate and repair rate can be altered from the 'Variable' data-module. Scrap rate can be changed 
from the decide-module 'Scrap Rate'. The initial pool size can be changed from the create-module 'Initial 
Pool Size'. 
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Verification 
To verify a simulation model a number of techniques can be used (Kelton, Sadowski and Sturrock, 2003): 

• Eliminating error messages (general debugging) 
• Establishing a doubtful frame of mind, although the model appears to work correctly 
• Consulting outsiders from the project with no emotional attachment to the model 
• Conducting model and experiment walkthroughs 
• Performing test runs 
• Using animation 

The simulation model is verified according to the above proposed techniques. Test runs were performed 
after removal of error messages and a review by some fellow students with knowledge of Arena. Some 
animation is included in the model and a walkthrough of the model has been performed by highlighting 
active modules during test runs to ensure adequate model verification. 

Validation 
Sargent distinguishes three separate validity concepts: data validity, conceptual model validity and 
operational validity. Data validity is concerned with appropriate, accurate and sufficient data for modeling 
purposes. A discussion on the data that is used in the design of the model is already given elsewhere in 
this report. The data that are used for simulation are the same that are used for the markov model. 
Conceptual model validity is concerned with on the one hand determining that the theories and 
assumptions underlying the conceptual model are correct. On the other hand conceptual validity is 
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concerned with determining that the model representation of the problem entity and structure are 
reasonable for the intended purpose. As already indicated, there is no conceptual model used in the 
development of the simulation model. The simulation model is used to assess the performance of the 
markov model since no actual performance can be recorded to compare the markov model with. Finally, 
operational validity is concerned with the accuracy of the model's output required for the intended 
purpose and is in general the most important one. Sargent distinguishes between subjective and objective 
approaches and observable and non-observable systems, see below. 

Subjective Approach 

Objective Approach 

Observable System 
• Comparison using 

graphical displays 
• Explore model behavior 
• Comparison using 

statistical tests and 
procedures 

Non-Observable System 
• Explore model behavior 
• Comparison to other 

models 
• Comparison to other 

models using statistical 
tests and procedures 

Objective approaches, in contrast with subjective approaches, include some type of statistical test or 
mathematical procedure. An observable system allows for the collection of data on the operational 
behaviour of the program entity, in contract with non-observable systems. It may be clear that the PEI 
determination of repair pool size problem is a non observable system. There are no other models at hand 
that can be used to compare the performance of the simulation model as concluded in chapter 5. The 
simulation model is used to compare the markov model with. Validation thus is based on an exploration of 
model behavior through subjective approaches. Used subjective approaches for model validation are: 

• Visualize model behavior by animation and operational graphics. The model is divided in four 
distinct parts with their own functionality, allowing easy tracing of actions in the model. Counters 
were added to visualize the number of parts in backorder, the number of parts in repair and the 
number of parts in pool minus scrapped. Furthermore the stopping conditions are distinct so it is 
possible to record which stopping condition stopped simulation time. Furthermore, during model 
building, graphs were added to visualize the development of spare pool over time, the achieved 
service level and the development of number of active systems over time. 

• Face validity. Some PEI planners were asked to give their opinion on the model behavior. 
Although no errors in the model were detected, their input caused some changes in the 
understandability and representation of the model. 

• Extreme condition test. Some extremely high and low values were entered to check performance. 
Demand rates were ranged from 0.1 per year to 100 per year to observe large differences in 
perceived remaining service periods. Furthermore the other parameters (repair rate, repair 
probability and remaining service period) were changed one by one to observe whether the model 
performed as expected. Furthermore if the parameter of demand, repair rate or remaining service 
period is zero, the model returns an error message as expected. Furthermore, a scrap rate of 100% 
caused the system to run forever because no stopping condition was reached for combinations of 
low demand and large spare pool sizes. See simulation results below. 

• Traces. Specific entities are followed throughout the model by means of active module 
highlighting at reduced animation speeds and stepwise model progression. 

The actual validation is now discussed. In the now following, several graphs are presented in which one 
parameter at a time is changed. The graph yields simulation outcomes for several desired pool sizes. In all 
the graphs the resulting absorption time is recorded. 
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Initially, the repair probability is changed (figure above on the left). As expected, for smaller repair 
probabilities, the desired spare pool size becomes smaller. Thereafter, the demand intensity is changed 
(figure on the right). As can be seen, higher demand rates result in larger pool sizes. 
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The repair rate has been changed on the left hand side and the RSP on the right hand side of the figures 
above. The explanation of the effect of changing repair rates is less easy to explain. Apparently changing 
repair rate has no major impact on the resulting pool size. For small repair rates and low pool sizes, the 
service time is shorter compared to higher repair rates (apparently we sooner have more backorders than 
parts in the pool). The effect for shorter RSP are evident: shorter RSPs result in smaller pool sizes. 

Although the performance of the model cannot be compared with actual data, some subjective approaches 
are applied to the simulation model. Verification and validation is herewith completed. 
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APPENDIX XIV - MODEL COMPARISON 

As can be seen in the tables below, the Markov model and General model yield desired pool sizes that are 
close to each other for an RSP of 25 yrs. The simulation pool sizes are close to the results of the Markov 
model and general model. For values of m;,0).;,o > 10 per year initially, the linear regression is no longer a 
good representation, this can be seen in increasing differences between results of the Markov model and 
General model (e.g. for m;,o,zA;,o = 30, the difference between the two models becomes 108 - 94 = 14). The 
simulation and both of the models (for demand < 10 per year) yield pool sizes that are in the range of 0% 
to 17% above the simulation optimal pool size. The absolute difference is no more than 3 parts above the 
optimal simulation spare pool. For very high repair probabilities (>95%) the general model ignores 
leadtime effects, for small pool sizes and high repair probabilities, the simulation model outperforms the 
general model. Several simulations with other demand rate behavior over the years and other weighting 
factors produced similar results. A similar picture can be drawn for an RSP of 10 years. 

SIMULATION MARKOV f; GENERAL f; ARENA MARKOV f; GENERAL 6 

50% 31 32 3.2% 32 3.2% 50% 14 13 -7.1% 13 -7.1% 

65% 20 22 10.0% 22 10.0% p.; 65% 9 9 0.0% 9 0.0% 

75% 15 16 6.7% 16 6.7% 75% 7 7 0.0% 7 0.0% 

90% 6 7 16.7% 7 16.7% 90% 3 4 33.3% 3 0.0% 

95% 4 4 0.0% 4 0.0% 95% 3 3 0.0% 2 -33.3% 

98% 3 3 0.0% 2 -33.3% 98% 2 2 0.0% 1 -50.0% 

2 16 17 6.3% 16 0.0% µ1 2 7 8 14.3% 7 0.0% 

6 15 16 6.7% 16 6.7% 6 7 7 0.0% 7 0.0% 

9 15 16 6.7% 16 6.7% 9 7 7 0.0% 7 0.0% 

2 6 7 16.7% 7 16.7% 
5 15 16 6.7% 16 6.7% 

10 29 32 10.3% 32 10.3% 
20 63 67 6.3% 63 0.0% 

m1~1 2 2 3 50.0% 3 50.0% 
5 7 7 0.0% 7 0.0% 

10 13 14 7.7% 13 0.0% 
20 27 28 3.7% 25 -7 .4% 

30 94 108 14.9% 94 0.0% 30 40 44 10.0% 38 -5.0% 

1 15 16 6.7% 16 6.7% BO 1 7 7 0.0% 7 0.0% 

3 15 16 6.7% 16 6.7% 
5 15 16 6.7% 16 6.7% 

3 7 7 0.0% 7 0.0% 
5 7 7 0.0% 7 0.0% 

98% 2 2 0.0% 1 -50.0% p .. 1 98% 1 1 0.0% 1 0.0% 

2 m;l,1 2 

9 15 16 6.7% 16 6.7% µ1 9 7 7 0.0% 7 0.0% 

3 BO 3 

65% 20 22 10.0% 22 10.0% p .. 1 65% 9 9 0.0% 9 0.0% 

5 BO 5 

2 7 7 0.0% 7 0.0% mi.>.. i 2 3 3 0.0% 3 0.0% 

2 µ1 2 
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APPENDIX XV - VARIANCE 

Below several simulation runs are presented for several different parameter settings; these runs are used in 
the report to include a variance term in the final order for repairable parts. For each set of runs, the 
average RSP that can be obtained from the given spare pool is calculated. Furthermore, the 90% 
Haltwidth represents the value that needs to be added and subtracted from the average to obtain a 90% 
two sided confidence interval from which a 95% lower bound for the RSP can be obtained. 

p 0.75 Pool AVG HalfW 90% 95%LB p 0.9 Pool AVG HalfW 90% 95%LB 
µ 6 14 24.53 5.87 18.66 µ 3 11 27.61 10.68 16.93 
mll 5 15 28.81 6.38 22.43 mll 10 12 32.15 10.18 21 .97 
BO 1 16 36.59 8.06 28.53 BO 2 13 45.3 12.68 32.62 
RSP 25 RSP 25 

p 0.75 p 0.9 
µ 6 6 8.89 2.87 6.02 µ 3 6 13.89 8.31 5.58 
mll 5 7 14.95 4.25 10.70 mll 10 7 35.88 12.24 23.64 
BO 8 24.61 5.94 18.67 BO 2 
RSP 10 RSP 10 

p 0.75 p 0.9 
µ 6 12 22.75 6.33 16.42 µ 3 10 16.87 5.36 11.51 
mll 5 13 28.35 7.14 21 .21 mll 10 11 34.6 10.14 24.46 
BO 1 14 39.84 8.46 31 .38 BO 2 
RSP 20 RSP 20 

p 0.75 Pool AVG HalfW 90% 95%LB p 0.65 Pool AVG HalfW 90% 95%LB 
µ 6 63 25.4 3.90 21.50 µ 9 63 25.4 3.90 21.50 
mll 20 65 28.82 4.57 24.25 mll 7 65 28.82 4.57 24.25 
BO 1 66 30.45 4.79 25.66 BO 5 66 30.45 4.79 25.66 
RSP 25 RSP 25 

p 0.75 p 0.65 
µ 6 6 8.89 2.87 6.02 µ 9 6 8.89 2.87 6.02 
mll 20 7 14.95 4.25 10.70 mll 7 7 14.95 4.25 10.70 
BO 1 8 24.61 5.94 18.67 BO 5 8 24.61 5.94 18.67 
RSP 10 RSP 10 

p 0.75 p 0.65 
µ 6 27 10.04 2.08 7.96 µ 9 27 10.04 2.08 7.96 
mll 20 28 11 .36 2.31 9.05 mll 7 28 11 .36 2.31 9.05 
BO 1 29 14.58 2.93 11 .65 BO 5 29 14.58 2.93 11 .65 
RSP 20 RSP 20 
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APPENDIX XVI - MANUAL 

INTRODUCTION 

This Appendix can be used as the manual to the final ordering and obsolescence tool that can be found on 
L:\SERV _ARC\CS Logistics & Operations\CS Logistics\Obsolescence\. 

This manual explains the use of the worksheets in the final ordering and obsolescence tool and how it can 
be updated. First the use of colors on the worksheet tabs are explained. Thereafter an explanation of the 
functionality of the used worksheets is explained. Finally, the updating procedure is illustrated. 

OVERVIEW OF WORKSHEETS 

The worksheets are categorized in six different categories that are illustrated by the color of the worksheet 
tab: 

Green worksheets: 
Orange worksheets: 
Red worksheets: 
Dark Red worksheets: 
Dark Blue worksheets: 
Light Blue worksheets: 

Produce the results that are needed 
Yield information or need reviewing but are not essential for normal use 
Here the actual calculation takes place, these worksheets should never be edited 
Here the calculation for repairable spare parts take place 
Contain data, for which a quarterly update is advised. 
Contain data, for which an update is advised for every time the tool is used. 

FUNCTIONALITY 

1. FINAL ORDERING TOOL 
This worksheet is the actual screen that provides the obsolescence and final order calculation on a per item 
basis. Column D lists all the information; in grey data are displayed that cannot be changed; in green data 
that needs to be inserted manually are displayed; in red warnings are displayed, in orange/yellow, manual 
overrides are displayed. 
To obtain the risk of obsolescence and final order of a single item, the part number needs to be inserted in 
cell DS. Furthermore, if known, the cost of a stock-out at the end of the remaining service period, on a per 
item basis, need to be inserted into cell Dl6. These costs will be used to reflect uncertainty in demand; if 
no costs are entered, the tool uses a 95% safety level of covering all demand. Furthermore, if known, on 
the right hand side of the worksheet, in the four green cells: H 17, LI 7, H28 and L28, the expectancy of the 
behavior can be expressed. The sum of the four graphs should always be 100%. If no estimation can be 
made, by clicking the 'DEFAULT VALUES' button, the standard settings are restored for the 
development of installed base. If all settings are correct, the 'OK' message will appear. By clicking the 
'CALCULATE' button, the tool will calculate an initial final order. 
Relevant information about the size of the installed base and demand can be found in cells D26 through 
D29. Information about the future demand or desired spare pool can be found in cells D3 l or D32 
respectively. The current quantity on hand is displayed in cell D33. The final order is calculated in cell 
D35. The potentially obsolete amount of current inventory is listed in cell D36. The obsolescence risk in 
terms of percentage and the monetary risk are displayed in cells D38 and D39 respectively. 
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2 

A B c D E F G H K L M 

FINAL ORDERING AND OBSOLESCENCE TOOL 
Ent~r part num~r and ~nal/y cost~r unit upon stockout(if knOW11) and f>MSS 'CALCULA 7F to obtain Final OrrHtr and ObsoJ~sc~nc~ Risk 

PART~ 

DESCRl'TION 
COST(@.) 
REPARABLE 
USED REMANNG SERVICE PERIOD 
\AIEIGHTED A VG. END OF SERVICE 
MAX . EN:> Of SERV1CE 
SCRAP RATE(%) 
DATE OF PART CREATION 

PENAL TY COST (F KN()Mll) 
USED SERVICE LEVEL 

INSTALLED BASE DEVELOPMENT 
LlflEAR~ 

NORMAL 
PO\."IER 
STRAIGHT 
SUM 

lfllTIAL (ACTIVE) INST. BASE SIZE 
AVERAGE F All.URE RA TE 
TOT AL stFPED QUANTITY 
DEMANDLAST12MONTHS 
QOH(OOOD) 
QOH (DEFECT) 
ALL TIME ~EMENT 
DESRED SPARE POOL 

FINAL ORDER (USED SERVICE LEVEL) 
EXCESS STOCK (USED SERVICE LEVa) 

OBSOLESCENCE RISK (50% SERVICE LEVEL) 
FINANCIAL RISK (50% SERVICE LEVEL) 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

CATHODE RAV TlEE 
41578.17 

FALSE 
17 

2023 
2023 

f1T7 
0.1008 

571 
76 

610 
0 

534 
0 

EXf>ECTED BEHAYJOUR OF INSTALLED BASE IN REMArjlNG SERVICE PERIOD 

CALCILATE 

• • • •• , 1 • • ,· • • ~ · • 1., ~ 'f!.I,. 

CONS!.JM AND REPAR PARTS 

REMAl!\lllG SERVICE PERIOD (YRS) 
DESRED SERVICE LEva (%) 
ACTUAL INST AL . BASE (SYSTEMS) 

REPARABLE PARTS 0111..Y 

SCRAP RA TE (%) 
REPAR LEADTME (DAYS) 
MAX. BACKORDERS (MAX • 4) 

CURRENT YAU£ 

95~1 

N 

The bottom section is created for sensitivity analysis reasons. In Cells D46 through D48 the inputs in the 
top sections can be overruled for consumable and repairable items. This is possible for remaining service 
period, desired service level (default of 95%) and the actual installed base to overrule the system results. 
Cells D52 though D54 are cells that can be used to overrule the system defaults for repairable items only; 
it concerns scrap rate; repair leadtime and the maximum allowed number of backorders. One other 
parameter that can be changed, is the development of installed base percentages as discussed earlier. 
Results are obtained immediately without clicking the 'CALCULATE' button again. Upon entering of a 
new part and clicking the 'CALCULATE' button, all fields in the sensitivity analysis will return to their 
default setting. 

By means of sensitivity analysis the effects of changes in parameters can be investigated before placing a 
final order. 
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2. OBSOLESCENCE LIST 
This worksheet calculates risk of obsolescence for a given list of spare parts. A default service level of 
50% is used, that is only the average of expected demand is used to obtain obsolescence risk. A list of 
item numbers can be manually entered or copied from another location to cell B4 and downwards. By 
clicking the 'RUN' button the calculation starts can take up to 2 seconds on a Pentium 2.8GHz, lGB Ram 
Desktop PC. Upon completion of the run, the obsolescence risks are given in column G. The monetary 
risk is presented in column H. The total of column H can be found in the box besides the 'CLEAR LIST' 
button. Unsurprisingly, this button can be used to erase all information in the list. 

3. ACTIVE ISB CALCULATION 
This worksheet is automatically filled with date upon pressing of the 'CALCULATE' button on worksheet 
1. For CS Logistics planners, the information on this worksheet are valuable in determining the installed 
base of certain spare parts. The way the data for this worksheet are obtained is explained in the 'update' 
section of this manual. See also Appendix V. 

A B 
1 5322 695 15115 'CM10 
2 53zj 695 1~11~ j g~J_QO __ 
3 5322 69515115 !CM100BT 
4 5322 69515115 TM100G · 
5 S322 69515115 )CM10BT 
6 5322 695 15115 :cM1 2 
7 5322 695 15115 '.ct;.f 120 
8 532269515115 iCM12DBT 
9 5322695 1§}!§" ;ft.1120STEM 
10 53226951~!1-§. ,g_tvll].:')TEM 
11 5322 69515115 :CM20 
12 5322 .69515115 rcM20o 
13 5322 69515115 : ~2DDFEG I 

14 5322 695 15115 'CM200FEG/ST '. 
15 5322 695 15115 '. CM200FEG/ST/STEMj 
16 5322 695 15115 :cM200FEG!SrE_M __ 1 

17 5322 695.15115 'CM200FEG/UT/STEM l 
18 532269515115 icM200ST -- -·- ·' 
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c D E F G H 

15322 6951~115 .Ct.11.90 11212001 00:00 ' 
]5322. §951.§.!1~ '.f M12S'fSM i 10/3ltf98a 00:00 
~322 695 15115 1 cM3o l 5/3171998 OO:oo l 
:5322 69515115 icM3osl'EM , 8@~~~ [():oo . 
]5322 69515115 ;cM10 : 41111986 00:00 
+~322 695 1-§.!.!~ fCM1 ~§.l_'EM 1 1-2/1-/1-98_8 _00_:o-o 
15322 69515115 1CM20QSTEM I 2/10/1995 00:00' 
l.@2 6951s115 l' cfv11o · 1012111·986 oo:oo 
i5322 695 15115 ,CM1iSTEM ! 3 /18/199300:00 '. 
l@.~_695_ I~U~ !g~-~Ti::_M 51511989 00:00 
!5322 69515115 JCM120 3/16/1994 00:00 
15322 695 15115 :cM12 1i1/1951 00:00 ~ 
t5322 -695- -15115 !ct~/f1 "2STEM 111471988 oo:oo·: 
15322 695 15115 t£.r;;12ooST/STEM 5/10/1996 00:00· 
)5322 69515!1] tCM20Qf~GlUT/~J~M _?jl_/_19_9?__00_:00 __ 
15322 §_~ !5115 if_~Q_ I 5/16/1997 00:00. 

69515115 iCM100 I: 7/31/_1997 00:00 .. 
.5322 69515115 1cM12o , 1013111990 00:00 
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4. BACKGROUND CALCULATION 
This worksheet is used as an (temporary) working slide for several calculations and references. 

A 

CM10 
CM100 

B c D E F G 
Current Year 2ClE 
Current Date 8. Time 5/10/2llE 13:51 

EOS #SYSTEM EOS-SYSTEM 
2023 220 ' 461244 
2023 76 1537~ 
2023 13 26299 

H I J K L M 
AVERAGE SCRAP RATE 23.81% SUM OBSOL UST 
ERROR MESSAGE OK ALL TIME REQ 
EOSMAX 2023 
EOSAVG 2023 
NO ACTIVE SYSTEMS? FALSE 
Date Demand Column Ref 
15-Apr-OO 3 2 

15-May-OO 9 3 
f f.Jun-Ill 5 4 Demand Last 12 months 

487 

CM10 
ct.1100 
CMlOOBT 
CMifuG 
CMWBT 
CMf2 . 

2023 10 20tii 
2023 2 4o46 
2023 106 21443ll' 

fS.Jul-0'.l 19 5 
15-Aug-Ol 2 6 
15-Sep-OO 1 7 

5115.i2o:J5 cxi 00 
55 ' 

5 
m 

5/15.li005 
ct.1120 
CM12ilBT 
·cM120Sil 
CM12STEi 
CM20 • 

CM200 
CM200FEI 

5. PENALTY COST 

2023 53 1oi219 
2023 16 323613 
2023 11 2225:3 
2023 83 167!m 
2023 29 58667 
2023 45 91035 
2023 19 38437 
2023 11 22253 
2023 11 22253 
2023 6 12138 
2023 3 600l 

1s-o"ct-00 2 a 
15-.Nov-OJ 11 9 

15:°Dec-OO 2 Hi 
15-Jan-01 8 11 
15-Feb-01 9 12 
15-Mar-01 2 13 
15-Apr-01 4 14 

15-May-01 19 15 
15-Jun-01 6 16 
1 5-Ju~1 12 17 

15-Aug-01 3 18 

Part Exists shorter than 12 mths? 
FALSE 

No Active Months of Part 
65 

Covers the Newsboy cost approach, here the effect of the entered penalty cost in worksheet 1 is calculated, 
see also Appendix IV. 

Pr ! D-R ~S l 
(' u 

<',,+ <'o 

, . <xP h u P ) d __ ,, + (<' - I +--. 
fl + cf Ci ({I + d ) JI + d 

total demand in remaining seNice period 
total returns/resupply in remaining seNice p; 
size of 1he final order 
initial purchase I production cos1s 
penalty • 

holding cos1 
disposal cost 
discounting fac1or 
planning horizon 

Pr ( /) - R ~SH 0.2nE31 

_ ,_. - e" p I 01265951 
p + d . 

h o P ) · ---(e - I J 0.103468.I 
a (/1 + d ) 

d 

11+ d 

+ 

+ 

I ( ,,a P _ I ) 
/1 ""=' -- ce" p + h--- + d/3 

1- /3 a 

seNice level 
penalty cost 
indicator for penalty cost 
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µ 
0 

µ + k,,i:r 
578 

€25,00:l 
sf 

@) 

D.10 
17' 

77% 
€25,rxlJ 

43 

follows from binomial model 
for consumable parts, possibly positive for resupply ou1 of disman11ed machines 
CJ follows from binomial model , k follows from 1his model 
cost of producing I purchaSing a spare pa_rj a1 final ordering moment 
penalty cost = expert opinion QR ELSE P•2 1imes in~ial purchase/production cos 
yearly holding cos1 is 10% of initial purchase/produc1ion cost 
disposal cost d > O; salvage value d < O; no cost I value: d = 0 
yearly interes1 ra1e 10% · 
in years 

ADVICE: 76 % certainty of covering demand in RSP 

#CJ fromµ 0.738639 CJ 

desired certainty of covering demand in RSP 
reflected actual penalty cos1 by chosen seNice level 
# 1imes that penalty cost is higher than cost price 
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6. FAILURE RATE CALCULATION 
In this worksheet the actual failure rate is calculated, analogue to the model demonstrated during the 
interim presentation. Up to now the model can only use the 'average failure rate' for calculation, see also 
Appendix VII. 

A B C D 0 H K M N 0 
Demand Active FalRete Fal Rete FalRale RSP 

2..Jan-01 Date Demand Systems (112yr) (Sl.ITl'nl!lry) for~aph 1/lyrs A(year) (at.mnWY) Years hi Rate FalRate* 
31.oct.aa 1.:,.P..00 831 o.O.SS oD4sa 05 6.0833 o· o.D386· "f!l~ 

;~~: 1S-Ma)o-00 832 o.D405 OD405 1.0 e.3333 1
1 

D.D183 o.osos1 
___ _ 15-.1.n-00 

1
s
91 

832 o.os12 O.o672 15 7.5833 2. o.c056 9
0
ffi05.osos __ ; 

1-Apr-86 1S...U:OO 834 o.0503 o.Osw 2.0 6.8333 3 , -OJJ081 
1-0ec-88 15-Aug-OO 2 836 0.0395 0.()395 2.5 8.4167 .. -O.Q218 o.osos 
1~el>.95 1S.S.,..OO 838 0.0660 0.0660 3.0 5.0000 5 -0.oJSS o.osos 
21.()d-86 . iS-Oct.oo 838 0.0497 0.0497 35 6! ~,tl!_~ ii.ii505 ' 

116-Mir--SJ , 1~-!lJ 11 836 0.0«9 o.o«s 4.0 1 -0.CJ329 O.osl5: 
.. s.M.v-89 1S-Dec-00 2 838 o.oss1 oi>ss1 45 e; .ilmss · 0])505 

16-Mlr..94 1S-..11tMJ1 e 845 o.oso1 o.D607 s.o e .o.0902 o.osos ' 
1-Jeo..51 15-Feb-01 9 845 0 .0526 0.()526 5.5 10 ; ~-~~-· o.osos 

15.:M.r-01 2 845 0.0240. O.o240 6.0 11 -0.111s D.OSOS 
: 1S.Ajlr-01 4 646 . r INIA 12 ' -0.1313 O~ 

;~~ 1: ::; = ~! ! ~:f: · ~= I 
15-.U-01 12 850 INJA 15· -0.1723 O.riSOS' 

15-AIJ!l:01 3 ~1 INIA 16 -0.1660 ~ 
1S.Sep-01 13 851 flNJA 17' =il.iiii' o.osos 

· ,,~: ~ : = ~:~ ~~ ~=-; 
1 s.Dec.01 1 ess 1NJA 20 -0.2408 ollsos 
1~ 11 855 IWA 21 ~.2544 O.osos 
15-Feb-02 8 856 ltUA ~ .()~ 9--9505. 
15-Mlr-02 eS8 iNfA 23 ' -0.2918 O.OSOS 
15-Ap'-02 858 #WA 2" . -0.2955 o~; 

,,~~ = :: ~ ~ := ~=I 
15-.U-02 861 INJA 27 -0.3366 O.OSOS 

1s.>.ug-02 862 iWA 28 ..0.350:2 o.osos' 
1s.sep.<J2 863 0.- INIA 29 , -0 .~. 0.0SOS . 
15.oct-02 12 863 INIA 30 : -0.3776 o.osrii;' 

: 15-Nov-02 10 863 'IN/A 
1 S..Oec-02 11 863 IN/A 
1~ 5 863 IN/A 
1 S-feb-03 5 864 ~ 

7. ISB DEVELOPMENT 

Q R 

' ACTM SYSTEMS 
AVERAGE AC1M SYSTEMS 
TOT AL OEMNl> 
' MONTHS N HSTORY 

AVERAGE VEAR!. V DEMAAD 

AVERAGE FAl..l.R RATE 
(DEMAAD PER SYSTEM PER VEAR) 

Lower Bould (10. YtJifJ1 rall:e) 
.'P"°""'(112r-r•e) 

s 

[] 

0.0253 
0.1010 

,....., ~----------~-.. ,.. ._ 
,_ ..... ._ ·...., 
·-4------~----~-4 

D.D ... 
N...MBER Of DAT A POtlTS (>11) 

Provides the results of the entered 'likelihoods' of development in installed base as entered in worksheet 
1, see also Appendix VI. 

A B c D E F G H K L N 0 p R S· 

INPUT 

NTISB syst.ms 
RSP ,. ... 
RSP MAX i:::::::!il IHJS 

YEARS N YEARS N YEARS N 
1 866 11 403 21 0 R•ntt19ti lastAllH Bu• 0.Mlop ... t 

2 842 12 3M 22 0 1000 
3 811 13 299 23 0 
4 n2 14 2S1 24 0 i TSO 
5 728 15 205 2S 0 i 
6 678 16 158 26 0 : 500 
7 625 17 87 27 0 j 
8 570 18 0 26 0 250 
9 514 18 0 29 0 ~ 

10 458 2() 0 30 0 
1 3 5 T • n 13 15 n is 21232521~ 

RSP(9Hr•) 

:;~;: FEI COMPANY" 
1 Jill' 0' NA NOT f. CH 
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8. ALL TIME REQUIREMENT 
Calculates µ;,k,z and a;,k,z 

2
, and also the weighting factor that is used in the Markov model. 

M N 0 s .. ' 1' 851 1 871 B!i6 877 0.07731 66 66 ' 67' 61 ' 62 ' 61f 62 414 JLINEAR I 

2 llXli 853 634 877 0.0505 40 42 43 · 30: 41 : 40 40 489 ,NORMAL 
3 748' 824 811 877 ci.cHJS :le 41 4i 351 40 39" 39 ~i6g~;NJT 4 693 785 788 877 0.0505 35 40 39 33 38 38 37 
5 645 ~ 738 763 877 0.0505 ' 33 39 44 37 31 35 ' 37 35 474 :EXPECiED 
6 593: 684 737 877 0.0505 30 37 44 34 28 33 35 33 
7 5421 625 709 877 ocm; 'zl 36 44 32 26 :ii 34 , 42, 30 
81 490i 563 680 877 0.0505 25 34 , 44 29 : 24 27 ' 33 42 27 
9 .(jj' 5oT 649 877 o.0505 22 33 44 26 21 24 31 42 ' 25 

10 387 439 615 877 0.0505 20 31 44 23 19 21 29 42 . 22 
11 jj;;" 300 578 877 o.i:i.05 17 29 44 20 16 is 2B 42 jg 
12 284 324 538 877 0.0505 14 27 44 18 14 16 26 42 17 
13 :m~ 272 492 877 00505 1:2 25· 44 15 i 1 13 24 42 14 
14 181" 226 438 877 ci.i:lsos 9 22 44 13 ' 9 11 21 42 , 12 
15 129 185 373 877 o.i:lsos j 19 44 fo 6 9 18 42 HJ 
16 Tl 149 28I w 6.ci5o5 4 14 4.j 8 4 7 14 4'.f 8 
17 26 11ij" 0 677 87 li.0505· 1 0 44 4 1 6 o· 4i 4 
18 0 93 0 0 0 o.05os 0 0 0 a 0 4 0 O· 0 
19 o: 72 0 0 0 0.0505 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
20 ci' 55 ii 0 0 a.0565 0 3 6 0 0 b 3 0 0- 0 
21 0 41 0 0 0 0.0505 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
22 o: 31 () 0 0 o.0565 0 2 0 ii 0 a: 1 0 0 0 
23 0 23 0 0 0 0.0505 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
24 0 16 a 6 6 o05o5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 () 0 
25 o' 12 0 0 0 0.0505 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
26 0 8 6 0 0 b0505 0 0 0 6 b 0 0 0 o, 0 
27 0 6 0 0 0 0.0505 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 
28 0 4 0 b 6 o.ii&is 0 0 0 ci 0 (J" 0 0 0 0 
29 0 3 0 0 0 0.0505 0 0 0 ci 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30 0 2 0 0 ii d.o505 0 0 0 0 0 b' d o' o' 0 

399 473 535 777 458 3f( 447 500 736 433 
=MEAN =VARIANCE 

1 ·TIMES ACTUAL ISB 

u v W I . X- . ~ Z I AA f AB AC AO AE 
... 1111;11pi, .• 1!1!.l!I, r-..:...:...=--L-:.-=---1.__:..:=_--'---'-=--'-_:_::=---l 

......... L.-~~-+-~~~~~15=·-v.~~~~~~~62~~~- 507 1116' 1 •. 715l! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--, 

·¥:- FEI COMPANY" 
l· > \ '"~ NANOTE C H 

70% ' 342 40.39 , 
15% 83 38.8ar 
~ 0 ~~ 

ATR 4871 348!3' 

wEIGHTING 
i=.A.cl'6R 
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32.52° 
29.97 
27.32 . 
24.63 
21.94 ' 
193i 
is?a; 
14.35 
12 .03 ~ 
9.81 ' 
7 .59 
4_.17; 
0 .00 
t:fbo 
0.00 1 

000 
0.00 1 
o.oo ' 
oJJo , 
tfi)b i 
0.00 
oooi 
o.ob' 
oo(Ji 
0.00 

005: 0.4129 

TU/e 



9. POISSON MODEL 
Calculates all time requirements for items that have no information about installed base but have been 
shipped at least once, see also Appendix VIII. 

G H 

/' L\ t ll. 11 4 1 ~f "'' 
k' 

0 .0000 0.0000 0.0700 
o.oOO'i" 0.0000 0.()600 

2 ' 0.0000 0.0000 
3 o.ocm · om 0.0000 

4 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0400 
5 · 0 .0000 . 0.0000 
6 6.IOOl o.0000 0.0300 
j o .iiOOJ · o.0000 0.0200 
8 oOOio, O.OOJo o.om 
9 0 .0000: 0.0000 

10 0 .0000 0.0000 0.0000 
11 0 .0000 0.0000 
12 ' oriiioo : 00000 
i:l" 0.0000 000oo 
i ( o .CXilo 0.0000 10000 

1s ; OOooo 0.0000 
16 0 .0000 0.0000 Q8000 
i7 o.oooo 1i00oo 
1a OOOOo o.lixxl D.6000 19 O.OOoo . il.OOJ1 
20 0 .0001 0 .0001 

0.4000 21 0.()1)()2 0 .0003 
22 : o.roo:i o.00oe · 
23 Ii~ . o.0011 0.2000 

24 0 .0009 o.Do21 
25 0 .001 6 0 .0037 D.6000 
26 0 .0025 ' 0 .0062 0 ~ ~ ~ " .. " " ~ X1 0 .0039 . o .01o1 
26 00058 0 .0159 
29 0 .0084 0 .0243 
30 0 .0117 0 .0360 
31 0 .0157 0 .0517 
32 0 .0205 0 .0722 
33 o.o25s o .09Bi 

10. REPAIR TOOL 

::; !l !'! ~ l'l :l! !I? : 

K 

0 .4000 

0 .3000 

0 .2000 

0 .1000 

0 .0000 

.0.1000 

.0.2000 

.0.3000 

0.3333 
0.0000 ---------------
""-.. 

. 

N 0 Q " fl s 

•• 

~ 
~ 

5 10 ~ 31 

~ 
~ 

This worksheet is the interface for the Markov calculation of worksheet 12. It provides an overview of the 
data that are used to obtain the linear regression coefficients, and furthermore performs some background 
calculation that is used elsewhere in the model. 

B 

REPAIR TOOL 

PART NUMBER 
RETURN FROM FIELD TIME (yrs) 
WAIT TIME PLP (yrs) 
SUPPLY LEAD TIME (yrs) 
COST 
SCRAP PROB (1-p) 

. REPAIR PROB (p) 
REPAIR RATE(µ) p yr 
REPAIR CHANNELS (s) 

. FAIL RATE(~) p yr 
ISB(m) 

PARAMETER SETTINGS 

REPAIR RATE (p yr) 
SCRAP PROB (1-p) 
FAIL RATE(~ p yr) 
INSTALLED BASE (m, vear 1) 

!WEIGHTING FACTOR 

-¥:-FEI COMPANY-
T ··'"l' ,,, N.t.NOTfCH 

c D 

0.02 
o.cs 
0.25 

8,214.78 
50.00% 
50.00% 

6.00 
1.00 
0.02 
1000 

LI
' 

02 
000 

E F G 

A 
'8 

llME= 

~~ME 
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H 

0.3836 
-()3735: 

o383EFN + 

J 

-03735 

'tfr-.iE" 
;N 

K L 
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I 1. MARKOV CALCULATION 
Contains the calculation of time to absorption from the Markov model, see Appendix IX. 

(7»J 
. 1~q 
!Ul 
(4,3) 
(>4) 
(ti!) 
II.OJ 
1•7J 
l·l7) 
(6,0) 

"'' (4,2) 
l>lJ 
(Z.4) 
(\II) 
10.•1 
'!·I.OJ 
IMI 
(4,Q 
13.2) 
ltll 
(\4) , .. , 
l·ll!) 
(4,0) 
i>Q 
12.2) 
(\3) 
ID.41 
l·\41 
(l») 
ltQ 
IUJ 
l<ll 
(·1,,3) 
(to) 
l\Q 
1021 
l·UJ 
11.0J 
l•Q 
l·lQ 

.,. 
•a 
•n ... 

0»7 
0.00 
O.Dl .,, 
0.rf 

•• .... ... 
O.Dl .., 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

(0,11) 

~ ~:~1 
G.05 0.02 0.01 
Di 0.02 0.01 
O..OC D..02 D.01 
O..OC O.G3 0.01 
o..os Q.03 0.01 

O.D3 0.01 
0.02 0.01' 
a.oz 0.01 
D.02 • ., 
D.o2 0.01 
D..Q2 0.01 
O.D3 0.01 

o.os; o..oc 0.03 0.011 

0.08 1 D.06 0.03 0.02 
0.03 Q.03 0.02 0.01 
0.11 o.05· Ii.oz 0.01 
0.11 , o.05· a.oz 0.01 
o.13· o:os· OM o.o( 
0.08! Olli 
O.O!S j OJl6 
Ml OJl3 
M2 Q.02 

0 • 
0 0 
0 D 
0 D 
0 0 
D D 
0 D 
D D 
0 D 
0 D 
0 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0.03 0.01 
0.00 D.02 ....... 
O.D2 0.02 

0 
0 

12. PROD FAM EOS 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 -.· 
0 0.09 
o· 0.01 
0 0.06 
0 ... 

G.01 0.03 
Q.02 U2 

0 0.18 
0 0.08 
0 0.04 
0 D.03 ,.., 

0.01 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Data file, listing end of service dates (EOS) per product family (PROD FAM). 

-:::f·FEI COMPANY" 
·•' .,. NANOTf.CH 

B 
EOS 

2011 
2011 
2011 
2035 
2011 
2011 
???? 
???? 
2022 
2011 
2011 
2011 
2011 
2011 
2035 
???? 
???? 
2011 
2011 
2011 
2011 
2011 
2011 
2022 
2011 
2011 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2022 
2022 
2022 
2022 
2022 

B 
EOS 

2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2023 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
2017 
203) 

203) 

203) 

203) 

203) 

203) 

2'.JJ3 
2025 
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/>BS 
t32 
U2 

"' '" 0.13 
0.153 
028 

fl(Z.BABBBCEIOSE 

BO 
Ule 
0.03115 
0.0314 
o.oJn ) 
0.0316 
•om ·-P' o..31 211 SUS 

Y-0.37 

I.SP for S...-..1 Pool 51- for Spa. Pan i 

~ u+------------l 
~ •+-----...,.._ ___ __, 

•+-~~~~~~~~~~---< 

0 ' PoolBln 

B 
EOS 

2035 
2035 
2035 
2035 
2035 
2035 
2035 
???? 
2035 
2022 
2022 
2022 
2022 
2022 
2022 
2022 
2022 
2035 
2017 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
')f]).7 
')f]).7 

'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 
'2fJ'Z7 

TU/e 



13. SCRAP RATES 
Data file, listing scrap rates per repairable part, see Appendix XI. 

26 4~2 ~ 39211 .t'!l_agnur:n_J1~. Elmn h~ _ 
27 5322 695 16148 THROUGH LENS DETECTOR 
28 4022 268 00441 -ASSY B~PRISM HOLDER -
29 5322 69515984 °FLOATING ROD AG: 

14. ITEM PARAMETERS 

711 
3 

14! 
4: 

~ : 
21 
al 
3. 

fa' 
~I 
3 
r 
Ei l 
· I 
4: 
1 
j 
11 
3i 
6' 
2'. 
·l 

7' 
2 
5 
1 
1 
5 
1. 
1 

29% 
50% 
50% ' 
50% 
57% 
19% 
293 ' 

E.; 83% 
24 13%~ 
11 go/., ' 
39 15% 
a· ~% , 
9 11% 
5 20% 
3 33% 

32 ' 9% 
· l 

11 55% oo· 3%' 
38 18% 
17 12% 
25 20% 
4 25% 
2 50% 

45 11%' 
16 6% 
29 3% 

31%1 € 2,958.47 f 
233 : € ~;za7 . 7J.. ' - ---1-
29% € 6,461 .16 
soo/o :e 17;486.19 ' 
soo/.' € 21;917.42 ; 
50% € 32.(:6344 ' 
57%' € D 24 '@ . 
19%! € 18,005.82 I 

29%: € 4,846.96 
a3% € 8,411.04 : 
13%' -e g~s.~ , ·----! --

9% ' € ~m§ , 
15%' e 3 ,~76 
50%; € 5,234.71 
fi% i € 18:073.49 --, 
20% · € 1l,14!f54 ! 

33% ' ~ 1s:oc11.9B 
-9% € 4,797.98 
-------t 

1:015.98 l 55% ! € 
3oj.; € 6,080.84 
18% € 1:13i .34 
12% € 4~54 ------ -t 

20% € 1,612.11 
25% € 9:28atr7 
50% € 9;263.76 
11% € 1,154.75 
6% € 7,611 21 
3% € 6,ID557 

Data file, listing item parameters (e.g. number, description, cost, repairable status) 

A B c D E F 

• . ., . ' : I • • II 

1COMPUTER ,DUAL PROCESSOR €5,471 .20 ' TRUf: i 1-Jul-04 : 
. IS SE-RIAL CABLE . 84.62 FALSE 2a-oeC:-OO ' ------ - -~--

€10074 , FALSE' · 1 ~Jui-04 · CBL,VIDEO,RGB, USER 
. RES 5.o 3.A. b.25%POWE-R MF €25.oo ' FAL§j~ j 28-Dec-OJ: 
.RE:§ 20W~~.1f~%Pc5.YVE_13 M €10.58 FALSE 1 28-oec-fil 
R~~~h!TI.T0-3, 3Af>1P .5% €22.12 FALSE; 28-Dec-Of 
RES2ohm .5% €16:60 FALSEi 28-Dec-OJ 

'. E'Q!1bK,o 5'.'{:i6%,_~ffl_ -€2.58 ' FALsE 1 21~~ 
POT SINGLE TURN WIREWOUN €10.75 FALSE

1 
1-Jul-04 

OPTICAL ENCODER 256PPR 81.02 FALSE . 2&.oec-00 
; CAPACITOR-. b. 1 mF ooiJv €2.46 Ff\t:§EI 2B-i59c-OJ 
'NE-SLAB STRAINER - €77.50 FALSE ' 2:.A.jir~ ' 

TRANSISTORTIP34A €0.54 ' FALSE 28-Dec-OJ 
Tc cMos HS< 1NvERTER 74H ©.67' FALSE; 1-Sul-04· 
!jc ,2oP-.-CMOS , 12Blf MDAC B €24.64 F~LSE ! 2a-00c:-05· 

:if ,lJ.N~tM.o~9sr ()1-8 ©.56 f.ALSE j 2a-00e:-OJ : 
IC ,LM7BL12.A.CZ VOLTAGE RE @5.16 FALSfil 2B-beC:-OO' 
~9L12ACZVOLTAGE RE €0.29 E 28-Dec-O:f 
Jf..!'Q 3 f>WB_()P AMP OP~ €37.94 FALSE I 28-Dee-Of 
Jf~~ AfD CQNY!=RTE:R €3.93 ' fAl.S!=J 28-Dec-OJ . 
IC 8253 €13.44 FALS_!: j 22-Nov-02 ' 
:1c.+1sv REG LMia12cT €0.59 FALSf:1 28=Dec-OJ: 
IC , 15\/ REG LM7912cT @J.53 FALSE : 2S:50c-OO 
:1_c: , ElUF~R AMP~ LH:m2cM €3.12 FALSEi 28-oac-OO. 
;IC 74LS~4Q _ @j&J F~L~]j 28-oec-OO: 
,IC,QE19 !S0~!.98 2502 €1.77 FALSE 28-oec-OO' 
OP-AMP ULN-3751ZV ~44 .ao ; FALSEi ffoc1-03 
:IC,OP27EP--,-PREC OP AMP €7.17 FALSE! :28-Dec-OO 

·::~::- FEI COMPANY. 
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15. REPAIR LEADTIME 
Data file, listing repair leadtimes from the vendor rating query from the CIM database. 

A 

2 095 095 
3 095 998 
4 100 382 000 

--~-- --
5 100 444 000 ---
6 100 456 000 ----
7 100-007002 -··---
8 100-007230 

----· -
9 100-008180 --·---
10 100-009021 

--~-·-

11 100-009950 ---
12 100-012105 
13 100-012240 
14 100-012241 
15 100-013710 
16 1CXHJ17550 
17 101.01 .0007 

--- --
18 120 010 000 

----- --

19 120 020 000 
--·--

20 120 021 000 -- --
21 150-000004 

16. NON-MOVER OB SOL RISK 

4.67 
11.00 
13.89 
23.17 
78.70 
32.38 
17.00 
17.83 
49.00 
7.50 
55.50 
52.50 
25.25 
25.50 
56.75 
15.50 
6.00 
7.45 
27.67 
22.50 

92 4022 268 000351 
93 4022 268 00039 
94 4022 268 6oo6o'. 
95 4022 268 00661 
96 4022 268 000661 
97 4022 268 00067; 
98 4022 268 000711 
gg 4Q2~ ~ Q_Oo~sj 
100 4022 268 00080 
101 4022 268 00001 ! 
102 4622 268 00086' 
103 4022 268 0008?! 
104 4022 268 00094 
105 4022 268 00150! 
HE 4022 268 00164~ 
107 4022 268 00173" 
100 4022 268 00223 
1 os 4022 268 00233 
110 4022 268 0024n 
111 4022 268 00327

1 

112 .4022 260 00334 --- . 

125.55 
94.33 
60.50 
59.50 
128.75 
m.oo 
81 .00 
41 .00 
78.60 
46.60 
153.54 
4i56 
70.33 
109.20 
193.57 
147:33 
70.51 
115.42 
93.19 
134.50 
111 .f9 

This worksheets lists the obsolescence risk for parts that have never been demanded. As mentioned, no 
model is developed for these parts; the risks to be entered are left as a decision variable. CS Logistics 
wants to distinguish five different classes, based on the number of years the part is residing in inventory. 
The percentages can be found in cells GS through G9, and are based on the inventory value that has never 
moved. In total €1.3million of inventory has never moved, of which €61.000 is less than one year old, 
other inventory values based on age can be found. The idea is that older inventory is more likely to be 
obsolete than inventory that is put there more recently and therefore cumulative percentages of never 
moved inventory are used. CS Logistics selected these data to base the obsolescence risks upon. 

1 
2 
3 Age (Yrs) Inventory Value Cum Inv. Value 
4 
5 <1 @30,69883 @30,698 83 
6 >1 <2 ~1 !! ,39Q,~~ €172,089.76 
7 >2 <3 €3~,417 .87 €554 ,507 .631 
8 >3 <4 €1~.~~o €704 ,317 03 i 
9 >4 @525,838.29 €1,330,15532 : 
10 
11 € 1.330,155.32 
12 I 

13 Based on inventory dd 14i!J212~ 
14 
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F 

% Cum% 

53 : 5% 
8% 13% 

29% 42% 
11% 53% 
47% 1000.~ 

I 
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G 

Rounded% . 
! 

5% 
15% 
45% 
55% 

100% 

H J 

These Values Are Used 
Update Cells G5:G9 ..vhen desi'!!~ 
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17. MONTHLY DEMAND 
Data file, lists monthly shipments (as recorded at the Eindhoven inventory) 

A BK BL BM BN BO BP BQ BR BS BT BU BV 

351 34 ' 24 ' 81 ' 361 22! 47 1031 24 
--1 

100 -9 97 74 1ro: 94 ' --+ 
851 62 ! ~j 

3i I 35: 36 1 14 24 54 18j 47 181 
5i:i " o! j 3)1 O' 75 D 0 O' Di 

I 30 · 12 31 : ,lj 39 34 32 261 37 
0 0 0 200· (f -51 ·a o: 
s; 3 10 0 i 3, 0 10! Qj I 

16j 35 35 10 24 1i 121 21 : ~ I 1D: 12 i 11 1£5° 11 i i 1Di 
12'. 25 5 5 19" 11 r 15 9: 131 
161 14 29 11 24 15: 36 d -·j 

5· 
D' () fci" o1 D Ql 

-1 
D D 

1%! rot 0 0 10 20. 10 25· Di 
ci1 10 2 3 T 1cil 31 i3 I 0 ' 

1·21 1:3 , 
.. l 171 15 11 28 16 25 11 : 

16' 16 17 12 4' 141 27' 16i j3 ' 
2' 3 7 3 3 ei ' 7 

----t 

1! 10 ' 
b il 

-I 

6 5 27 2 5, 2.J 1, 
11 9 1D 0 13 4 4 51 101 _, 

0 () .r a: o~ 2i -1 
D D Di 

11 et 4i I 

5 12 5 4 9 141 
20 · 4: 14; 

., 
5, 2 8 5 11 1 2: 
D' 5 5 2 2 2 5 1 ~] 21 
7 3:2 12 9 8 4 16, 10 ; 19 ' 
Di 5! -! 

D 12 D 0 D D DI 
6 7 18 5 6 3 6 !. 4i 
1 3· 17 :2 .j' 4 6' 15 ' Q1 
2 4 2D D 2 D D () 3, 
D' D D D D D () ' DI (J i 

' 
19 10 ei 9 14 16 16 10 ' f j l 

18. QOH (Quantity on Hand} 
Data file, lists current Quantity on Hand of good and defect parts for EOPD parts worldwide 

A B c D E F G H 
Item Number ;rotal ()Ofj_§OQD 

~~rb•r 
Total QOH DEFECT 

26741 I 2; -- ---si -·-
035-0006 2 ' ·-1 

-1 ------~--
1§1 

035-0007 2 215-000050 1 ' 
1r -----·---- -l 

035-0026 2700 §_j -
4556 1 : 3000 2 ' _[ 
4908 1 : 3900 71 1 
4910 

-1 
r251 65 I -- -J 

4· 1 i 
1310-000053 

-; 

4911 1 I 1 i 
14022198 13182 1 

'..J 

5431 1 ~f 
11 6479 15 [4022 19~ 61981 1 tf .. __ , 
12 07-614 10 1 14022 260 08661 
13 8214 j _; 14022 261 11812 1 Tl 
14 0822 006 17016 50 t4022 26222711 1 · 2 ----- 74 1 15 0822 081 09008 t~022 262 30871_ t 1 ------
16 0822 081 1 0004 24 14022 262 31723 1 --1 

14022 262 47871 t 17 0822 096 22025 2: 3 
18 0822 105 06006 ~: !4022 268 00001 + 

11 
---------------

19 8990 1 ! ! 4022 268 00007 j -1 
f 4022 268 00035 I 20 10005053 1 I 

21 109.06.0200 7 l4o22 268 00039 1 11 
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UPDATE PROCEDURE 

Per worksheet, the update procedure is illustrated below: 

On a quarterly basis: 

12. PROD FAM EOS: whenever end of service dates change or product families are added, the parameters 
can be changed manually in this worksheet, or the entire list can be updating by pasting from cell A2. 
13 . SCRAP RATES: by running the PEI scrap bookings report, 3.21.16 in MFGPRO and relating the 
results with the PLP SEO report as discussed in Appendix XI, the scrap rates can be calculated and 
updated by pasting from cell A2. 
14. ITEM PARAMETERS: these can be updated from the CIM database and MFGPRO downloads. 
15. REPAIR LEADTIME: these can be updated from the Vendor Rating query from CIM as discussed in 
Appendix XII. 
16. NON-MOVER OB SOL RISK: can be manually be updated based on the age of inventory or CS 
Logistics preferences. 

On a per use basis: 

17. MONTHLY DEMAND: demand history for all items that have ever seen demand can be updated from 
the forecasting tool that is used for daily replenishment. The information can be replaced from cell A2 for 
the corresponding months in row 1. 
18. OOH: The quantity on hand can be updated from the CIM query 'WWinventory'. If the item is not 
listed on the worksheet, zero quantity on hand is assumed 

The Excel worksheet relies on an underlying MS Access database with information about service call 
records and installed base information. The database is also located on L:\SERV _ARC\CS Logistics & 
Operations\CS Logistics\Obsolescence\ and features 2 tables: 

Tables: global installed base; all service call records 

!En Global Installed Base 

!En Part Usage on System 

The global installed base report can be found on the PEI intranet as discussed in Appendix V. The Global 
Installed Base report header needs to be removed before it can be updated in the database. Part Usage on 
System information needs to be obtained from the Global Data Warehouse query 'Call Part Usage by DB 
by System' which needs to be run for all of the databases for the period between today and the last update. 
The following queries are used, but need not be updated. 

Queries: 

nil Enter NC and find product families 

nil Enter NC and find Systems plus Install Date 

nil Product Family List 

nil Systems plus Install Dates 
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APPENDIX XVII - OVERVIEW OF USED NOTATION 

Overview of used notation for the consumable spare part model 

input variables 

di ,k 

I 
RSP 

N; ,k,z 

x 
z 

fJ 
No . I , ,Z, j 

J 

RSP .. 
] , I 

c 
d 
h 
a 
p 

demand for spare part i in interval k 

set of spare parts, i E I 
number of intervals k the remaining service period is divided in, k E RSP 
active installed base featuring spare part i in interval k given scenario z 
random variable denoting the number of demands 
the number of installed base scenarios considered, z E Z , numbered 1,2,3,4. 

weight attached to installed base scenario z, I ::;wz =I 

used Type-2 service level 

active installed base of product family j at the moment of final ordering featuring spare 

part i in interval k given scenario z 
set of product families j E J 

remaining service period of product family j featuring spare part i 

actual active installed base featuring spare part i in interval k given scenario z, assuming 

that there is an error in the estimation of installed base 
initial purchase or manufacturing cost 
disposal cost 
holding cost per year 
yearly discounting rate 
penalty cost per stockout 

intermediate variables 

P; ,k 

µi ,k,z 

a 2 
i,k,z 

µi ,RSP,z 

2 
a i,RSP,z 

P; ,k 

RSP; 

P; ,k 

probability that spare part i will fail in interval k 

expectation of demand for spare part i in interval k given scenario z 

variance of demand for spare part i in interval k given scenario z 
"\' k=RSP 

£...k=l µi ,k ,z 

"\' k=RSP 2 
£...k=l a i,k ,z 

average (historical) value of P; ,k 

the remaining service period for spare part i 

probability that spare part i will fail in interval k, assuming that there is an error in the 

estimation of installed base 
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A.k I , 
arrival intensity of Poisson distribution for spare part i, without installed base information, 

in interval k 

Ai ,RSP 

e 

output variables 

""k=RSP A 
L.k=l i ,k 

safety factor, <I> - i ( B) = fl% 

final order for consumable spare part i, given scenario z 
final order for consumable spare part i 

Overview of used notation for the repairable spare part model 

input variables 

s 
r- s 

m i,k ,z 

A,.k 
l , 

the repair probability for part i 

the number of times a repairable part can be repaired 
transition rate matrix 
transition rate from state a to state b 
semi-Markov process, denotes a stochastic process at time t 
the total number of states 
the number of transient states, s E T 
the number of absorbing states, r E T 

systems featuring spare part i in interval k, given scenario z 
failure rate of spare part i per interval k 

repair rate per repair channel of spare part i (per interval k) 

number of parts as starting condition in the Markov model 
maximum number of allowed backorders 
identity matrix 
matrix listing transitions to absorbing states 
matrix consisting of zero' s 
column vector, consisting of 1 's 

intermediate variables 

'fab 

wf i ,RSP,z 

p 

P ah 

the average number of repairs for repairable spare part i 

the needed repair pool for repairable spare part i, given scenario z 

time the stochastic process holds in state a before making a transition to state b 

weighting factor the entire RSP for spare part i , given scenario z 

transition probability matrix 
probability of leaving state a to state b 
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Er: 
M 
N 
v(I) 

I; ,RSP,z 

mi ,RSP,z 

'T/; 

output variables 

s . r ,1, z. 

the g-th moment of time in state a 

diagonal matrix 
matrix denoting expected time in transient states 

vector listing absorption times 
absorption time for spare part i, given N; 

desired spare pool for spare part i 

weighted average failure rate during the RSP of spare part i , given scenario z 
average number of active systems during the RSP featuring spare part i, given scenario z 
addition factor for spare part i 

final order repairable spare part i , given scenario z 
final order repairable spare part i 
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